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PREFACE

Ths volume has been written under BuAer Contract NOas 151-514(d) to provide ern-
gineers with analytical and other techniques basic to the unif ed approach to problems
of aircraft control system design.

A large portion of the volume is a codification of existing techniques and material
appearing in textbooks and published papers. However, a certain anmount of newmaterial is also presented for the first time in published form. Bibliographio's cover-
ing' the major sdrce material are appended to each chapter.

Thts volume has been written from the point of view that the basic approach to control
S yteis problems is of necessity through the transfer function. The various ways of
dealing with such problems in practice are essentially means of getting vartous de-
grees of approximations to the transient solution of the equations of motion from which
the transfer functions are derived. Since the object of prime interest in contrc.l and
servomechanisms work is the transient behavior of the system under considerition,
it is feIt that this aproach will provide the control systems engineer with a relatively
new codifying concept with which to attack his problems.

The authors are indebted to many individuals and companies who have aided or n-
fluenced this volume either directly or indirectly, and particularly to the Burean of
Aeronautics of the United States Navy. Special appreciation is due to Mr. L. )I.
Chattier, Mr. R. A. benneche, and ,k.. J Folse, of BuAer, whose foresight and
contWted interest have made this proiec.,o possible. Special mention should be
given to luanita Zimmerman, Betty Harsey, Elias Moness, F. B. Bacus, and Sameu
Tones of the Northrop Servomechanisms Section for their untiring efforts in preparing
the manuscript for publication; also to K. B. Tuttle, who was charged With the re-
sponsibility of coordinating all the individual efforts involved. The arduous task of
writing this book has been made a more pleasant one by the contintuing interest ad
able assistance of all those mentioned above and the entire Northrop Engineering
Division.

1). T. Mc-uer, Spervisor
Servomechanisms Section

C. L. Bates, Director
Mechanical Design Department
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.iMPORTANT NOTE

This volume -vas written by and for engineers and scientists ,0ho are ccIcerned with
the analysis and synthesis of piloted aircraft flight control systemis. Te Bureau of
Aeronautics vindertook the sponsorship of this project when it become apparent that
many signific,,nt advances were being made in this extreme!1 technical field and that
the presentatien and dissemination of information concerbng such advances would
beof benefijl to the Services, to the airframe companies, a rid to the individuals con-cerned.

A contract for :.ollecting, codifying, and presenting t is scattered rnater'al was
awarded to Nortrop Aircraft, Inc., and the present b,, volume represents the
the results of these efforts.

The need for suct. a volume as this is obvious to tho a working in the field. It is
equally apparent tit the rapid changes and refinementc, In the tecLnques used make
it essential that new material be added as it becomes available. The best way of
maintaining and improving the usefulness of this volume. is therefore by frequent re-
visions to keep it as complete and as up-to-date as ps-sible.

For these ri6is, the Bureau of Aeronautics solicit: suggestions for revisions and
additirs from those ibo make use of the volume. In some cases, these suggestions
might be simply that the wording of a paragraph be cY riged for clarification; in other
cases, whole sections outlining new techniques migit be submitted.

Each suggestion will be cknowledged and will receii e careful study. For those which
are approved, revision pages will be prepared awi distributed. Each of these will
'cntain notations at necessary to give full credit W.o the person and organization re-'. onsible.

rthts cooperation on the paxt of the readers of thtu vol'ume is vital. Suggestions for-
vouled to the Chief, Bureau of Aeronautics, i "tention AE-612), Washington 25,

will be most welccane.

L. M. Chattier
Head, Actuatiag ] Flight Controls Systems Section

k Airborne Eqr Ipment Division
Bureau of Aeronautics
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.... CHAPTER I

GENERAL CONSIDEliATIONS

The purpose of this volume is to present the systems difference between the two types is one of precision of
engineer with essential mathematical tools for solving control maintained by the pilot; the essential likeness
problems arising in piloted aircraft control system is that the pilot is primarily interested in directing or
design. This introductory chapter is devoted to survey- commanding the airplane to assume a certain orientation
ing some of the general principles involved and to de- in space.fine certain important terms.

j The pilot uses the cockpit control devices for two func-As far as hts degree of control over the Irplane Is tions: to command and to stabilize the airplane. Theconcerned, a pilot may be said to engage in two types of difference between these two functions can be clarified
flight activity in the course of a mission. The first of by a simple but common illustration:

-- 1 these, usually called navigation, does not require great
precision of control but enables the pilot to fly the air- A pilot takes an airplane aloft and at a certainplane to some Point at which he begins the second type flight condition attempts to establish a certain
of flight activity characterized by the much greater rate of climb. He pulls back on the stick and
control needed. During this second type of flight, the holds it steady. In response to this con-
pilot must direct the airplane in some precise geo- mand, the airplane smoothly takes up ametrical relationship to an object on the ground or in steady climb. However, the climb rate is
the air. The object on the ground may perhaps be the not precisely what the pilot wants, so he
landing field where the pilot will terminate the flight or applies a slight forward force to the stick.a target which is to be bombed; the object in the air The airplane then pitches forward, and themay perhaps be an enemy aircraft which is to be de- rate of climb is reduced. But it is reduced
stroyed or a friendly aircraft with which the pilot is too much, so the pilot applies back pressure
to fly in completing a mission. Depending upon the again, and again the airplane climbs too
particular situation, it can be seen that this precision fast. This procedure continues: The pilot
type of flight is required in such activities as landing, adjusts the stick forward and backward
tracking, gunlaying, zuki bombing runs. The essential continuously, and the airplane pitches up

and down without ever settling down to the
desired rate of climb.
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In this example, the pilot was unable to command a rate as one in which the behavior of the system is studied
of climb and get exactly what he wanted, He had to to indicate which of the alterable elements might be
jockey the stick back and forth, climbing fi"st too fast, changed to produce satisfactory performance. On the
then too slowly. The average rate of climb was pro- other hand, synthesis is concerned with designing or
bably satisfactory, but the pilot was compelled to work choosing alterable elements which will enable the system
very hard tol maintain it. If he has been able to stabilize to produce a desired performance.
at the desired rate of climb after perhaps one or two
small corrections with the stick, he would have been The term system, as used in this volume, may be de-satisfied; but he was not satisfied with the oscillating fined as any group of interacting entities required to
response he actually achieved, account completely for the physics of a particular

observed phenomenon. This definition includes systems
However, performance was unsatisfactory only if the as simple as a pendulum and as complex as an aircraft
pilot insisted on getting exactly the rate of climb he had fire control system. For the pendulum, the interacting
initially decided upon. As long as he placed the stick in entities are gravity, the atmosphere, bearing friction,
a certain position and held it there (command input), the and the mass of the pendulum, as illustrated in figure
airplane flew smoothly wvith no tendency to oscillate; Its 1-2. In an aircraft fire control system, there are too
flight behavior was stable. It was only when he attempted many elements to list here. However, a pertinent point
to make certain fine adjustments that the oscillation is that many of the elements are themselves complex
occurred. The airplane by itself was stable. What was "sub-systems," such as a tracking radar system or a
unstable was actually the pilot-airplane combination, pilot-controls-airframe combination similar to the

one described earier in this chapter.
To solve a problem of this sort, one must study three
factors: a) the pilot, to determine how he responds to The purpose of this survey has been to present some
certain stimuli, such as pitch angle, normal accelera- general considerations relating to the design of piloted
tion, and stick force; b) the airplane, to determine how aircraft control systems: in subsequent chapters, th'
it responds to certain control movements and air forces, mathematical means for dealing with design probley s
such as backward and forward stick deflection, lift are discussed.
changes, and pitching moment changes; and c) the pilot-
airplane combination as a system, to determine how they This volume is directed to college graduate enjineers.
will interact with each other. Consequently, the entire effort is cwai ! a logical

presentation of the methods of analyc is an(. synthesis.
When this has been accomplished, changes can be made This precludes digressions for th ! presentation of
in certain-elements to produce a better system, general background material. Hov e'-er, since it is

expected that the engineers who use '.lis book will have
This volume presents techniques suitable for handling backgrounds in various branches ), engineering, not
feedback control systems problems of types of practical all of which make use of the wm.h, miacs pertinent to
importance to engineers concerned with the design of controls analysis, an appendS:. -. 'nc ded which touches
flight control systems, of which the one considered above briefly on important tbpicr Tt i, blghly recommended
is an example. These are the methods of analysis: that the reader scan the 2p. -Oix so that he may acquaint
methods of determining how a system or elements of a himself with any unfamilik, material found their.
system behave when subjected to command inputs or to
external disturbances. The volume goes beyond anal- In addition to certain mathemati,-d material, the ap-
ysis, however, and consider methods of synthesis, pendix contains a rather extensive gi. ssary of terms. In
that is, procedures for determining the best way of particular, many new definitions az ' given to old and
selecting many elements and combining them into a familiar words. Although this may at 'rst seem arbi-
system. Analysis takes a given system anddetermines trary, experience will show that once the qe eefinitions
its behavior, Whereas synthesis creates a system which are well fixed in mind, the text can be folowed with
will behave according to a certain desired pattern, much less confusion than would exist had the->'-fi,1tions

been left to chance. The reasons for this are simply
In building up a control system, it is usually con- that automatic control theory is relatively new and Out
venient at first, and often necessary, to "live with" a there are a number of systems of nomenclature in use.
certain number of components. In controlling an air- If no standardization were settled upon for this book, n,-
plane, for example, the airframe must usually be ac- two readers would gather the same impressions from the
cepted wthout change because certain design parameters text. The definitions adopted by the AIEE-ASME joint
affecting its performance were determined by considera- committee at the time this volume is published are used,
tions other than control, such as landing speed and whenever possible. A list of these symbols and de-
maximum gross weight. Those elements which are finitions is given in the glossary, together with those
accepted without change are referred to as unalter- of whatever standards exist in fields where tf-e AIEE-
able elements. All the other elements in the system ASME presentation is not applicable.
which can be chosen or designed at will to obtain the
desired performance are called alterable elements. The main body of text can be divided into three major
In the example used above, certainly the pilot and most divisions. The first division is simply chapter II in
probably the airframe would be considered unalterable wlich fundamental background material relevant to the
elements. The surface controls would be the alterable description of system behavior is presented. Chapters
elements. Thus a problem in ,railyois can be considered III, IV,, and V frM the next major division. Thes e
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chapters are concerned solely with the analysis and VII and VMI are devoted to machine methods of handlingtsynthesis oXt linear systems. The third diviston consists analysis and. synthesis problems. These chapters corn-
cf hapters VI, VII, and VIII. And considers not only plete the volme

inea devces-but also non-Ifnear systems,. Chapters
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CHAPTER 11

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

SECTION I - INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the means of describing control firmly established.
L4  systems in order to facilitate analysis and synthesis.

The. mathematical form used to describe a system and The transfer function is essentially a ,,mathematical
each of its components is called "the transfer function." model" of a unit or system, and it is manipulated like
The transfer function of a linear system completely a laboratory model in order to produce satisfactory
specifies its dynamic performance in terms of the performance.
Laplace transform variable s and certain fundamental
parameters such as natural frequency, time delay and Manipulation of the transfer function is greatly facili-
damping ratio. Since control systems analysis and tated by a number of graphical aids that show relation-
synthesis is carried on almost entirely in terms of ships between the transfer functions of the individual
transfer- functions, it is important that its forms, components of a system, and promote visualization, ofmeanings and various graphical representations be the transfer functions themselves.

SECTION 2 -MATHEMATICAL MODELS

_7 (a) GENERAL lumped parameters approximate the distributed capaci-
tances, Inductances, and resistances. Theis para-

Given the problem of designing a gear unit, an engineer meters, along with variables such as loading conditions
proceeds by first considering the physical requirements, to represent disturbances, are varied and measure-
such as mechanical advantage, pitch diameter, and ments of the responses are made. Because of the as-
stresses. Bearing in mind such further factors as sumption of lumped parameters, the results are not
producibility and availability of material, he formulates a perfect representation of the physical system. How-
his design. These ideas are then converted into work- ever, they are the best obtainable under laboratory con-
Ing drawings, from which the gear is produced. Finally, ditions and may yeld a great deal of useful information.
the finished product is tested.

The complex nature of most control systems often pre-
Essentially, the design procedure may be summarized cludes the laboratory experiment method of analysis.
as follows: However, one can come close to achieving the advan-

1. The requirements of the design are determined. tages of the laboratory experiment by performing the
2. Calculations are performed in order to deter- experiment on paper. Mathematical equations may be
mine controlling parameters. used to represent a physical system in much the same
3. The best methods of meeting requirements are way as the laboratory model simulates it. When prop-
determined. erly derived both the mathematical and laboratory
4. Working drawings are prepared. models should reflect, within certain limits, the charac-
5. The unit is constructed. teristics of the physical system being analyzed. What
6. The completed design is tested. these limits are is determined by the assumptions used.

Obviously, a mathematical model derived from unfounded
A similar procedure is followed in designing control assumptions will lead to grossly misleading conclusions.
systems. However, the complexity of such systems Consequently, assumptions must be made with great
makes a more extensive design procedure necessary. care. Precautions must be taken throughout the analysis
Following the formulation of the design, a rigorous not to lose sight of these assumptions and to realize

analysis must be applied to answer these questions: that they limit the validity of the final con'-lusions.
1. Is the basic concept souw4?
2. How does the system perform.? In order to provide a reminder, it is wise to make a
3. How well does the. system perform.? complete and well defined list of assumptions which
4. How can the system be improved? control the analysis. This procedure yields additional

benefits. For one thing, in order to express precisely
These analyses can sometimes be done through labo- what he has in mind, the engineer must think critically
ratory experiments. As an example, consider the about his statements. For example, it is easy to make
analysis of an electrical distribution network.. The the mental assumption "no friction, "but it requires

system is simulated in the laboratory by assuming that more careful consitderation to write down precisely

II-1
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Chapter 11,
Section 2

wbasthere is no friction. In considering "where," the
engineer often discovers that the assumption is un-
reasonable and hence changes his attack. Another
additional ber Jfit derived from the list of assumptions
is realized when discrepancies occur between analytical U
and experimental data. Refer ce to the list usually
points to the cause. ,

For these and many other regnions, it is highly recOm-, Force (F)

-mended that all assumptions be listed before proceed-
ing on any analysis problem.

(b) LINEARIZATION A .

One of the most important assumptions usually made ' A x MIA

in analysis concerns the "linearity" of the elements _

of the system. The system shown in figure 1I-1 is _ _._ .
considered in some detail in section 11-3 where 'the Displacement
following equation is derived.

2
dtx dx([LI-i) M d- B dHkx • t)

Figure X1-2. Non-Linear Spring Constant

...... . . B vary in a similar fashion, (II-1) takes the form:

dx d" x dn"  x .dx

Spring (k) Da:per ) f)
This is known as a non-linear differential equation. In _

the simple example chosen it was assumed that the
" f1 (x) were functions of x only. In general, however,

MASS (M) xLx , d2 ... dnx
f ~' /1 1 * tl

In most cases equations of the type of (11-3) are solved
Figue ZI-Z. Second Order Sutem only by lengthy computations. However, in some cases,

such as that represented by figure 11-2, an additional
Since x is the displacement of the mass, this equation assumption can be made that reduces the equation to
says that the sum of the inertia force (Md~x/dt =), the the form of (11-2). Specifically, it can be assumed
damping force (Bkx/dt), and the spring force (kx), that the range of values of x is restricted so that the
equals the driving force, Q(t). in order to solve this slope of, the curve is constant. This is called the
equation conveniently, the following three assumptions linear range of x.
are made:

1. The mass M is constant. It can be inferred from the discuasion that one necessary
2. The damping factor B is constant. characteristic of a linear system is that the static re-
3. The spring characteristic k is constant. lationship between the input and the output is a straight

If these statements are true, (II-1) is of the form: line. Systems which do not satisfy this criterion are
d _'x dn-X d . said to have non-linear static characteristics.

(1-2) idt i+ a2dt_1'+ .. Non-linear static characteristics are divided into two

main classifications:
where ab, I LI . ,a, .. an are constants and Q(t) is 1.. Continuous non-linearities.
some function of time (t). Equations of the form of 2. Discontinuous non-linearities.
(IU-2) are called linear differential equations with
constant coefficients and are readily solved. However, Figure It-2 represents a continuous non-linearity.
none of the biree assumptions is precisely correct. Figure II-3a represents a different type of non-linear
Consider, for example, the spring characteristic static characteristic in that there is no straight line
k . One form which this quantity may have is illus- portion. The device represented might be a pressure
trated in figure 11-2. transducer, figure I-3b, in which case the input is

pressure and the output is volt,. The curved line on
The essential point here is that the spring characteristic the graph of input vs. output repkegeht& the actual
k isa, function of the dependent variable x. If M and static rharacteristic of the system. The dotted straight

11-2



ChapterhI~fJsection,. ,

- lines represent several different possible linear ap-
* o, proximations to the true curve. If the operating range cjtput ,

of htere t were large and symmetrical about the origin, Backlash
the line xy would be used. If the operating range were Referred 1
small, the line uv wopld be used. If the range of opera- t

tion centered about tlipoint a, the straight line passing
Sthrough that 0ei. rng point would be usedto represent

2 the system static, characteristic. Whenever the true
Scharacteristics of a system -are approximated by a

straight linejtn this .manr~er,- it is, said that the system ______

has-been "linearized.," Inpu

el Backlash
or Referred

Output Pto Input
(a)

Input

=irs(Pressure)

Input cntrigrnfrtentiometer T (Volts)
(Pressure) rentepin _osth _ipragis

(b)

Figure 4. Backlash, Tye Discontinuous
Non-Linearity

Thresold or flat spot, figure -6b, occurs: in, a system
st A b equivalent to that of figure 11-4 with the addition of a

e tenti.Nete tha t centering spring from thepotentiometer wiper to the
(Volts)case. Whenever the bellows has moved beyond the

Mb threshold region, the spring holds the wiper against
the wiper attachment. Thus when, the belows reverses
its direction of travel, there i's no lost motion until

iuen a c ti n in e . the threshold region is reached again.
preload, figure T-6c, is characterized by a. step funct-

Supiose that the pressure transducer were redesigned ion force or torque versus a displacement away from
so that it had a static characteristic represented by neutral. Note that the applied force on a device with
the line y. Next, assume that the potentiometer this characteristic can vary from minus the preload
wiper attachment to the bellows became loose. The
unit would then appear schematically as in figure H-4b.
The bellows can now move through a certain distance
without moving the potentiometer wiper. The result Output
is a discontinuous static characteristic as shown in
figure 11-4a. This type of discontinuous non-linearity
has as its essential feature a hysteresis loop and is
called backlash. Note that it can be referred to in
terms of the output. or input. _______

The only way to linearize a 1system of this type is to Input
assume that the backlash is negligible. This is equiva-
lent to saying that the range of operation of greatest
concern is large compared to the backlash. This
situation is illustrated in figure 1-5.

Figure H-6 illustrates some other important dis-'1 continuous non-lHnearities. Figure Backlash
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Ouptoutput f*
I InputInput

"-Threshold

Backlash Fiat spot
a ~Threshold bor Flat Spot

Force Forcet
obr IorohruI -rl To rque I FFri ction

___________VelocityI Displ acemienit

Prla Coulomb Frictionc d

ForceForce
ore or

Tobrque______

- Velocity
Displacement

Displacement
Detent sito

Limit or Saturation Value

Limit or Sat uration2

Figw. IZ.6. Disconti nuts Non-Lineari ties



Chapter I
Section 3

value to plus, without causing any displacement. There are many other types of non-linearities that
are important in certain control system analyses.

Coulomb friction has the same relation to velocity But these are discussed in some detail in chapter VI.
that preload has to displacement, figure I1-6d. As The essential point to be gathered here is that these
shown in the illustration, a force equal to the friction examples are typical of what is not acceptable if the
is required to produce a displacement away from zero. system is to be represented by linear differential
To reverse the direction, the force must be reduced equations with constant coefficients (1-2).
to zero, then applied again in equal strength in the
opposite direction. So far only those effects of coefficients varying with

the dependent variable (x) have been considered. The
Detent, figure II-6e, differs from preload in that the coefficients may also vary with time. In the simple
force reduces to zero at some small value of dis- mass-damper-spring example shown above, the tern-
placement. The shape of the detent characteristic is perature of the environment may be changing in some
determined by design. fashion. If this were the case, M, B, and k would

also vary with time; then (il-1) would take on the form:
Stictio, figure 1I-6f, is usually assumed to be related
to velocity as detent is related to displacement. In (ZZ.4)
general, this assumption is valid only for very low i"x dn'lx dn±Ix dxvalues of velocity. Stiction differs from coulom b f0t ltd ' +lt --- ' +a1t .tx Q(t)
friction in that the force reduces to zero at some small

value of velocity. This is known as a linear differential equation with
variable coefficients. It is more readily solved than

All of the non-linearities so far discussed have con- a non-linear equation, but the process is much more
cerned behavior of a system near neutral or the null involvedthan that required for the simle linear equation
point. An important non-lineariy jencountered with with constant coefficients. In particular, it is not amen-
larger values of input and output is limiting, figure able to any of the methods to be used in chapters III
11-6g. This characteristic occurs in any real system. through V. Consequently, the remnder of this chapter

The usual assumption is that the operating range of is devoted to mathematical models that can be derived
significance in analysis is ,below saturation." from equations typified by (11-2).

SECTION 3 -BLOCK DIAGRAMS ND TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

(a) THE BLOCK DIAGRAM readily in the schematic diagram of figure 11-8.

Engineers have developed methods of working with This figure shows an amplifier supplying a voltage,
drawings and diagrams especially designed to provide Vg, to the control field of a motor. This voltage alters
useful information and to aid in the visualization of the motor torque, thus effecting a change in motor
certain aspects of a problem. For example, E~gure speed, n,, with a corresponding perturbation of the
11-7 show a pump geared to a motor whose field voltage rate of flow of fluid,Q0 , in the outlet pipe. The flow
is supplied by a remotely located control box. This of fluid impinges on the flowmeter vane which is
diagram provides. information regarding the number of balanced by a spring. A potentiometer attached to
units composing the system and their relative locations the vane puts out a voltageVl, proportional to vane
and sizes. That is, it conveys a description of some deflection (and consequently, proportional to QO). The
of the external features of the system. However, it flowmeter potentiometer is connected to the control
does not provide a thorough understanding of how the potentiometer in a bridge circuit. Thus, when the
system operates. The operation may be seen more control potentiometer is turned clockwise the voltage,

" Fluid
. .....Discharge

"-" Foweter

• Pump11 In

Field ControlledSmotor

Fidure-I-7. Pump Drive System
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- Chapter II
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Power I
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i - I
"JAnd Fixureod-..e- D ia gD

" ontroll1

in..Flput.r .. .

%,is increased so that avoltage V,= v - appears speed i' The funtion Y,. transers the inpt V0 o t-he
circuitry which increases the cUrrent in the motor .. ...control field until the ilowmeter voltage,. v,, just .-.. . n -balances the control potentiomet er -voltage,V,, (i. ei *, 

-

- V ,.= 0). In this wvayprecise control is maintained -•
" over the flow rate q.",' - . . ..

Although figure II-8.is an abstraction that bears. only a Figure Il-JO. Block Representation of IlOtOr"
light resemblanceto figure II-V, it is useflu because it-

sosthe functional relationships of the entire system. - There is another, input to both the motor and the ampli-Thus, it serves, as an aid to the formulation of .the math.- fler., namely, the. t!ine. voltage. .See figure II-8. low-.ematical model of the system. In fact, one Of the equa- ever, this voltage is considered as merely an energy-K tions, has already been derived, namely, V . V - Vp. This source of constant magnitude. If this asSumption- is - C-equation states that the-amplifier input voltage is the true, only the. steady state characteristics, of thedifference between the control potentiometer setting and system are affected. In .this particular .case, .line ..the vane potentiometer position. This relation will be voltage is important because it determines the steadyused later in deriving the complete equation of the . state speed of the motor-. Tihe question of primaryr system. importance in the analysis treated in this book is ="What happens to the system when It is disturbed.An even more abstract representation of the system slightly from :the steady state operating-point?,, - Con-can be devised which allows direct determination of the sequently, the transfer function is concerned-onlymathematical' model. Consider first the amplifier. It with those inputs which, will help answer, this question.ha-sisliptag and, the flownc mete ptentmtrl etdi hsvluei ae statasai-aayiV~ te ifernc btwenth cntol An important ass umpntion .upon which althe ana lysis
voltage.. Its output .is-the motor, control field voltage,, has previousybeen made and it has.been as-certained

V. This can be represented as in figure 11-9, " ltthe s'ystem is capa-ble of operatio'n at th-s-teadyo

v E. I Io I, " ' .

T 0

Ya Returning to figure 11-8, the gear unit and the. pumpmay also be represented by blbcks, each with a transfer . ," . --functionl relating the output to the input, figure H-11.

Figure ii-8. Block Representation o Amplifer o r

T h e te rm YA in th e fig u re is re fe rre d to a s th e a m p lifie r -: I; , -" ' ..,/ ";-i " . , " :"
transfer function because it transfers the input to the Gearint .P;p
output, and it is a mathematical expression of the (a) (bY' '
amplifier performance. That is, the output of the

unit is given, by V0 YAVS.Fge1-1."Block"e. 
....nationaSThe motor operation may be l expressed in a similar l n figure 11-l1, the output quantities are defined byfashion by a block as in figure -0. no = Vun, and Q,: =Y~n..

Noticehere tha the motor input voltage isVthe amplifier. Combining figures II9, lI-10, and I-l resulta .
ou h voltage and that themotor outputis the roational a figure HI- 10.

slgtrsmlnet iue111 ti sflbcuei



'This comnihation of blocks it; known as a block diagram. symbol called a difierential, which repre-
'--It showis thecacgde ;arrangenent of the amplifier, sents the equation V - V,.t ::i~i -moto,' ng,and p i mp, As yet, this block diagram

SO- ! not a complete functional representation of the pump The complete block diagram for the pump drive system
. . drie system since the function of the flowmeter in the is derived by combining figures ti-12, 11-13, and 11-14,

S . system is no( yet accounted for. However, the diagram and is shown in figure R1-15. Notice that by following
'doS showttie transfer of an input (control) quantity, the arrows away from the differential to the right and
Vt, through various functional components into an back through the flowmeter, a complete "loop" is

otpu (cotrolled quantity)fluid-flow, %, and on thi described. Systems that can be represented .in thisbasis c~al edltk control System .Buptx radd way sire known as Q10. ed-loop systems and are dis-

ir.. • Motor Gearing Pimp'

"" Figure- 11-12. Block Di-agram: of Portion of Pimp Drive System

II = " : as a system, it has the serious deficiency that any tinctly different in their properties from those that

variations of the pressure of the fluid supply to the can be represented by simple cascading of elements asI - pump produces a change in the output quantity, Q,. It in figure 11-12.
is evident that to maintain a constant outpUt flow, Qo,
with this system, some means would'be needed; to vary The blocks starting with the amplifier and ending with
the input, v ,whenever changes occur in Q,. the pump forim what is known as the forward 1o6p

elements of the system.,* That is, these unitstransfei
This-means isprovided by a flowmeter used as shown the input forward to the output. The flowmeter, which
in figure 11-8. The flowmeter, driven by the fluid, -feeds information f, om the output back to the input,
turns apo.tentiometer, which produces a voltage, piakes up the feedback loop element of the system.

* 'Thi 'is: epresented byfigureI1-3.
If, in this closed loop system, the output, Q,indreases

L,, ,,V for some reason, the feedback voltage, Vv,will also in-
y, Y crease.. And since the input to the amplifier isC_ 'V 1 1 V ,the amplifier will reduce the motor control

A_________ field. v61take and,, consequently, the pump output, -.
-Automatic regulation of the flow is thus achieved.

(IIFi'juE 1143. Block Representation of Flowmeter

DIf the flowmeter is removed, the feedback from output
Differential. to input is removed which opens the loop of the blockL .yV, V. diagram. The system then assumes the form of figure

U1-12, and is called an "open-loop" system.

cbntrol 'VP A homely example is presented now to emphasize the
Potentiometer difference between open -and closed loop systems'.

Consider the automatic washing machine. This device

Fi~ure 1-1:4. Blck Representation of Thput cannot sense the degree of dirtiness of the clothes and
S'to Amplifier performs each operation of its cycle only for a pre-

determined length of time. This is an oper-oop system.
The position of the control potentiometer wiper,. and On the othex hand, when the clothes are laundered by
'thus its voltage, is proportional to the desired flow,. hand, the time and energy expended are a function of

Vi Y 1 fy virtue of this circuitry, the voltage into the dirtiness of the clothes because the washerwoman
""II -Differential

i" "- on ro . V i- ....if e ......--.- " - V
• " P°nt°mrol l Anp" -Motor Gearing . Pup r[

Potentometer..--..-....

Flowmeter

Figure 11-15. Block Diagram of Pump Drive System

the amplifieris the difference between the *lowmeter The tenns forward loop, and feedback loop are mis-'3 llometerleading since "loop~s" as such are not referred to.potentiometer uutput,V ,p and thecontrol potentiometer However, because of long, usage, they are commonlysetting; V. This is indicated by the scheme shown in accepted. In this volume, they are also referred
1. fgure,-14. "The illustration also introducesanew to as, forward path and feedback path.

1-7
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Ii'

'continudusi observes the clothes and controls her by a systenf of block diagram algebra that makes ,
behavior according to her degree of satisfaction With possible to-reduc,zeven the mst complex system tqthep.. Thus, she behaves not ony according to the a single block.

t.1 comnaid,"W~ tebe.Plothes,, 1 but. also: accordlngta
[wh ip n.sasA.result.of the-was Mnperation. The This is illustratedby th' pump era system dlscussedwasherwoi an. nd asSqc-uated -equipment~make'pa" above. '

Thetransfer functions YA, YM) Y, and Y, are the tras-
fer functions of the forward elements of the sysfem.
Referring to figure 11-12, YA = V, /V I Y 1/V

Whether it refers toan open or a closed loop, the Y.. no/n I , Y, Q0A./no ; and, since.
block, diagram possesses. several important character- YA/vj = o/v,)(n,/v0) (n0/n1) (Y Y , Y p L
I s tic 's t h a t d e s e r v e s pe c ia l m e n t io n . I t m u s t b e r e - t h e b l o c k s o f t h e f aty b ed

membered-that a block diagram is a functional repre- the four blocks of ihe forward path may be reduced to
sentation of a physical system. Since the blocks re- iefined by a forward transer function
present functional components rather thanphy ic I - - - . . l_" ea

:components, ablock may represent several physical as infigure 1f-17.
' units lumped together, or one physical unit may be
subdimided into several functional blocks,. This: com- .b!nati-o and sep~ration of physica, components into- -L•'
fun-iitiona utis based upon the operational relation- -
:ships between the 'units. Figure 27-16. Equivalent Singlie.,.lock Repreaentinig, Forward Path of Figure 1-=15For instance, figure 11-15 shows individual blocks for

the control potentiometer and amplifier and a symbol Note that the feedback element of figure 11-17 is un-
for a differential, Actually, the potentiometer and changed frcmn that of figure ll-15, because the flowmeter
amplifier are located within one control box, while transfer function, Yi, is-the only, element inthe feed-
the differential merely represents a -method of wiring, back link; consequently it defines the feedback trinfer

A- functio of-the system.
Also In figure U-15, the block representing the motoraccounts. for the relationship betweei shaft speed and - orward Path -

control field voltage. But since the pump character- V, v
istics are Important factors in determining shaft speed, Y

certain pup features are actualy a part of the moto-
block. In this example, the flow, Q0 , is a simple
function of pump speed. It Is this simple function
that is represented by Y-. It is evident that an intimate VP
knowledge of the behavior of the elements of. a system: -
is needed before a block diagram can be constructed.! Feedback Path-
This aspect of the problem will be treated in some
detail later. Figure 11-17. Simplified Block Diagram of Pump

(b) BLOCK DIAGRAM ALGEBRA Drive System I
The overall relationship between the output, Q0, and.

It is a comparatively simple job to derive the mathe- input, Q,, is obtained in terms of the forward and fel-
matibal models (transfer functions) of the individual back transfer functions as follows.:
elements Such as YA, Yw, YG of figure 11-15. Each
model describes the behavior of the corresponding The voltage to the amplifier was given by
individual element. To determine how these elements (Z15) -
perform whenlinked together requires the derivationof a new mathematical model that describes the corn- and since VE = Qo/Y ,. I vi = YcQi , and Vp -YpQo,
plete closed loop system of figure 11-15. This new these expressions can be substituted into (11-5) yielding
model is more complex than any represented by the QO/YFL YcQi - YVQo • Rearrapging the.,terms,
individual elementary transfer functions, and must Qo( 1/Yip + Yp) - YcQi . Clearing fractions and: forming

be examined to obtain a description of the behavior of the ratio of output to input, the equation is
the entire system. The field of controls system analy-
sis consists simply of a number of special ways of Q. YV YFL
investigating the properties of the closed loop. All (11.) - 1 + Y¥ YPL
of these special methods depend upon manipulating
block diagrams such as figure H1-5 into simple form. (11-5) and (11-6) are the two fundamental relationships
Such manipulations fall into the subject of block diagram' on which all closed-loop control systems theory is
algebra. based. (11-5) is called the actuating error equation..44

It defines the "actuating, error" (as repreyentedby'
Vl ) as the differehce between the desired quantity
(as represented by Vi ) and the output quantity (as

As systems become more complex, they become un- represented by Vt). By direct substitution of the input
wieldy mathematically. This situation is remedied and output, and by application of the forward and feed-

11-8
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Confroller Potentiometer aun

Valve

Figure 11-22. Surhice Control Positioning System

Controller

Wntro o~nd~imete Aplfeer Pototomte

Figure H1-23. Motor Control Systemn

tldalcLines 7 . ,

Fi ur pressur SUMPdc yse
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.. ,MotorCnro System Hydraulic Control System

Figure Z1-26, Surface Control Posjti.oning System

j8 (11-12) CLOM~ LOOP T AISFVA FUNCTION

.,FORWARD TRANSF . FUNCTIONEueI27. Surface Control P os it io n Ing ysfem I + FURWARD TRANSI FUNiCTIN

Ao A common example of an inherently unity feedback typer R. I'T--"l i system is the hydraulic system shown in figure HI-30.

Since the valve is attached directly to the cylinder,Figu e II 28 .Surf ce C ntr l Sy temthere is a one to one follow - uip . The sequence is as

A block diagram form of great value in the analysis follows: control stick rotation displaces the valve
to be treated in later chapters is shown in figure 11-29. spool relative to the valve allowing fluid to flow into. "" .. .. 'the cylinder. The. fluid-flow is accompanied by cylinder

Ra E displacement. As the cylinder moves, it carries theC : valve housing with it. Since the spool is attached to

the stick (now held stationary), the, cylinder will come
to rest when it has carried the valve housing to the
neutral position relative to the spool.11Figure 11-29. Unity Feedback Loop 0X+X.

y5 -X + yCx

The block diagram equation for this system is derivede
using the principles of figure I5-18. Referring to Stick r
figure Ii..29,. 9 4 - C and c - YE, therefore C/¥ -g R-C.

C Y 'Figure 11-31. Unity Feedback Hydraulic Syste

A control system with non-unity feedback can be con-
Equation (11-11) should be compared to (11-7). There verted to the form of figure 11-29 by the following
is one essential difference between these two forms: sequence. For example, the system appears as in
the presence of a product of two different functions figure 11-32; its transfer function may be written as

in the denominator of (II-?), Since (11-11) can be C 1 YIY 2
derived from (1H-7) if the feedback transfer function ( Y2 +Y 1 Y 2
is unity(Y2- 1), the system in figure 11-29 is referred

to as a unity feedback system. For this type of system -
the closed-loop transfer function is simply

S .Figure 11-32. Non-Unity Feedback System

Replacing Y1Y2 by Y, the closed loop of figure 11-33
is obtained:

Lt 1C

Figure 11-33. Unity Feedback System

After the closed loop is analyzed, it is necessary
to multiply the results by l/Y2 in order to de-
scribe the complete closed loop behavior, i. e.
C/R= (l/Y2 ) Y/(1 +Y)I

Figure H-30. Uity Feedback Control System The unity feedback system is very seldom encountered

tin it)'Il-1I
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In phs lnetworks, bltit tis Ve y helpu yn xin.
close loop sya es 6- Ay+y

Figure ZT-37, Final Form of Fliure II-34-
Another useful diagram Is that of the uity forward
path systems, figure 11-34. A symbol useful'in developing block diagrams ts the

adder(M~). Application of thia symbol, is rather subtle
F- d since it is mechanized by the same type of apparatus

as the differential (0.*One important application
is In describing a so called open loop-closed loop con-

tosytmfgre 11-38. Here the input is compared
to a feedback quantity as in any of the clos 'ed loopi~1 systems described previously. In addition it is applied
directly to: the final control, element (Yp) through, an
"open loop controller" (Y) Here the adder symbol
is used to show that signals are being added into- the
loop from an external source (YoL).

Ifigure 11-34. Unity ,Forward Path

The transfer function for, this system is derived by Figure 1H-38. Open Loop - Closed Loop Controller
H eliminating one loop at a time. Since the. forwardjj trans~fer function is unity, the first loop Is eliminated The adder is also used to describe positive feedback.

byapplying (H-7) to figure 11-34, 1. e., d/c - 1/(1 + Yj) systems. If the quantity fed back is added to the i*At
The resulting diagram is shown in figure U-35. the block diagram, will appear as; lifigure J11-3W.

The closed lloo edquation-now has the forur:0
z+ b.. c 1 d(11)C ___

- - 1+Y1- 1Y-Y2

,y

figure 11-35. Firat Step In Reduction. of B

Applying (H-) to the second -loop,

1136 E+ mnto of Secord Loo ofir aplctoyfteadrisoni 10

Thsi aall-raieeto ho jTaAdi_
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the cascaide-or series grxinm fiet of blocks figure bbd--P
uff) ii21 represented a. multiplicaton opedrationt, and the Y6

pAraaii61 WrArigeffilt 2rePt1#ents; afi adding operation.

The106titoftth adder of differe6ntiAl cani be shifted

liva block- diagrani to-aid. in the, slrnplificattont process. (0)A Figure 11-41 illustrates this.
table 11-1* is AneOtnsivelist of simlk rnsformlion a& c40 d- (a+ a') Y dk
pairs§ to be6 used fi modifyinig and reducintg complex
diagrams, , Note that item 10 Ws used to transform +-(.-Y o
th6 castaded blocks of figure-.1I-i2'fito that of the odaY0
sfigle blockof figure 11-16. Also hote that figure H1-29CqWas modified to figure 11-20 by usig ite .m 16.Ly

To illustrate the use of this table a complex mnulti-looplj blck diagram, figure 11-42 s, r educed t o a simple(b
Sin~gle, loop' as follows:-

Fizgte 11-41. Equivalent Block- iagrans-

This- table was adateod from Referencde 6, lov1ing of Summing Point

tj~~ ~ %1 V1 B E -,B 2  A-3+3II- m1 -91E2  4 B2  EC A
~'fi m I 2 3 s

3- Ej3 Yi'r C14.i

ulti -Lo BlckDaga

Pitre 11-4. ascade EeA'enBlofk Digram14

v +CE +ined4iY
2itr a144 Fo ad opof71ta 14

T 11 m- 3L~ye



Traisformation Original Diagram Equivalent Diagram Equation

1. Interchiange of J4locks b b -AY.Y 2,

2. interchange of suma'ing points rdo ab-+ c

3. Rearrangement of suming points. b d a- b- c

4. Moving 'a summing point L -
ahead of an element d aX- o

:5. Moving ,a summing point Yr a
beyond an element c-(a-b)Y

6. Moving a takeoff point ab s a
ahead of an element b b= aY

7. Moving a takeoff oi ti a b b- &Y
beyond an element .a

c a+a

1 8. Moving a takeoff point A V-c-a-b

ahead of a gumming point Ibb -

9. Moving a takeoff point beyond a 0 C- a-b
a summing point a- c+b

a b

10. Combining cascade elements b- aYW 2

11. Removing an element from d- a(Y,-Y
a forward loop 2)

Y, + d a rTI12. Inserting an. element in da aY1- aa forward loop p

13. Elioinating a forward loop d -

o 14. Removingeeb c an  eleafent from a YJY Jdo a =y

a + d . .y

15. Inserting an eloment in a 2 do14;d Yfforward loop L --. d

16. Eliminating a feedback loop d - --l+Y14

a. rT." ad k

16a. + t --

16b. -Yr- daI+Y ."

17. Inserting a feedback loop I - __ " Z" * . d" aY,

17a. * -X

Table 1-1

II- l 4



Chape

As- a starting point, the series, bl,,;o k e cWbizid before being subtracted froma the input V. Thus, t1hp
wherever possible (tm10) . -Thus, Y and Y,7 and input to Yx is (V- W~ - B -)Y Y~ Suititutins, for,% t,V

v6  ndY~recniind.Figure 1-43: s~othe first inu~(- 2/Y - 1) Y 1 (V -B1 ) Yt-Y2 -B:2  L
reouction. Since (V - B.1) .X1X2 N 42it. can be seen that this is the

j l~~~ext, the forward, loop between, ol and A Aw simplified sm nu oV si iue1-4
'(transformation 1; see figure 11-44). The three sets of cascaded, blocks are combined in

figure 11-46, leaving two minor loops separated by
Vigure 11-45 shows the relocon ofte k ic-off point a 'single block, all1 enclosed. by a major loop.
and -differential point of the main (otiter), lop (trans-
formations 7 and 4). At the original take-off point The two inner loops are easily converted into single
figure 11-44, the input to the feedback block denoted blocks (transformation 16) as indicated in figure 11147.
by V10 was 6. The take-off point is now atC . Con- Friom this, the final modifiedidiagrams of figure 11-408L
oequertly, C must be transferred back.to methrough. are evolved.
the block 1/VY 714befor being fed into. Y to. Similarly,

* ~2 th oup~4 f Y 0,mst e trnsfrre to ~.eB~/ 1V2 The final diagram allows the direct determination Of

'03,the~t~d ofj., ustbe tanserre toB',-B V IL
A

Cj~ ms~

I&L

Figre 1-4. Tae-Off Eleintsoof Figwed. o1Righ
and Sunniq Cointfr2oed toZLf

Bjj

Y111
47



Tota aratia crrntisI,

;7 ___ 1__ 'Y4________ C Total d-c bus voltage. 's Ed. ~

-yl ~ lX~~~i( 4'~. Y , Total flux 0
TAMotor speed 0

- Armature circuit resistance t
Armatture circuit inductance L
Control field resistance - Rf.,
Control field inductance -L

7y - vt ",effective,' motor control
field current -If 6

Motor- load inertia -J

Motor-load viscous friction B
YlY 2TY7 ______________+__O _ Small pertuirbations are denoted by lower Case letters:.

V. D.C. Bus

____Tharmistor Cmestn idn

(b) Commutatifig~Wihdim-

Figure 11-49. Final Simfplified Block Diagrans Brs-&ote
of Figure i1-42 Feuec resistances

[,jthe overall closed loop equation C'/V. For this diagram, CotlFid
it -is given b :c)trlilited ,mtr] Brush.& Other

V- (1YY2 3  1 JY'Y6YTY+YYY 1 ( 4+ Fixed Field Resistances

LI Fixed Field
Current Series Running Field

(c) EQUIVALENT BLOCK DIAGRAM AdjMUuster Note: S~ries Starting

IS The transfer function (Y) for many physical units can FednT shwn
be derived directly by ordinary methods of analysis.-
However, it is often advantageous to construct block (a), -Running Condition
diagrams frontthe equations as the derivation proceeds.
This not only helps in the derivation by indicating sub- if a
sequent steps, but also greatly aids in developing anrLiunderstaning of the physical situation that the equations LA 1-10 -to 1M
represent. The procedure is illustrated here by denyv- - CV.D.C. Bus
Ing the transfer functions of a compound wound d-c Be[jmotor With a separately excited control field, Control IFixed f *- Control Fi~eld

Li Figure II-49a Is-a schematic representation of the e iad I WilFiediut

motor. This can be simplified as in figure 11-49b. Fi
In figure II-49b resistances and inductances are lumped + (T 3  SreField
together in the respective branches of the circuit. By f e (Bun Rcking or Aiding)
this simplification, analysis Is facilitated without loss
of'specific information. It is important to note that
positive control field flux is in 9pposition to the fixed Note: Increasing I' .- Decreases Net Flux
shunt field.C

(b) Reduced Diagram of (a).
The following assumptions are made for this motor
'analysis: Figure 11.49. Motor Schematic

a. The system is linear.
b. Perturbations about operating points are small. Then, from motor theory, E6~ - Kit. . In addition to
c. There exi1sts negligible coupling other than that being a function of fixed and control field currents, 4 to

intnde bewen crcutscoponents, or voltage. also a function of armature current since the motior is
and frequency control systems. - compounded. Then, -perturbations in E. are i- r-.ted by
d. Negligible armature. reaction effects.
e. Negligible d-c bus voltage- variations. 'I ~ ~
f . Negligible shunt field current variations.(1-6 3  c)
g. Negligible saturation of magnetic circuits.

(No term due to fixed, field current exists since its,
The motor constants are defined as follows- perturbations ak'e assumed negligible.) Htere it Ix

Total armature, back EMF - En important, to note that the control field to*a buack~n



OIfed ht ,0 1 f/~~ is'by convettion a tniadux T
nunb~,;tth operating point.

U'

II ~a -i/R1 Figure U1-51. Motor TorqueBlock Dingram

4 qatos -6) and (1l-l7i ndicate that the back EMF chiefly by windage. Therefre, -t, is 6 +"B~
Ii 'cinp~mnt s a eedback system as shown in figure 11450.

In perturbed Values

wherke j1-B

Figure 11- 52 shows the speed-torque 'block diagram.

11Fgure 11-52. Speed-Torque Block Diagram.

ii The control field transfer function does not affect-,motor
stability, however, it is -presented here to comhpletethe

Figure 11-50. Back ENF Block Dia gramn description of the motortfcomponients.1

'Motor torque is Proportional to the product of the net Input to. the motor is the control field volt-age Ef.;
flux and the armature current, i. e., T, KAI a. B3ecause of the control field inductance Lf x there Is a

~ '..'time lag bteen -the control field current I f-..'andAhe
'Becausfe of the- series field, perturbations in 4) are a control field voltage Et f..
fun ction-of armature. current. , as well as the control Keec

iied'ura~tt 3 ~.CaiseLftlfor small perturbations = 1f ~ ~ e 0

'a48 = a~ t+ '8 if a where -r* (Lf YV(Pf 0  and K- klXRe~). This is
~. \~a ~ t 0 . ~/ ~ashown in figure Hf-53

equaton.

The dynabult 0 c loatis on the motor are simply
mbt~'",Io4inertia. and,0 dming, the latter caused Figure 11-53. Motor Control Field Nock, Dagram

a blc iga f th oo oqe- z t ~ i C

Figure 04-4. Motor System Block Diagram



Combining figures H-50, 1I-6i, and ii-52, the motor N(s) / D(s) iK In which K is a positive constant
sy-Stem block diagram of figure !I-54 s obtained. The and G Is a function of o expressed as a non-dimensional
system transfer fiuti~a iS derived by cotbidir, equa- ratio of products of the factors of N(s) and D(s). Thei ons :(11), (11-17), (11-18), and (11-19), wid is shown roots of N(s) and l(s) are referred toas the zeros and
by equation (1I-40). poles, respectively, of the transfer function, and to-

arALSrZ. __ -ak (aTI 1
n1-0 -S2 + + (Z B

Equation (11-20) is formidable to say the least. How- gether with the "gain" K they completely define the
ever, figure 11-54, which is its block diagram form, system.
is fairly straightforward in that it shows in readily
identifiable form the manner in which all of the electri.. The simplest transfer function is one in which G is
cal and magnetic entities of the motor interact to pro- unity. Consider, for example, the potentiometer,
duce the dynamic behavior defned in the transfer gear box, and amplifier of the pump drive system of
function equation (11-20). subsection (a). The potentiometer is calibrated so that

a certain setting representing a desired fluid flow rate,
(d) THE TRANSPER FUNCTION Q , will produce a voltage, Vj. Since the potentiometer

is essentially linear, the transfer functioh is V1/Qj - Kc
in subsection (b) of this chapter the terms WA, IY, and volts/gpm, where K0 is a constant determined by the
Y of the pump drive system were denoted as the block reference voltage, Yref , and the calibration of the

,transfer functions of the functional components. In sub- potentiometer. The potentiometer block is now given
section (c), a means of obtaining block diagrams from byfigure I-55.
differential equations was discussed with the derivation
of specific transfer functions considered incidental to iv
-the process. These sections were primarily concerned
with developing block diagram abstractions of physical
systems. An ultimate aim of this volume is to providethe designer with the basic tools required to perform Fitre 11.55. Potentiometer Block
experiments on paper. The block diagram abstraction O f
is a necessary step in this direction. The gear transfer function is simply the gear ratio 0

since inertias and friction effects have been lumped

To perform experiments on paper, the system designer into the motor block. Denoting the gear ratio as Kr
-must have available mathematical models of system the transfer function is then no/ni - K. (dimensionless).
components which

1., completely define the performance of the corn- n -n
ponents,
2. can be combined with other models according
to the procedure developed in section lI-3b to ob-
tain models of a system, Figure ZZ-56. Gear Block

The transfer function is a form of mathematical model
fulfilling the above requirements. This subsection is Ideally, the transfer function for the amplifier is de-
concerned with the derivation and interpretation of " ined by its gain, KA . For an input voltage, Vg, the
transfer functions. In the process of explanation, it output voltage, Vo , is equal to KAV . The transfer
is shown that the transfer functions can be combined function is KA volts/volt and is constant. It is quite
and do completely define the performance of a system. possible, however, that the output voltage will not

vary instantaneously as the input voltage varies. That
To simplify the presentation, the characteristics of is, there may be an elapsed time, or time lag, be-
transfer functions Are developed by the extensive use tween the change in input voltage and the proportional
of examples. Transient and stability characteristics change in the output voltage. In this case, the G would
are discussed for specific systems, with pertinent not be unity. A detailed study of the amplifier would
generalizations noted without proof. result in an aualytical expression for G Which would

account for the time lag.
Transfer functions of linear systems with constant
parameters* can always be expressed as the ratio For a simple example of a component which has a
of two polynomials in the Laplace transform vari- G function other than unity, consider the hydraulic
able s .** Further, it is always possible to write amplifier shown In figure 11-57. An input displacement

in the direction shown will open the valve so that the
• A linear system is one whose properties may be ex- fluid will flow in the direction of the arrows. The

pressed mathematically in 'erms of linear differ- result is that the load is displaced to the right. From
ential equations. the figure, the following relationship can be derived-*

* The Laplace transform is extensively used in this
volume. The reader who is unfamiliar with thisineth- * For input x., pivot is at A for output X,, pivot is
od is referred to Reference 5. at B.

I1-18



Eqaio U-23) in illustrated In figuro I-0O. Thip

diaam is functionally. equvln to fiur -.. 5~

to'i~o

Fi6r Fi5.Shrutco daiedHdalclg utrat this. BokRpinttrson of the hy,-j

- Amplifier.- draulic system to an input, xj wllbodetermined.

(11-21) ~~XYui(.bx Y (11-24) X()x().k ..-Ii

The valve displacement xy controls tAbe quantity of Acommon type of, nput, that. ig used to qvalu te :a ss
fluid 1,oiii thog the Inlet tube.' This, also governs tern is the uni&t step fntin (hayln nfgure-82)..tho veio, t ofte dito dsp em t.Weth That- is.,P ~~~hydraulic fluid is into i.rsiltisrltosi
is definted bythei quiatio (I1-25) X,(t M 0 t4 0

'ii4) ~ Cx " ~
(1-2)dt Y The Laplace transforni ol (U4-5), ts, x-J-l (a -i. Co-

rjor, transformed, Cx, -qSx0  where s is the- Laplaceoperator and C Is the piston velocity per unit Valve seunKy eq1in(1-4 eoe
displacement (constant orconstant inlet fluid pres- (12) ~a 'a(

j su': hese two equations are illustrated In figure
66~8.Cmbininig the two figures yields the closed- The inverse transform of (It-26 is:. x, (t)- KL~ -et/v).

l~op'blck iagrm fr te hyrauic mpliier fiure This expression is plotted in figure ft-61 for two values$IP5k~b N'ote that the walking" bem6 'bioe up int-o: where 7Y >"
two ucionl parts: the Inputi fuctiontan the, feed-2

~k- doicin. - "Notice that, K., (the "gain") determines the- ratio of, the.
output to theinput in. tie steady state. it is clea from.xyX0 figure, R1-61 that. the, quanity 'r determines how fast
the output appocs a st-ieay state value. A practical
figure *of merit Is obtailniby le~tttng t- r,, , then

Fig Xe fl58 Copnet ofaK Hydra7* reriic, Amplifie.reqire

Fiur 11-5 .J foerLo Diara oufu torydraulicatly0. f t

Amplifier transie~~~nt In kepntahitclcn entos(W7- 0114) costsaid" otohe a first odrpoea.-/;

avidntea statem ondirnfe fntion buinyaprahs f.themp
tcage. in eq nutly siome figr 'merl Is nede
stodsrbhsped byaiirth who'--ei the systm~ praie(11-23) -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~t the tayat v eTefirst ordetm ontn

Xj(S) 'r~sA+other'ismn ortent fiu obmerior stes that c anie

bee repres-intt bynse simpleo trnse funtins ucba
whereK~- a* b/a ~b/(fCThe ( lin23) Fpor more t to.l a system andifferetcre-

S) a~ -Tc i, a1-19a
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' ; ...... -r 2 Tlmie ,,

Figure 11-61. Response Curve of Hydraulic Amplifier-

terion of speed of response is needed. It has been y to input x, the forces on the mass are summed and
found that aconvenient one is the time required for Newton's law applied. The forces are
the output to reach and remain within 5% of the final Spring Force F5 " -k y
value. This time is referred to by several names Damping Force FD - -B(dy/dt)
such as damping time, settling time, solution time, Thus:
and response time. By referring to the equation above FX FD- m(d2X1)/(dt2 ), or m(d2Xj)/(dt 2 )+B(dy/dt)+kYO.
it can be seen that xO(t) 95% KL when t- 3r. The Replacing x, by y-x and rearranging the termS, the.
response time RT - 3 r,. This is shown in figure U-61. equation becomes

The difference between the time constant (r) and the (11.27) m !!y + BAd + ky - m d2x
response time (RT) is that - is related strictly tot 2  d dt 2

first order poles whereas rT can be related to systems,0 )i
of any degree of complexity. This distinction will
become more apparent later. Frae - - - X

The preceding discussion has developed the transfer P
function concept for systems of zero order ( Unity) riner
andfrst order, G- 1/(rs + 1). The next simple trans-
fer function of general interest.in this sequence is the Mass m
secondl order system. The characteristics of this

system will be developed in terms of the accelero-
meter shown in figure U-62. Figure Z1-63. Equivalent Diagram. of Accelerometer

P Equation (11-27) is the differential equation of the
k B spring-mass-damper :accelerometer arssembly. By

dividing through by the mass m, the equation is tewritten

IdyB + dx
x(ZZ-27a) a-T M t.

The coefficient k/m represents thet square, of the an-
gular undamped natural frequency of the system,,

t , * Likewise B/pi can be replaced by the product.
Figure 1Z-62. Accelerawter Assembly 2C n , where C is the damping ratio. Then (II-27a)

becomes
This system consists of a mass (W), a damper (B) and
a spring (k). y indicates the motion of the mass rel- (1d228) d + 2; + . . d x
ative to the frame and is called the output. x indicates .......
the motion of the frame relative to inertial space and where a, is the. acceleration of the frame.
is called the input. The frame (F) is constrained to
move in a vertical direction only. Any acceleration The Laplace transform of (1t-28)-yields
of F will cause a displacement of the mass m relative (B24 2S , +6) Y(-) .... 5 - - - . ( )
to F, thus giving an indication on the y scale. This Forming the ratio of output to input, (dilplacement y to

is represented more simply in figure ]1-63 where x, In- ,
dicates motion of mass relative to inertial space. ..... .ics o e.e a- .

thus Y sca-e Forming oh

IeSee any el ertar text-, ond Matson (ef .),
In order to derive a transfer function relating output niss, e. g.L, jauer, i.eit*' and Maton (lef, ), ". .. ,...

ii-20 ,' . . ..



icelera -itiOn a~,'4 giveR t he transfer function of the An, a matter of fact, it can'be shown that the second
to. oiett~~az aces htonut. Cr0 ytmwt ~06 has tele esponise if I e

(1r~Y enof~~or~1 dnoliu~orfor -afixedl w Consequenujy,,~ i~y ,o lhis
_~Is a~esina criteriinnfo deorm

V6414, the gathr fK, - ''k /. aetoring" the,:dimestonal
%frI- 29.) can be Written as

;T(5) +

Cbietl~ty, (11-29o has a, Pair of tomplox conjugate 1

To determine the nature of the transient for this sys-1
te, a step accelerationi function is app)Aed (4y mul- OrC
tiplylng. (11-29) by lis and the inverse transform ob-

y(t) Ki e.'Contsin (a -t+ t5. - 1!j Figure, XI-6#. Thre Type; of ZkAnswient RsOq s tf[I ~~Step Function tnput for yThtee tefidexs of the D&Mpirl
This response is lotted In figures U-4, and U-65 RaNtio

for several values of t . Each of the curves, in. the
figure is typical of a I ~ of values of t.. The sytp- The value of in a second order system transfer

tesdescribed, by such curves are classified as function must often b* determined frm experim,6ntally
follows: obtained curves, figures A-I, A-2, AA3, and A-4 are

> -I Overdamped second order system, useful for this purpose. * Whe isj close to unity, the(3) I Cnrialamped -se nd order system overshoots are not clearly enough distinguishable to
4<1'< t 1 a apdamped second order system aply these charts. 'Consequenity, a special plot is

LIN - t Zero dabaped(g (utrally stable) second order used, figure A45.
system.

In the particular case where C 1, (H-29): takes the

-Second order systems with 0 < C < 1 are of the greatest form
Importance to the designer, so a special. series of ys 1 = K
is plotted versus the non-dimensional time par~ameter a()( V (s+1

~weeT, is the undamped natural period: T5-27/%).ad "/o.ThInestrsfmofti-plotse is- coti0 int fi-r (A&). * (Not tinars outputor af-s)i
These plots reveal that the systems. with values of system when a stap accelerito fntion" input (1/s-) is

between 0. 6 and 0. 7 have the lowest response time. appliedis Y~)- K j[1 (1 +tI7 e/ owei is plotted
'in figure I1145.

~II *sinlce many- -of the illustrations used In this chap-
ter are useful in actualvengineering problems~, they These curves are self explanatory. However, special
have been placed in the appendix for more convenient note must be made that these curves are approxima-
qv erydAy reference. tions and must be used with caution.

yttIL.re 1K

4 ~Fi 1 15 Second Order System kesponse with

Critial Daping 1u141



'j '4,J1 - 4I

When 4 > 1, the chsracteristic equation, (denominator of the various forms of first and second order system
. thottanifer function in equation 11-29) can be factored transfer functions and'thetr associated tie'responses.
finto~.two fhst order terms; - The table includes several forms not discussed above.

_______ Itifob nt _'1 - it is tobe n , for example, that the forms 1/(-rs +!)
'a+(s) (s + i) + r(s+ 1)(rs 1) and I(s- 2'4s2 4) correspond to systems whose

time responses Increase in value With time. The
where .-- 1 , " = , and KU. 7  divergent systems arise from the fact that the ex- {

"'i [CfFc 2 C 2- ponential factors are positive.: All of the mathematical

The time response of this system to a step acceleration manipulations performed above apply equally well to
function input is shown in >figure 11-64. It has'the form these diverging systems+ except that proper accounting
of the sum of two first order transients, of signs must be kept.

It is.-evidnt-from this discussion that second order Another point of interest is that multiplying the numer-
transfer functions can be. written in any of-several ator or denominator of the transfer function by s has
:fbr'msdepen dipon-the value of C Defining, , "/'2 no effect on the convergecer 9dvergence ,of the sys-

T r (seefiureA-6). tem. Onlythe initialandfin-alvU, es ofbthe timere-
sponses are affected..

The. preceding lengthy discussion on the first and se-

cond order systems was aimed toward developing a, I3 .... " . + i._ " (r-'-l)familiarity with their many, essentially equivalent, [
" ()forms and meanings. The most important fact to be

understood is that the gains, poles, and zeros of the
transfer functions completely define the behavior of

U(.3),. . ' ( >1) the linear system represented. The charts and tables
A.s) referred to in the appendix-are intended to. help the

-. control system designer determine and interrelate
these parameters readily,, Since nearly all linear
system transfer functions can be reduced to products-__

(I1.3)" 2 of first and second order factors, eVen the most Com-s6+2 S+ ,- plex system canmbe.hindl- by me anst:of,the charts .

The following examples will bring out some of these
points.

(C >.1) The preceding discussion concerned itself with, sing le

Reference /
Position

.. . .B 2k : - -I n e r t i a l t "1

"- Space

I B Y +

k, Y,_ _2' Y2_= ___

(a) (b)

Figure 1Z-66.. Accelerometer Mounted on Spring Damper Arrangement

The relationships-between all these parameters are degree of freedom systems. A two degree of freedom
summarized in Table A-1. Another table, A-2, sum- case will now be discussed in order to illustrate some
marizes methods of determining these parameters by additional features of transfer functions. In this case,
measuring certain characteristics of the transient two independent transfer functions are required to de-
responses., fine the system completely. In figure 11-66 the ac-

celerometer is mounted on another spring-damper
arrangement. Summing up the forces on each mass,

The third table in theAppendix (Table A3) summarizes the following equations are obtained:

11-2-
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02 d y x]
kdt ,'Y k2Y +10 1 + I - 1 "

z:'yrearranging h trms antd4Laplace- trans proIng, 0 .

k 'k

eqi-Bn, slug..
(0m2 .+ 2 ;2)y k2 5s lbf k2 3lb/f

(ZI,
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t0
Figure II..67. Transient Response -of 2 Degree of Freedom System

we-. _IadtW Clare the y2(t)--0095 6- 2. 0 ta) .O-~24.087)
root$ of the first.and, sec~ond qua~ratics respectively..
The' coefficients- are* Equation,(11-45) is plotted in figure U-67. The first

-.0ISO +5),

iiK 1' -s~ 0 0J - la 2(s 2 2 # 5) =004 75 e-20

Ka- -,01~s45) 2) -. 0045 e-J*0

IK4 - * .'011(8+5)2041e.8

Tefinal solutionisgvnbtrninmoessetoteotvrquclbcae
ofit hghdapig ato ndnaurlfrequency, while

)+C2, (%XC2 W2) the response time of the Mykp of an exponentially
decaying oscillation from the single parameter Wc1, and,

a reatielydifficult one to obtain the response time of

plet~disussin o t~i metod.the actual mIed wave, the following approx[imatez rd-1I2



laiisiaae ofOtnt -plinear systems, the m~hnot in whichoa systemis-
.. < o 1 1'.OT& sides or diverges Is indicaed by the conventionsilus

f Ii.,.fatdby figure 16. Thle diagram shows that,:
wr~- ~ 1,. The statically stable soystem tends to return to

' equilibrium after being'displaced (like an ordinary
4>> 1 9~T ;U pendulum).

2. The statically unstable system tends to diverge
hgis the response time for the first mode pay be away from equililbrium, (like an inverted. pendulum).

approximatedby RTi 3/(1,0.1)a3/2.O1- 1.49 seconds 3. The dynamically stable system returns to equili-J
That Is, the first transient mode decays to within MrumMi it is statically stabl..japproimately %oessetedtorun5%x of its final value in 1.49 seconds. 4. The dynaicall-y u~ablestmtndtoeur

Howevr theporydm dmoerqrs60s- to equilibrium bt it 'overs.hoots, reverses direction,
coes o iedon o pproxtnately 5 of its final an vrhosan even lagraIn&adt~~cn

stay tte value Up.~ ma'66n.)u/o~ oO seconds. -tinuesi to oscillate att an ever increaing amplitudi.

46)

I(O
[I .;;. Stcos~c~,/1.. C t + hI') mcori T' =yt

Figur 01, -8 ic pr..of2I(r. f redm yt

anur equation ofpox the for ofre (11-46). plitud

(11-46) - 2 10,1 4- ad ~ 2 All of these char'acteristics are- r evealed by the trans-
(-S 2C tg-%2 6-224+6i fwi ction. AReferring-to table A-4, it will beT observ-

art ~ed--that when C < 0, the- system has .a- dynamically un-
the second quadratic factor has a root with a positive, stable mode 'while C.> o Indicates dynamic stability'.
real part, leading to a divergent exponential e~ es'~. A first order term, with negative. rindicateis static
The time domain solution is instability and, a Positive r .'static. s4a94 y

(11-47) YMt Cie-C twa toos:O 'I -C 1 t+i/i 1) C2e+C0S-tosN i -t+ 4 12)

The two modes are given by items 16 and 11, respec- in all the transfer function examples, It should be
tively, of'Vf.s*.e A-3. A representative plot of (U-47) Is noted t*at the transfer functi on is made up. of ratios
shown in figure 31-88 withti> :'W, ~~> and C suc 2 . of products of first and. secon order terms. in fact,

the transfer function, of any system described. by a
The ivegin osillaionIs n eampl ofan nstble higher order differential equation can be expressed

mode. The word stability has been avoided up to this sa rtio) ofpoutsi and W/ec nd order terms
point because it means different things to different ad£s/,(/o)+.
people. In this volume: AI a tempogr ychage in th An examination of the transfer functions derived so far
ipnut to a stem causes a t avcak nteot reveals that they are consistently of the form Y(s.WKf(S).

.ILL the aystemi is said to be, stable. It, is important to That is, there is a. constant multiplied by a non-di-
understand that this definition says nothing about the mensional function ofr S. The 'transfer functions Y0 )
detailed behavior of the system. Thus it may, approach will -1usually occur as elements in a closed-loop Sys-

staystate conditions in a jerky or unsteady manner, tem. i' he transfer func'tion. of 1fiis In the forward

ut as long as it reaches a steady state it isr stable. path of a system is designated by the no tation A.6 ,A 11-25



ieton 3'1
~ wber to i a positive constai, an sannd- methods to be used make extensive. use of praphipal -mensoa -raio of -olynomial I()Ds i s -that constructions involving transfer functions. Th7 hie

li '~) *1n0s +1. Tht s,() is of* th form: teristics othe grapi'arepresentations d~the-tranfgr3-0
function are iscusin thi secion

2'

Baicaly. thtranisfer function may be, represented

/ nt. A -/T V' feO

siic'y.tal STie-i.1ytb''

StaticAllyr Stable'. Dynamically Stable

Figure 11-69. Stability Curves

Simlilarly, elements in the feedbak path are desigae of s (the poles and zeros) as discrete points on a plane.bthe form *KhH,. Thus the closed-loop transfer func- The second is a plot of Y(s) for jall values of a. *intion can be written eiher instance, similar information is available in, a
KEG, 1K~hGHsimple graphical form.

F, KxgG 1 +KbW _ T. -~ ~+KiSI hH1 KAiG KhH Il*Y a) The plot of discrete, 'singular points is considered
first. The singular points -of a transfer function occu'1 Where Y(s) - ~h.for values of s equtal to the pole n zeros.- Th'e
plane on which these values are plotted is efreR It is a comparatively simple task to obtain G and .1 in t stespae\J factored-forma as shown, consequently Y(s) is available Since the poles and zeros can be complex, pure real,in factored lorm and is easily interpreted in terms of or pure Imaginary numbers, the s-plane plot for anpeomneithtie&nanHoeeweth illustrative case might appear as in figure U-70. Thisopration 1 + Y(s) is parformed the factors are lost.This illutaedytecs o ipesroi figure defines all the characteristics of the s-plane

which the simple form Y(s5) -'K,/ s(,r~s + 1) ] becomes pos
Y(s)/[1 +Y(s)Jui l/[(*/K )S2 + (1/K,) s+ 11 In the first
expression, K, is a simple gain factor, while in thet
second expression it affects the roots. Consequently, cif it. were necessary to work exclusively with the se- Xidctnamrcond form, the denominator would have to be factored 

*plevrytie hegin, K(s, were adjusted. in control sys- e indicates a plte dsineqaton o vry high order are common i .The poles ad zexas of y(s)athis process would be very time consuming.. Thus, - - potted hers. aweall the methods of control system analysis are directed *"* b) (a) Pole at oiihtoward determining performance by working with Y(Is) ckb) Pol at
(b) Pole at rinstead. of *Y(s)/t1Xi ) Mc) pole at 4+J% C

(e) GRAPHICAL FORMS OF! THME, TRANSF ER FUNC- atd ~
TIO A)(e)Zero at-

The preeding section has shown that the. systemequation or tranofer function deis thFytmpr igjure 1140. koles and 1eras of Y(NaW
formanOce in terms of its zeros and poles. The problem (T 2 2 + 1) on 00e .- Plsne

11-22



A own in seto J144 the poles and zeros deter-
-mine the type of time response the system will have

1,an inpot;' Co nsequently, t table can be constructed +C
-eltin -the s-plane plot to, the time response, Table Poles I; _0a

11- is uch a compiliation for a second order system. &raIdct

table 11-2 indicates that the type of response desired
can b ~ otrtd by specifying the location of the poles
of the closed- loop'transfer, function.* For instance,

spsethat for a unit step function input, it is desired
thtteheight of the "first overshoot of the output be

les thn_.15 ie. n~. ~. rom figure A-2i any
value .of -the -damping ratio t great er than or equal. to

Ii wil stisy his- condi-6-.

F il Fro fiure 1-7, ~'-cos ~ co& ~1600. Therefore,[ excluding, all poles of the transfer function from: -the
[Jreinto the rght of -the 600 ined avsoni iue .iw 11-71.* Poles Excluded from Shnaed Rornfo
Ii 1M-71 ensures that C .5.] ~ ~I the probeistmaetetasntubieta corresponds to a root with a positive real part. Previ-

negligibly, small value in- a certain timfe interval tWe ous discussions showed that such a root led to a diver-
quatit ~ j/_3 R ut b otold.Tisdn gent response. This ii also indicated in T able I- 2L.

by excluding all poles from the shaded region of figure Obviously, then,, a requirement. for a stable closed-
11-2.loop system is that It have- no poles in the right hafI plane.

L Another important feature. Is revealed in figure 11-70.
17h particular, a root in the right half of the s-plane The u-plane in also very useful in determining equation

j (~~i':) ~Location, of Poles of - si~~o oe

Li~~~~ ~ ~ is ____nse of__ ____ ___ ________

1 4

2M-2
-- -I.- - - ---- N OIOV-- ;__



'Chapter ni

coefficients such, as, th~ose given -by K-1, K2, KS, an~d
j K4 in (.-4.Cnlerasml lse-opt se Pol in Shaded Arm

uidion given~ by W oRaPrt
areae thn C.,N____

whic -o astep. function input becoe

or

".4 + )(s,+ C-q _77- (8+ t~. J ..1 )

The time solution is given- by*
ii 2 Figure 11-72. Area of Exclusion to Obtain Specified

C~t)= K1 + K v + ~~'J~t K~e(. 6 ~.-i.jiiit.inimum Dam~pinig (~Co1 )

where~11-/r + Ju~- A~ iTT!n equation (11-49).
In a similar manner, the vector - /,r+ + Ja)JF h

Ll - _'3 is draw in fi e 11-74. This figure shows that
KK /T + w -n -1-C n - 1/r + co + Jw -17-7 are

K s 2): comle conjuga (~~ ~~ 1 tes. Therefore, the pro duct, of -these

1(= K K- K K2
0(1s+ cw-6 W );M(-s+ c0+ JAJ175 i* ) -W (4))C--2112

KK K K,, is obtained by measuring the lengths of two vectors
~ sand i1 -i dcaryng out the indicated multplication
W-.7 Ps ~2- (-Kic)/(Ji. 1"'j1 -"2')

KK The product is negative and the vector k2 points in the
141~ 2 KJ negative direction along the real axis.

Each of the factors of K(3 is shown in figure H-75.
By making the indicated substitutions for s, (11-48) K may be expressed as K. - (K~t)/( IK j eJ13 $~) where

becomes: 3K~II2 t2 iIi- 2  n

(11-4I K1 , K K ___K 4 ~-iF ' 4
J%~JTT)(~unJ0 5 K2

+( + ~'! 2(0lio i ~ cnio~F.~o cni 2

K3 K K

In sub-section (d) the K' s were obtained by substituting Similarly,. K41 is plotted in figure U1-76. Note partlcu-
the numerical values for each of the parameters ( C, larly that K~l is the compecojgtof . So

GJetc.) in (11-49). 1 ls evaluated in this way very 19-I I ~and~ 96%
easily; K - (Kkr)/2 K. X2 K3 and K( somewh~at more
Complicaed1 and. grapical oimpUaioIsdvnaeu
In these cases. This can-be done by utilizn the s-plane The complete time solution' 0(t). is now
plot. as shown, in the followingex planation.0()-li- Ke+iebp.i.IPti

The poles ( s 2 ~~~cj~! -an o, s~ 11-r si
S owL.J~ H-4 f the transfer function, are ,

ptotted oni the s-plane in figure 11-73.' Also shown +1 (C.wTF t-
are the vector& representing these, poles. A vec- * 4
tor Is drawn from s . to sirepresenting the factor

where IK,-(KK)1/t[.I and IK,,l (KK)/-IEI. Place
See Gardner and Barnes. Page 154,(Ref. 5). ItsandIA 4kre complex conjugates
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1) %+iiT~. +i2
816

A

fugue ZZ71. ectr Pltoa .. Figure 11-74. Graphical Solution for K2

1K3 ei~+(-*+_kiP)t +1K is interesting to observe that the vectors K~ and
14fall in the left H~alf of the s-plane. Because of

1K cethis, It might be assumed that the amplituide of the

ti Th (e;:I.~(.c7::u - hot term at the tihe response shoUld be precofdb#

d.~ew 4e aw *1W haoib ilor ic
I,3e7t[O t #. t #7ini ae ar f.i h em~s1-F-Cr-OI

Refrrngto igreU-7 i I- sentht te er

[e_ +eJi: 2 o~.i-~- )Ti xml a zrsihe tra~:~x] nfor fucin
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y2(t) 0 - 04,75 5 IOlt

*eJ2.le41t ,0 J'(2.02+1.410)

(eJ(0O7 224t) + (C.087 q2240

-(%f _C~ 04)or

YI(t) - .0000e 2 Olt065(1. 41t + 2.62Y
FIgure zI-?.i, Conjugate vat Vectors .. 69B2*e 6ttCo(., i 4 40B)

Following this procedure, the time solution for (11-44) which agrees with (11-45).
is, obtained by substituting these ' s into the proper
equation. Since

y(t).K'K sI01tJ14lt.K2 LLOlt-JI- 41t The second basic way of representing the transfer
function is to plot Y(S) as a continuous function of

+ K~-05~ 1t+ k4e.03-J24ts . Since a is a complex variable, such a plot for
all values,of s would require four dimensions. How-

substituting the valueis.for the K's from the graphs, ever, very useful representations can be obtained ly
-y 2 (-) ecoes:allowing s to be a pure imaginary ( Jw ) thereby4 y(t). b

(..3~75~2.2e2.Ot+ I.'lt . fjj~7e -2,62 2.01J 1 4t) Y(jew) is in general a complex number. Its value for
Z62 QltJ . O 0075 -1. 6 -,-2 Ol-- L 1t any fixed w. can be expressed as a magnitude (called

O041~0 8 e~O~t~224 -. the amplitude ratio) and a phase angle. Two con-
04- 004e16,t22l venient methods of graphical representation will be

described in this subsection. In the first, the ampli-
Thsmybreiteas tude ratio is plotted at a given phase.ageoaplr

> S- so -2. 01 + jl1,15 3.3e5. 2 0

4 -. 01 +J-1.41 +2.01 +J1.41 - 2.82eJ' 0 0

F~i.~-.01+J141..O5-2.01u2.59e1'l41
*i i, 01 +1. 41~ 00 + . 2241,9

-5-S

2. 01e (!) ( 140. go) (2. 005i -43 J.2

.00475e5J210. .00 475e+I~SO. -. c475ej 2. 62

K2 .00i7$e-J 2 -62-20Ji4

FIj~ure 11-78. Graphical Solution for Kt of -(11-44)
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i~-.05 +J224 + 6.15eJ2.4

To i- N2 -. 005 +J. 224 +2.1 + 1. 4 -. 59eJ3' 'a

93 -ii.4 -. 005 +),9.24 .005 + J.224- .4490930 0  .

i,...00,00524J.24224

so- -a0 =-5 53go:

-5 -4 -4 -2 -10

K.~~~8 -1i4~(~-o

.01 1.224eJ91 0)(5ej2. 6)
-(2.'59OJ39 1')(2. 34e329.t) (.4 4 gJf3O*) -

*.y4le-J 360 0 -. 0i-

- 004le-J . 03 7  8. -2. 01 - 1. 41llK 4 --..0041e+J .037 w

Figure ZZ-79. Graphical SOlu*o for K3 and K4 of (11.44)

plot with w~ as- a parameter. In the second, a con- ziKGJ)- K
venienit function of the amplitude ratio is plotted versus (I.1KG(u) p p )
frequency .on semi-log paper with the phase angle being
plotted In a similar way. Figure 11-80 shows that both Jwi and riu +1I may be

For the purposes of this subsection, the selection of
s - jw Is essentially a mitter of convenience. However, t
there is a definite correlation between Y(jw) and part of iOA iii 1 i,
the time response of a system excited by a sinusoidal
input. This correlation will .be considered in detail. jw, ,.ga 90-: - #2

In the development of the graphical representationsx *j J
procedure similar to that used previously will be em-
ployed. The explanations Will be made for actual ex- P! lure 11-80. Vector Reprexentations of jail and rj,> +I1
amples, starting with very simple cases.

Writing K G(jw) in a form to take advantage of this
The first graphical representation discussed will be fact, (it-it) is obtained.

'the polar parametric plot commonly referred to asK
the Nyquist diagram. (Z1-52) K G (jsw)K

Consider the system which has the transfer function: rle lr2 60

K ~where rl-, r -,FIr20 , *I - go, # 2 ton r

(11450) K40(8) - s(s 1) so that

(11-s3) KgG(Ja). K
If jw Is substituted for s, where _w4 w o, p

11-31
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Equation (11-53) shows that KG(Jo) can be represented Notice that rectangular coordinate axes have been
as a vector with a magnitudeK/(w-F2+ 1)and a phase superimposed upon the polar plot with the axis of A
angle -(951 + 952). The magnitude is commonly called imaginaries oriented along the +90 ° , +2706 line and
the amplitude ratioh the axis of reals oriented along the -1800, 0° line,

The vector drawn from the point -1 + j0 on this coordi-
Plots of (11-53) for K- 10 and K- 2.5 with - .5 are nate axis to the locus is the vector 1 + KgG(j,). Since
drawn on a polar chart in figure 11-81. the closed-loop response is given by

-240 -250 -260 -20 -280 -290.. .-300 0(s) KWG(s)

(1154)R(s) 1 +K5 G(s)
- / C(s) .- 4 4.

-i n -310 R(s) AP 46b AP

U -K10 1 + Imag This relationship makes it possible to obtain the closed-

i6 A 0+Real-a loop magnitude and phase relationships from those of an
-220 .Re5 .-320 open-loop Nyquist plot.

-K1 G -330Particular attention should be paid to the effect of the
-210 j 4 Kconstant K in figure 11-81. The phase angles are in-
/!:9 1 7,dependent of the magnitude of K. Consequently, the

200 -340 shape of the curve is unchanged by changing K. The
i2 only effect of K on the polar plot is to change its scale.

-190 II-350-6 .190 1/) Another important feature of the plot is that it is sym-
480 0 metrical about the real axis. The reason for this isReal8 A+ Real-, that Z Y(s)s. changes sign with o, while the squaring
-170 1.2 process required to establish I Y(s) . eliminates the

effect of a negative 1, w. it

K.~~3 10-r2 W. " Higher order transfer functions are plotted in the same
1way. The procedure is to set s -Jo and to calculate the

magnitude and phase angle of the transfer function for
each value of w from zero to infinity. Table i-3 is a

K 1s0 k summary of locus plots for some common transfer
Kg (s) / functions. In this table only the parts oi the loci corre-

- J 82.5- sponding to o, 4o + w are plotted for simplicity.
-13 -Imaginary;O

S-Imgir - 5 One part of every Nyquist plot that is of special interest
j10 \ / is the "low frequency end.,, Table 11-3 shows that as the

frequency, o, approaches zero certain loci take on
-120 "-110 -100 .90 -80 -70 -60 infinitely large values and approach an axis as an

asymptote (Table H-3d and II-3f). Loci exhibiting this
Figure X1-81. Nyquist Diagram of Open-Loop behavior correspond to important classes of control

Transfer Function systems. The three most important ones will be dis-
cussed in some detail in chapter IV. Figure H-82

For illustrative purposes the vector for 0 -1. 2 and shows the characteristic loci for each class and the
w x"2 are shown. corresponding form of the transfer function.

ii

-- a
- a+a- -a Lo"+a-

-jo -JW -jo

YKN(s) KN(s) Y(Z) K.i)
W~s) Y sD(s) sD(s)

Figure 11-82. Special Locus Shepes
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-A where I indicates "imaginary part of., a factor of 2.(doubling Its. value) is. referred to as a.
described by this ,u~ton consists of "octave.'!. Consequently, since the slope ofthe line is

The motion x(t) dspribedby t-is equation consists of -0 db per decade, thecurve is saidto "attenuate" at
a sinusoidal oscillation of amplitude XA/o and ire- a rate of 20 db/dec., or 6 db/octave, That is,
qncy-w, and a -transient-detamiuedby the: sum . the TA I l/(jw) 1: - 20 ! to. i/ro--2Clog 0 m ,and each time the
exponential terms'Kedt, K2emt,. etc. .The sinsidal frequency is increased by a factor of 10, the magnitude
oscillation is described by of LTnhl/(j)I is decreased by 20 db.. The 20db/dec.

attenuation rate is true of all s= j o terms in the de-
J f nominator-of a transfer function. An je, term in the

(1148) -X n 1 , a numerator plots With-a positive slopeand is said to be
g + -- +1 amplified at the rate of 20 db/dec. (or 6 db/oct.). The. .. sjW attenuation and amplification rate will be specified in

terms of decades in this volume. If the Sa jc.erm iS
7 K raised to thenthpower, the slope Is 20n. d/dec., i.e..

s-jW The (-iw+1) 1 term ofthe. transfer function is shown I
by, curve (c) in figure: 11-83. This curve approaches,

a id The term in the brackets two straight line asymptotes. The reolatinships fo;
determines te amplitude and phase angle of the sinu- establishing the asymptotes to the true curve are as
soidal resporse-and is repcognized as~the transfer funct- follows: when jr 1,
ion Y(s) I - of the system. This result applies to .
'linear systems of any oirder of complexity. It shows (1) -d

that the transfer function can be obtained from the )jWr +
physical system by' applying a steady sinusoidal Input
and separating the steady output oscillation from the When jw-> > 1,
transientterms.- 'The stability of a system has no
effect on the validity of these results, although, prac- LM . T
ticaly.speaking it sometimes Is difficult to separate the (-62) WT o

sinusoid from the.-transients - in, unstable systems
without the application of special techniques. Equation (11-61) establishes a horizontal line at zero

db and (11-62) establishes astraight line sloping at
4.-20 db per decade. The asymptotes intersect at
the frequency where /- 1/ ; (w7 -. 1). At T, - 1,

The second graphical representation of Y(s) to be tmj1/(jr + 1)1 - Lm 1/f -3db. Therefore, the true
discussed Is the logarithmic or Bode plot. The cal- curve lies -3 db from the asymptote at this point.
culations requiredto construct such a plot point by At one octave below the ,,break point,"r-.5. Therefore
point are identical tothose discussed abo.e. For the Lml I/(jew- + 1) 1 = T,m 1/(1J.52+1) -Li 1/(L-) --I db.

The actual log modulus value is then 1 db below the as-
ymptote. Atro = 2 (one octave above the break point),

)KG(s) K 'Lm( 1/r22 )=Lrn( 1/-5b -7db , however, at '-o..2, the as-
)) s+ 1) ymptote is at -6 db. Therefore, the log-modulus curve

lies one db below the asymptote at this point.
the form (11-53) is. derived, and the amplitude ratio
K/(ofr2A + 1-) and phase angle -(O, + 2) are plotted The complete log-modulus curve, (D), for the transfer
independently versus the angular frequert. ,,, on semi- function (]1-59) is obtained by simply adding the three
logarithmic paper. The wl is plotted or, .- arithmic curves (A). (B), -and (C) in accordance with (1-60).
scale, and 20 log 1 0 [K/(w-o ro+ 1)1 ant, -(951 + 95 ) are The same result is also obtained by adding the asymp-
plotted on the linear scale as in figure 11-83. totes for each of the factors of the transfer function,

line bo'a', and then sketching In the true curve bc a'.
The notation 20 log 1( ) is referred to as the log- Notice that the break point is still at t,- 2, (T - 1) and
modulus or Lin and performing the indicated operation that the 3 db and 1 db departure characteristics still
results in a number in decibel (or db) units (see figure hold. For any changes In the value of K the db scale
A-20). One advantage of this procedure is that ampli- need only be shifted up or down depending on the nature
tude ratios can be plotted very simply. In the example of the change of !'. Evidently this procedure is general
chosen (see H-51) for first order terms and may be summarized as

follows:
K 1. Establish break point (w- 1/7-) on the zero db

(.T.60) LintM K -LflhjWo-LMriW +11 line and draw in the asymptotes.
2. At the break point, draw a line sloping down-

These three terms are plotted In figure 11-83 as curves ward to the right at 20 db per decade for a de-
A, B, and C and are summed as curve D. nominator term, and upward to the right for a nu-

.h..shd. " .lne. e l "th merator term. the
The dashed sloping line marked()!s the L/41Aije) curve. 3. At the break point, spot a point 3 db below theSince the plot Is done on logarithritc coordinates, it is zero db line for a denominator term and above
a straight line as shown. ift a plot of this typea change the. line for a numerator term.
In , by a factor of 10 is called a "decade;" a change by 4 At one oct octave below

ao3oU-S4



bra the-6ptP s ttb-do W (curve E). Th~ (,sw1agefco ap che.

--ny fo anuirAtor term. -(450). being ~4etermined byl/hr * Figure A - I n-,
5. ~ M, 8klhi hog-modtulus curve' using th asy- cluded in th0eni inodrt aiiate sketchtn

Th eh' nl th trnfr he -poean prahn orde ato hifrqenisn
mptoten andthe three points. the curves. It s~ tobe, noted that a factoi rf; + 1 in the

nuMerator Produces a phase curve ntarting. at a 0q any-

I ~Also shown it figure 11-83; the phase angevre of, the same s':hape astheL denominator factor.
frm- 90*to1Q astefeunyicaes(od 

oL

,,ie.This -phase angle curve is the surn of the two Many of these same principles can be used in plotting
curves arisligfrom the (jrj) -1 and,(. 5Jco + 1)"1 factors. second order terms in logarithmic form. However,.
The (je)-1 term Plots as a constant - 1,11 phase angle since the second order factor is a function of two in-
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Figure 11-84. Bode Diagram of X.G(s).

dependent parameters t and wplotting is slightly a satisfactory sketch of the amplitude curve can be
more complicated. Figure 11-84 points out some of completed using only figures A-12 and A-13. How-
the special features of these terms. The two key ever, figures A-14 and A-15 can be used to aid in the
characteristics are the -40 db/dec slope at high fre- construction of more accurate, curves. Values of the
quencies and the. Phase shift of 1800 amplitude departure from the asymptotes for discrete

frequency ratios wl/o, are read by proceeding up and
Several charts. have been prepared to aid in the conk- down the ordinate representing the value of: . The
struction of Bode plots of second order factors. After same procedure is followed when using figures A-16
the break poinit and the -40 d1/dec asymptote have been and A-11 to construct the phase angle plot.
established, figures A-12 and A-13 are used to locateC
the pekwhen one exists. Figures A-14 through A-17 Gain (Kg) adjustments are, made by shifting the db
are charts which give amplitude ratio departure. from scale as shown in figure 1-44. Consequently, the
the asymptotes and phase angle. For most purposes ampltude curves are nearly always plotted for
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K- 1 (04b), and-the oadb line corresponding tq the Bode (Ref. 8) refers to systems that contain no poles
true gain Marked in later. If the gain (Kg) is greater or zeros in the right half plane as minimum phase
ihaj unity, the true 0 db line occurs below the one systems. If any poles or zeros exist in the right half'
Use for plotting; O g less than, unity places it above. plane, the system is non-minimum phase. Following

this lead, those factors that represent poles or zeros
I Is clear that any number of factors of any order In the right phalse-plane are generally rfepredto as

may be added on Bode plots to achieve a complete non-mini aa tncldI pos
tranfer function plot. Since it is so simple to plot and zeros on theaseagiary axs, aremnmum phase
jfirst. andsecond order terms, t transfier functions terms.
are always factored accordingly. This avoids tedious
computations of amplitudes and phase angles of corn-
plicated transfer functions. The following general conclusions can be made con-
p d e terning the interpretation of Bode diagrams:

Table A-4 is a summary of forms of the transfer 1. Asymptote slopes must always be either zero or
functions encountered in system- analysis, In the last some integral multiple of * 20 db/dec.
column showing tfie Bode plots of the factors, only 0. The change in slope of the asymptotic plot at a
the asymptotes to the log-modulus curves are shown. break point indicates the order of the pole or zero
For items (7, 8, 9, and 10), the 3 db and 1 db de- that exists at the break point.
parture relationships apply. For the second order 3. A positive change In slope corresponds to a zero.

terms (items 11, 12, 13, and 14), the exact shape 4. A negative change in slope corresponds to a pole.
of the phase angle curve and the log-modulus (am- 5. a. The location of the break point of the asymptotes
-plitude ratio) curves depend on the damping ratio t indicates the location of first order poles and zeros

on the s-plane.
b. The location of the break point and the departure

Notice particularly in Table A-4 that the asymptote from the asymptotes indicates location of second
curve breaks upward for all numerator terms (items order poles and zeros on the s-plane.
1, 2, 3, 7, 9, 11, and 13), and all denominator terms 6. When phase and amplitude curves change in the
show a downward break of the asymptote. Note also same direction, a minimum phase term is indicated.
that this fact plus the phase change indicate whether 7. When phase and amplitude curves change in oppo-
the zeros or poles are in the right or left half of the site directions a non-minimum phase term occurs.s-plane. That is, a phase curve tending to go in the 8. When the slope of the amplitude as w - o is -20
same direction as the amplitude ratio curve (items db/dec. the system Is of the zero position error type.*
7, 8, 11, and 12) shows that the zeros or poles are 9. When the slope is -40 db/dec. as o -0 the systemrIn-- the -left half plane, while. those that go in the oppo- is of the zero velocity err'or type.

site direction indicate zeros or poles In the positive 10. When the slope is -60db/dec. as ' - Othe system-half of the, s-plane, is of the zero acceleration error type.*

SECTION 4 - SERVOMECHANISMS

The control system field is extraordinarily broad and fmost of the previously discussed methods are sufficient THE FIELD O CONTROL SYSTEMS
to describe any linear problems in this field. However
this book is concernedwith the methods of handling only
a certain class of control systems. Feedback (closed Loop)Control System

From the discussion in the preceding pages it is evident
that there are two broad classes of control systems: Servomechanisms
Open loop control systems and feedback control sys-
tems. There are aircraft flight control systems in
both of the classes. Typical examples of an open
loop system are the common cable or push-pull rod other Closed
surface controls; on the other hand, a hydraulic valve Loop Systems
cylinder combination or an autopilot are closed loop
systems.

Open loop systems are by their very nature calibrated
:systems, and their performance is profoundly affected r 1
by the condition of the calibration. Aircraft flight con- Open Loop Control systems
trol system designers are intimately aware of this and
expend a great deal of time attempting to minimize
environmental effects on the calibration by means of
such devices as cable tension regulators. In any case,
the design principles governing those devices are well
known. Aihough one of the end results of these volumes Figure U-85. The Field of Control Systems
will be to set u0 criteria governing the performance of
these systems, the design process itself in these cases * See Chapter IV.
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3. They involve mechanical motion.

This is a -very broad. definition and includes many
systems not often brought to mind by cofnon parlance.
Thus such things as autopilots, tracking control -sys-

Servomechanisms have the following defining charac- tens, pilot-airframe combinations, etc., are referredS teisttds:, to as servomechanisms or servo systems,

I. They are'closed loop systems .....
2.- A large amount of power is controlled by a This classification of €ontroI: systems: WS iilustated

relati Vely low power :element. in figure 1193.
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ft ..CHAPTER Ill..
ANALYSIS -

SSECTION 'I- INTRODUCTION

System analysis is concerned with an inquiry into sidered is concerned with gathering information about
the behavior of a given system. Previous chapters the values of the poles and zeros of the closed loopL
have established that the static and dynamic perform- transfer function(l/KhR)[Y/(1 + Y) from a knowledge of

since 'Of a linear system, including its responses to the open loop transfer function, y. Since KhH is known,
known inputs, is completely determinedhby its transfer the portion (i (11-i) requiring additional study is the,
function. The problem of linear analysis then becomes bracketed term, Y/(1 + Y).
-one of obtaining information a4bout system -transfer
'functions. Since servo analysis is primarily con- While, 'the poles and zeros of Y/(1 + Y) are the
cerned with -feedback contiol istsem the linear analy- prime information required, the major effort, 6f analysis
sis problem is further limited to obtaining information need be directed toward finding only the poles, since
regarding closed loop transfer functi.ons from a.knowil- ihe zeros of Y/(1+.) are the zerosof. Y_;and he ne,
edge of the open loop transfer functions. This chapter are known. To illustrate, if N(s) is the numerator of
will consider the important methoist and techniques " andD(s) the denomnar, '

vailablhe for solving this'-limited-problem. N(s)

The notionof a feedback control system, such as that
represented by the block diagram of figure 111-1, has
been previously introduced and the algebra of such 0zx1-3) Y _(s)/D(s) Iffs)
blockdbams has been considered. With all of this 1+Y 1+ os,)/D(s) :N(s) + D(s)
background 'information understood, the -essential
problem of linear servo analysis can be described. The analysis problem can now be stated mathematically

as: GivenY, determine the poles of Y/(I* Y), or
_ _ _alternatively the zeros of 1+ Y.

KaG  Before the specific content of the chapter is outlined,
it should be mentioned that a direct analytical method
of determining the poles and zeros is to factor the,
-closed loop transfer function. However, for all but
the simplest systems, this procedure may be -very
tedious and-time consuming.. Therefore, direct factori-

:I ... zation is usually impractical and .will not be discussed1
in this chapter. However, methods of approximatefactorization are Included in an appendix-to -this, volume, :

KhH and may be used if desired. I
The major portion of this chapter consists of three in-
terrelat ld sections. These sections are organized so
that the techniques employqedgive.close 1oop zero and

Figure 11-1. I-luatra tive ServomechaniSm pole locations with greater and greater accuracy as one
method succeeds another.

In the control system represented by figure IM-1,
the closed loop transfer function, which defines the The first method presented enables one to obtain only
properties of the system, is given by: very general information concerning the regions in

which the poles and zeros: lie. In addition to this in-
(1.- I KKhGH . 1 Y formation, a certain amount of qualitative data can

R=hIH T, rlK.KhGHf K?5 ..[ sometimes be obtained by analogy between the behaviorZk I of actual systems and very simple systems by the use
whereY -KgKhGH. The analysis problem is essentially of transfer function characteristics discussed in the
solved when the properties of-the closed loop transfer fifth section of this chapter. A rule known as the
functions are known to the analyst. Transfer functions Generalized Cauchy-Nyquist criterion is developed and
are completely specified by their poles, zeros, and scale used as the basis of this method. Nyquist diagram
factors. Therefore, the nlysis problem to be con- and s-plan# representations of the transfer function

.IIl
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r: e utilized in the application of this criterion. poles are obtained.

The second method permits a much more exact deter- The fifth section deals with certain transfer character- )
mination of closed loop pole and zero values. While itics giving valuable respnnse data in special cases.
the previous mathod requires the use of both Nyquist
diagram and s-plane plots, this section VUtlizee the It should be noted again that the presentation used in
logarithmic transfer function representation and another this chapter emphasizes the essential unity of presently
graphical aid called the Nichols chart. existing methods of servo analysis, and ,uch methods

are considered directly in terms of transfer function
The third method is the most exact presented. The graphical representations. This basic unity is stressed
alues ci- closed loop poles and zeros are deterned to th out the chapter, and concepts- s;h as frequency

accuracies limited only by the graphical process in- respono  phase margin and gain magin, which are
volved, Only the s-plane representatiom of the transfer frequently used 4n the literature, are Mentioned onlyr funtion is ,required, from which the loci of closed loop incidentally as items ofiterest i n special caes, 1

SECTION 2 - THE GENERALIZED NYQUIST METHOD
The first, and most approximate, methodto be dia- Consider the simple third order- ystem of4(11-4):

cussed utilizes polar 'transfer function plots together K
with the. closed-loop s-plane plot of transfer function (11Z 4) Y " s(as- 1) (b + 1)
poles-and zeros. By using the. results. of a mapping
theorem it is possible to consider a region of the closed- Y may be plotted for values of s described by the

s-pane and determine the number of poles of the contour shown :figure 111-2. (The choice of the a
closed-loop transfer function within that region, contour may be consideed abitrary tn, this exampe,

Before this method can be developed some fundamental *j4A A
concepts must'be understood. The first concept is that
of the "tclosed-o!op s-plane.." The second involves a
basic mapping th0orem. These ideas will be discussed
initially,, followed-by a development and application

i t of the :method ,discussed above to the-proibl ed
termining stability. B

. '(a) CLOSED LOOP S-PLANE. (r- O 0

i As pointed out in chapter HI the poles and zeros
f. any transfer function may be plotted on an s-plane.

Such a plot may then be considered a graphical repre-
sentation of the transfer function. If the poles and

• zeros ofla closed-loop transfer function are plotted on
!an, s-plane, the plane has been particularized to the D
extent that-it may now be referred to as a closed-loop
s-plane. Furthermore the plot may be called a graphi- Figure Z11-2. S-Plane Contour
cal representation of the closed-loop transfer function.

but the reasons for choosing particular contours in
Since the problem'at hand is to determine the closed- the s-plane will be explained later.) Proceeding from
loop transfer functton, and thus its poles and zeros, A to B, s - +j a) and Y(s) appears as the heavy solid.
obviously the poles and zeros cannot be plotted ex- part 4 figure rn-3.
plicitly on the closed-loop s-plane. However, it is +j,
known that the polesAnd zeros dg exist. C

ItIs the aim of the balance of this section to develop I
a technique by which the poles and zeros of the cloed- ,
!lop transfer function may be located approimately on
the closed!loop! s-plane.-

(b) THE MAPPING THEOREM. I

As pointed out previously, in order to determine
the behavior of a closed-loop system, it.is necessary
to locate In the s-plane the poles and zeros of the ex-'
pression Y/(l+ Y).

One method, to be described here, of locating these - - (9<
zeros and poles requires the use of two graphical con- B
structions. ftheie constructions will be illustrated
by example. Figure I11-3, Y(s)-Plane I .appin.



!c The segiment B. to C on the s-pi~e coto~w is a semi- .. --
'.* circle of small radius (.r-. o) .designed to exclude .the /

--. in the Y(s)-plane:;substitUte s- r6 in-(111-4) then "

.. .." :L.' ence: Zm¥ r )==#J

i " " 'I i. From (11l1-5) it may be seen that, as r swings from "-1 0' ' -"j:. '
=. .... Cf s +r2 to. C (4- -,w2), Y swings, from -7./2 to l +--"
|* '' r'/2 1 in. a positive .sense. This.is shown-by thle light - "'

. .. : dotted-arc in.figure 111-3, The remainder of the s- /.
plnecotor ar E., fiur 11,,eraet /•

Sl;u1 .ReJ and miaps intO the orgin on the: Yis) -plane /

: The mapping theorem*,states that:--If -the' contour in . . -
- . the s-plae. ;figre m-2 .ositvely encircles Z zeros Figue 111-4. lapping

p 1o+-e s , the_map o.fY(s) encircles the.
point s - - 1 J-- . -' w-tm here N is the number of s-plane. Fiur I-T-Bb shows this same system plotted
encirciements and- maybe either positive or negative.. for a high enough value Of the gain K so that there are
A positive encirclement is defined as. one in which the two roots of 1 + Y(s) in the right-half of the s-plane.

O .area enclosed by the contour isalways on the left as- This is indicated by the encirclements of s -1.

th"onorIstave. Although this theorem was discussed in terms of -aj
• D(sY- I te poles (P)otl e Y(s) specific problem, it is quite gfenera.l. In the example

Sicei Ys.-.. .)+~s 1 chosen, only the right-half s-plane was mapped. ButIi are simnply the poles of y(s) and are renown. There- any region cani be examined for the existence of zeros
I! -fore, the zeros are determined from. the. equation: simply-by properly designing the .mapping contour J

-". . (figue 111-5). [
• . Only two assumptions .are necessary in order- to apply

IOn figures 11-2 and Ill-3 the arrows indicate the positive the maLpping theorem:
sense. The positive sense of encirelements can be 1. Y(s) is a rational function of s.
remembered as the .direction in which, an observer 2. None of the poles or zeros lies on the: contour,

iwould travel if he walked along the contour so that the "in. the- s-plane.
|interior was always to his left. ,(It- was because of assumption+ (2) that the. contour in

| : figure 11II-2 detoured around, the.. pole at the origin.)
;| .. TO apply these principles to the system of (m-4), first ".

note that the contour .of figure !11-2 includes the entire The following section discusses in detail the use of the
t right-halS-plane. Consequently, the examination of mapping theorem to determine the ,staitlity t clo~d-3 Y(s) will!r determine the number of poles (P) in the loop Systems.•
i | region. "To determine how many .encirelements of the '
: | " - .point Y(s) makes, draw a vector from the point (c) THE CONVENTIONAL NYQUIST CRITERION
'-| ~-1. to the Y(s) contour (figure ill-4), As the arrow '"i
[ head moves along the contour, the vector pivots about It was pointed out in Chapter IT that if any zeros of

Sits tail. Each time the vector sweeps out an angle of 1 + Y(s) have positive real parts, the system described
i|2nr .in the. positive (counter clockwise) direction, a by the open-loop transfer function Y(s) is unstable.
" |positive encirclement is completed.. In figure 111-4 Hence, to verify stability alond, the entire right-half
| ~ ~~nO encirclementsfi0+0 , occur (N-' 0)' . Consequently , of the s-plane must be explored for zeros of 1 +W(s) in
i. P'-0+0 0 . the manner des cribed in Section r(b)

, 
:(Now it is- evident

Therefore thr are noro- of-1.Y('s)in the right-half why the contour of figure I11-2 was chosen in Section

* t ".Note that the p ortion of the curve from C to D is the Since there can be no zeros of I+ Y(s) in this regioni
miror m- of that fro B 4If the. syStem, is to be- stable, Z must be zero. in N = Z -P

l i Fordetaileroofothis theorem see th~e appendix and hece.ethecriterio:nfrdStability is tat N -P

tths ime Secton......T sm ple syte ec ibe bytecnouIfgr
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.~gur ZZ*-. Geerl -~no r 5pin

111-4 Is stable. The same system with higher gain, The only part of the contour remaining is that from'
figure II1-b,is unstable. a to C. In many engineering problems, Y has a pol

of order n at the origin. But one of the conditions 'upon
Iti ell to review at this point the characteristics which the mapping theorem can be applied is ta h

Of the contour uscid to enclose the. right-half plane. The s-plane contour does not pass through any poles. Con-
-values of a defining this contour, figure M-2, are given sequently, the contour is detoured by letting ow- reJ
'as follows: (with r very small) near, the: origin..

(11-8) Fro A o B~. ~, > ~ ~+Then, since; Y.a) is of the form

ii -- -~omB o Cs-r(11r- (l-1, YMs) sAD(S)
c- when &Y-'

2,~nwe . subsLtiutin s reJ* to avoid, the pole of order n,

-. ro Qc to D s -jw.i .0,!>. W>-C xi)~L
Fromt D to K s- ReJO, - Y(s)4i Y(reJ4')-1im A. k~+..

For- the, open-loop transfer function Y(s), the presence Now, as the s-plane contour+ in the region B to C Is
of zeros of 1,+ Y(s) In the right-half plane is readily traversed in a positive direction, q5 goes from + 7r/2
determined by plotting Y(s) with the above values sub-
stituted for s~, and, then simply countinig the encircle-
ments of -1 and then applying (11147).

The actual plotting may be somewhat simplified by the.
following considerations: For physically realizable

systems, the part of the s-plane contour DEA- Is un-
important in determining the plot of Y(s).ThsI
'true since y I, lz A~s*+ * AO4
where n, the order of th e denomninator), must be greater
than m, the order of the numerator, The value of- Y()-
corresponding to the contour from M~A Is:

,(111,-) liMEYNs-5 .Re Aft~eJ 1+ -.+An4P

Consequently, the entire arc DEA mtaps into rthe origin.
of the Y(s) plane.

-j The portion of the Y(s) contour corresponding to the a-
paecontour from A to B 'is just Y(jw), the- simplest C --

form of transfer function plot developed in Chapter H1.
From .0 to D, .Y(s) isgiven by j(-j4)) which is the-

* mirror Image about the-real axis of Y(+Jei). Figure W1-6. Pol-es on Imagi nary Axis

111-4



I ~ ' t/2 -Consequently, the contour ofY() stpjt *,rA

t n'2adpoeedst to *,2, In, a positive, OIee
ndat A -radius equal to q Evidently, j

Ahe portion of YXs) corresponding to the one from
Bto c of the spWpbe-catoor is an arc oW Id~inite radius.

There ame two coarnio sit, tii n which. this proced.zrp

the Y,00) conltour :sweeps from +ni/2 -to -flff/2 Ii) a

B to -C, 1 Ue 1- eody tsmtmsocr
tAbt the denominator of Y(s) includes -factors of the-
-form 0*. w2 To avoid -these polesad those at the

originthe s,-plane contour musttake +the shape of figureI
1116 ad te AP of Y(s) be treated accordingly.

If'Y(s) has no poles at the origin, the device of letting
s-rei# near s- oUI not requilred, and the entire contour

o s)+,Is made up of Y(+ju) and.T-e) iue117

The above points are illustrated in figures M1-8a -to.

.d) SPEC~IFIED M1NIMM AMPING ANID DAMKPN
RtATIO.

-it is clear that the umpg theorem discussed in section
(b)( -fthis chapter could be -used in checking any desired

region Ci the s-plane for closed loop pot. oeergiure. 111-. S1iplCntu

s-Plane KGr.PLANE'-

Pu 0

z. 0
(Oystem

(a))

eHI~ I/f3Mea.E~ erotpig otal rdr#b Ss
~7I1 ______________5_
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ect on2'-

- ~ .. ~ if!u all cases, thle regirnis checked define thec values.Of'1 <.to be substituted in .Y(s) ~ And hencO practical use
:of Analysis time usually requires that the boundaries

A .- .case, that of the conventionial Nyquist criterioftcoyere~dA* j, . ftergosi tespa~oeecmnd~eieF. In section III-2c, is of much Value in checking, stability
Two other cases, those o lnumd png admn-inimm Oapin n mij-[
MUM damping ratio are also of interest and, occasional
-importance. These cs will be considere -in this,

First, consider the minimum damping case. -in this;
________c , situation it is desired to investigate the Closed loop,

7.*. transfer function for poles having damping less than,*1 ~ ~ ' , .so-me specified value. the s-planectou n hs
case is ovmIn figure 1-.Te, vles o fi in

. ~the contour r:

(111.12) From A to B a.-CT o 0 J&, *-W

From. Ato A s -ReJO I-OD

* . . -where o, m nm damping and q6- -7r/2 when ~ &

time constant .+1/whn 04.I

* For the same reasons mentioned previously, the portionFig-e 111-9. Minimunm Damping Contour of the contour BOA does not contribute to the: locus of

:I_4 s -- Plane I' ()

KKG- T. 1 1
Aa 's(s+j)(S+1)

if (-1.jo) lies between
+j A and B/

P=3, N=-1, z-2
;f (-l+jo) lies A *j ~~between A and C 1 A B

* -- l-'+01 P-3
ba Z-3

(M,)

If (-i+iO) Ties
+jW between A and 9

N-O

-o.-~*(b)

'Figure IZX-lO (Sleet I of 2 S1heets4). ExaMPles of Minimum Damping,
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SoteIatr da on

4 - .4-- 4 .- Notethat for-damping grAte than the mxu 0 sL
* sithere uint be no zeros 61 +(s) in the domi enclos 

-~----.-- -- --- ~- - ----- ~---- ,-7~by the -contour in the 4-~ae *i-e ,- thj()pae
the numbez. of enclxrclimenti ofther I pdn ut be
such that Z 0P-. -

SIt is interesting, tonote in the examples given, that under
9 - no circumstances can the minimum damping time con -

... Stant be less-than a (see figure II-I0e), and that tb
.s- .u+ jcd -.. - -" _.obtain even this damping time the gain must be adjustei

so that the -I point lies between points B and C ih
figure 1II-lOe.

0.s -- For the specified minimum damping ratio case tfie
_ s-plane contour is shown in figure Mn-11.[ I s-Note that possible Poles of 1 + Us~) at s -oav 41 se~

- -where on the contour) must be avoided in: this c, se- as
in the. conventional-Nyquist case.. The valuesof s de-

' "4 : fined by the contour are given by - •

(D1-4 Froth A to B z= - tw+ ja/ ~>u> Ot
sFroth -tC re3  r-.0

r, -- when 0=O0

, Figure IZI-11. Minimum Dampinvg Ratio Contour q=-r+qt when 6= 0

From C to U x S + -s- 6"-
Y( ) for physic1ly -realizable systems,.. The value. of-
Y(s) corresponding to the remainder of the contour From D to A s.=Re -,
in the s-plane is given by: :.-- - n -e -

(111-10- 1()= +j)7T 4 when w= CL)
Typical exapies for this sItuation are shown ill A typical application of the minimum damping ratio
[- fliire (!H-1O).&. - case is shown in figure 111-12.

SECTION 3-THE OPEN LOOP-CLOSED LOOP LOGARITHMIC METHOD

(a), GENERAL of the phase curve in that region indicating whether theI
pole or zero is of minimun or non-minimumphase(i. e.,

This section discusses a method of estimating closed! in the left or right half of the s plane representation),
loop poles and zeros from logarithmic open loop trans- For quadratic factors (slope differences at intersection,
fer functionplots. of 40 db/dec), the asymptote intersection occurs at thel

. .undamped natural frequency, and the departure of-the
If the transfer functions concerned are ratios of rational actual plot from the asymptote intersection is equal to
polynomials, they may be written in factored form, twice the damping ratio in decibels. These charac- W
all, factors in either'numerator or denominator being teristics of logarithmic transfer function plots are
4irst order or quadratic. Each of the magnitudes basic to this section. Broadly speaking, the method
(absolute values) of'these factors may be represented involves the following steps:
by a pair of asymptotes on a logarithmic plot, except 1. The open-loop transfer function, Y(s), is.
near the intersection of these asymptotes (the ,break- plotted logarithmically with s set equal to j o.
point"). Then, since the use'of logarithmic coordinates 2. For a given open-loop gain, K, (or open-loop
permits addition of the logarithms to replace multipli- zero db line), the closed loop transfer function
cation (and division) of the factors, by adding the plot is constructed. This construction-is materially
asymptotic factorplots graphically, an "asymptotlc" aided by the use of approximations and a special
graph of the enfir e transfer function results. All-the chart.
'straight line approximations obtained in this way will 3. The analytical factored form of the closed loop,
be -referred to in this volume as asymptotes. It is transfer- function is obtained by establishing the
realized. hat this'is an extension of the strict mathe- asymptotic representation of the plotted curve,,
matical meaning o the word asymptote, but this prac- and by utilizing the characteristics of the logarithmic
ice Is well justified by usage in the -controls field. plot. This process is aided by the use of previously,

tthireioknown data (the zeros of the closed.loop transfe. .
it wiifb 6 recalled that tte, intersection oftwo asymptotes function).
with a slope difference of 20 db/dec indicates the prem-
sence of a first order pole or -zero, wth the drection The first item of the kbove list has been extensively

MX-10.
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section 3

discussed in the transfer function section of chapter 1, (III-18) plotted-on a linear rectangular plot, y vs.. r,
and needs no further explgiation. The second item can is. that of a series of circles, with centers at
be achieve' by use of ' approh lximatlin and the use -of a '. o
special chart where required. A subsection will be de- -"
voted to the derivation'of this chart and approximations :and with radii
With examples of their use. The third Item (finding the r I M-I
analytic form of a given closed loop plot) is essentially I M-1J
a curve fitting task. The curve fitting process is made These "M circles" are shown in figure 11-13r
practical by the fact tlht the asymptotes to be fitted to ..

the closed loop plot have slopes which are integral Note that to any fixed value of M, there corres-
eof 20 db/dec. Another aid is the fact that the ponds an infinite number of combinations of _(")

zeros of the closed loop are also the zeros of the open- and y(w,). If the log of the magnitude of Y(s),
loop tran~sfer fuancl'ior, and hence are known. LID Nr- ielo - +y-6(0)], Indb, is plotted against i

cess of finding an analytic factored form -of a given tan - ly(c')/x().)] for a. series of values of KN, these
transfer function plot is discussed, with examples, in "VM circles" or lines of constant closed loop transfer
a further subsectio.n. function amplitude ratio,. plot into "M contours" such 17

.I --- asthose indicated in figure l-14., "A

()RELATLO NS[PS BETWEEN' OPEN AN4D CLOSED- 44
'LOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS-CHARTS Since the amplitude ratio of Y(jw) is ordinarily ex-

pressed in db, it is most. convenient to express the
The portion of the closed loop transfer function, Z(s, amplitude ratio of z(i0) in this form. Consequently on
of interest to the discussion of this chapter is given by all the ensuingplots; U is given in db as in figure i1-15.

(1145) Z(s) = '_s_ Lines of constant closed loop phase angle, Or, are de-
1 + Y (s) rived in a similar fashion.

A method will now be developed to relate Y(s)/ [I+Y(s))
to Y(s) by simple graphical means. For convenience (II.19) -]i = tan'- E °tan- -'Q-

Y'(j)/[I+ y.(jo )!] will:be related to Y(j 0). Since this x( ) i.X(o)

I smerely aunCtional representation, jw may-later
be- replaced by a. - - By trigonometry,.them

Y(jw) is usually readily available in the logarithmic . y .
grapical form. The logarithmic graphical represen- (i-2o) - -

ot is obtained from Y(ico) by ''- Y( )

uing a special chart which will now be derived.

' If the magnitude (amplitude ratio) and the phase angle which simplifies to
of the closed-loop transfer function are denoted by
W and 4,, respectively,, relationships between Y(jW) and (4-21) t

constant values of M and 41 can be derived. If, in X2+kY"

addition, contours of constant values of M and tP are
superimposed upon a linear, rectangular plot of or (x+ t)n+ yII,*

(Ja) , amplitude ratio of YJ(0) plotted versus the 2 tn 4 tan.aJ
phase angle of Y(jw), the- phase angle and amplitude
ratio of Y(iol)/[l+ Y(iJ)] can be read directly off the again the equation of a circle. The radius is

plot for a given value of frequency w,. In the following
paragraphs these contours and their associated chart (111-22) 2 t n'--
will be developed.

The open-loop transfer function, Y(11-?), may be. re- and the center Is located at

presented as a complex number 2

(IZI-16) Y(jW) = x(W) + jy(w) (112-23) 0 -1/2; tan

Then
These circles, when plotted on the same logarithmic

(111-17) 9 " I J I" X( )+JY(w) coordinates as the M cont6urs, are the 4, contours of
- 1+Y(J' W.)I" 1+X()+jY() , figure 111-14.

{'f i+x(c) ]+ [y(ei )'] j .The plot of figure 111-14, commonly called a Nichols
chart, enables the analyst to find easily the closed-loop

2{[l+x( 2 + y()1-. [x(a)]' j, y() 2 values of. the transfer function from the open-loop,
either by actual plotting on the chart, or simply by

[y(W)].o(M2-l)+[X(W)]2(M2-l)+[X( )] S+M2 -  reference. An example of this method is shown in

figure 111-15, going successively from the open-loop
By completing the square of the x terms: plot shown in figure 111-15a, to the Nichols chart plot

2 + Mill M2 of figure iII-15b, and then to the closed l6op plot of
IZIZ -1) + e)- figure II- .
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in practice, the actual4 plott ing shown In figure HI-15b (0 dl,), the entire expression for Z(s) must be used,
may be avoided by 'utilizing the chart las, a graphical. i.e., :where IY(s) 1 -

tabe.(111-26) Z(s) - Y(s)/1.+'Y(s)

Accurate versions of' Nichols charts are provided In In those regions of Y(s) where ('111-24) or (111-25)
figures A-18 and A-19 of the appendix. -apply, the plot of Z(s) is given directly by a knowl-

edge of Y( s) . In those regions where (M1-26) applies,

LiOOP TRLANSFER FUNCTIONS -BY APPROXIMATIONfl For illustrative purposes several examples of ob-
Because of certain approximate relationships, muach of taining closed-loop plots from openr-loop plots, are
the work requir~ed to obtain Y(jw)/ (1+Y(jcs)J from given below.
y(jao) by the- method- shown in the previous subsectionI (IH-3bmay be reduced. These approximate relation- EXAMPLE 1. Assume an open-loop transfer function

I ships are especially valuable in preliminary studies and 3. 16/(ja+ 1) which is drawn lightly In figure 111-16.
3 for any case where rapid,' though not extremely accurate 'Where I Y(jco)j=!3. 16/C J0+1)1 10db it willbe assumed
3 results are required. that the closed-loop transfer function I Z(jw) I - 0 db.

] -Where IY (jc) 14- 10 db it will be assumed that
It is evidentfrom (111-15) that- ilIy(s)k l then [Z (J,.) - I Y(j co)I1. Thus, the dark lines are drawn

in to represent I Z(j co) I in these regions. Where
(111-24) !Zms)-H1 10 db > I Y(Jco) I > -10 db the Nichols chart has been used,
or zero decibels, Also if I YVs)I < 1 and the results are Indicated by dashed lines. It is

evident that the dashed line does not fair into the solid
(III-25) IZ(s) I'A 1 Y(s) I line at the lower. end of -the frequency range. This

is a result of the approximation that was made above
An examination of a Nichols chart shows that If and could have been predicted. This difficulty may be.
IY(i0)I , 25db, the relationship of' (111-24) is correct overcome at the outset by a simple calculation of the 0
within an error of. 0..5db. If jY(jcw) 1 >10db, the error steady state gain. SinceU
involved is of the order of 2 4b.,()

However if IX(s) I is of the order of magnitude of 1I~)~I Z(s) D(s) + KN(s)

M1-14
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fined by the breukpolnts of an- asymptotic plot if all the 2. -n regions where equations (111-24) and,(1-25)
poles and zeros are first order. If a pole or zero is of are valid, a portion of the approximate analytic
second:order, the departure of the actual curve from the factored form of the closed-loop is known by aU breakpoint is also required. The sign of the pole or simple inspection of the open-loop logarithmic
zero, 1. e., whether -the term is minimum or non- transferfunction plot.
minimum phase, is completely determined by the 3. The zeros of the closed-loop transfer function
direction or slope of the phase curve. in the region of or its analytic form are known initially, since they
the pole or zero. Therefore, to determine the analytic are also the zeros of the open-loop transfer function.

r! form of. the closed-loop function from its plot, it is
° - only necessary to establish the asymptotic plot, and To illustrate the methods of obtaining the closed-loop

to observe the -phase angle change in the immediate transfer function in analytic, factored: form several
vicinity of break points. Values of poles and zeros examples are given below.
are then determined directly from the break point
frequencies (and break point departures in the case EXAMPLE 1. A closed loop transfer function is shown
of quadratic terms), and signs are determined by the In figure 111-19. If the asymptotes to the amplitude
local phase angle change. The functional form of curve are drawn, it is found that, when extended, they

:19* Y(j)/ 1 + Y(jw). is then known analytically, and meet at a frequency 1/q. Also, at the frequency
Y(s)/[1 +Y(s)] is obtained simply by siubstituting 1/- the phase is -450. It is evident that the closed-
is for Jl. loop transfer function has the form Z( s)-= K/ (ri s + 1).

From the amplitudeL curve it Is seen that the gain .in
In determining the asymptotic plot, the following facts db is K'. The linear gain K may be obtain edfro
are of Value: figure A-0 which- relates linear amptitude: rtio -to

1. Any asymptote is a straight line with a slope decibels. The complete closed-loop transfer fundtlon
which is an integral multiple of + 20 db/dec. There- is then:
fore, for any transfer function expressible as the Z(s) K/(Ti S + 1)

ratio of rational, constant coefficient polynomials,
the change in slope of the asymptotic plot at any EXAMPLE 2. This example is considerably more
break point must be an Integral multiple of h 20 complex than the first. It is introduced to emphasize
db/dec. The value of the integral multiplier is, Various details. The closed-loop transfer function is
of course, the order of the pole or zero. shown h figure 11-20. The asymptotes to the amplitude

- Z(S) (ooen eLoPaAl

-22 -8 s(s+) (losdLo),1

11 _7_

SZ(4) btaned ;F3 0 0
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~ curve aretfirst drawn. The figure wIll now be examined tug-the asymiptotic plot.
~~)' by-4tarting frorn the let*(or low frequency side) andP

continuing to the right (or high frequencey side). 'EXAMPLE 3. This final. example ts an exceptional
a. It is -evident thAt at zerv. freuec thI haei one but is offered to. demonstrate. that, when the analytc
-186". This ,indicates- that . negative sign (- 1orm of the closed-loop tianfer turtction'is obtained

- should be~placed in front of the closed-loop gain K . from 'the graphical representation,, care must be taken
-b. The amplitudedectreases at -20 db/dec after the -
break at 1/,r,, This Indicates a first -order term
In the denominator (or pole). However, the phase h-2- lo 2,11 t~ag io decreasing in the vicinity of 11%r. This~to- b 2D 60d/e
gepther with. the fact that the first' order term is in, 2 -

the denominator, indicates that the term is non- d/e
minimum phase of the form I/ (-7rs 4 1).
c. The. amiitude breaks from -20 db/dec to .0 db/dec _ __

at 1/! TiinXates a.first order term In the SOD - I lt-R de a
numerator. Since the phase lag continues to doe-

0 rb 0r. 17d

Fg ur e OZ-0 6taining Poe - Zrso

6 45Tr>ie Functior

7-to consider each and all of the following items:Ii _ ____ __ ________1. The analytic expression for the open-loop transfer

_____________ _____________2. The graphical repentio ofthe amaplitude
1Log a ratio off the closed-loop transfer function.

3. The graphical representation of the phase of
'j. -the closed-loop transfier.,function.

Fistwe 147-1k. Obtaining Poles, and Zeros of Consider the closed-loop transfer function shown in
*Transfer Funciiorf figure 111-21.

cremlieto do after this-it indicates a minimum phase If the amplitude ratio curve Alo6ne were considered,
-terma of the -form ( +1)-s + the incorrect conclusion, might be reached, that the
Ai. The Amplitude breaks to,-20 'db/dec, alter 1Pr, transfer function is merely of the form Z (s), -K - 1.

and the phase decreases at the iiame time, which However, the open-loop transfer function has the formn
indicates a Arkoider poIeof the f6rm !/(rs + 1) K K(-rs + 1) / (rbs + 1) . It is known that the closed-
i1 -' The amplitude ' breaks! from -20 db/dec to -60 loop transfer function must have the same zeros as
-db/dec at w,. This, ogether *Ilth the peaking at the open-loop (i. e. a term An the numerator equal, to
W., indicates asecond order termin the denontor. (-r, s + 1) .The next ]problem is to determine the
The sharp increase in phase lag at ca, Indicates

--further that the term. is minimumphase. The oi 01 1 10 100 10
natural frequency Is known from the break point,-
and the damping ma be determined from the amount
the peak departs from the asymptotes. _(This was Ys
discussed in an earlier section). The term then has -

-the form. J/ (81%o) 2 + 2C~s/CO,) + 1), 0 _4
L. The amplitude breaks from -_60 db/dec to -40
db/dee atr ,. This Indicates a first order term in 2
the nmrator. Since tht*kase lag increases in the ai -.50
vicinity of. 1/Td this indicates a non-minimum phase -?

term of the form (--d s + 1).: All the terms' are -.......

now collected and the closed loop transfer functioi G-125 .

* -K(VbS+ 1) (-rdg + 1) -- 7
Z~a)-180

s* )[L + 0. 1 10- 100 1000
(..rs+1)rcsi)[-.+~s1J rovequ y in Rad/Sec

'vith the parameters r, t , 4) obtained from the
break points.j ~In the normal- analysis case, the numerator terms Figure - 111-21 dbta inj Poles anid Zeros of] i-.~aandmrdare~ownattheoateet, ahd aid'Inebtablish- . rnfr Funtion -
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Jform of the denominator. Since When (U-27) a4(, (rn-28). are performed graphically
K-( N(s) a.shown in figur 1-22, the apiueand phase

Z~) D(s) Of l/D(g) are determined. Ii is evident that
or I OgIZ 10).i l .+logIN()) -7logj0(s)j Il/D(s) = Ars+l1) and thus Z(s)=? a+ 4r ~ 1)
or( With a little experience the graphicatl step shown in

(!IYl11UIlgj OS),1 1 1-10gj91401 log1KI,- logi(s) I figure 11-22 mhay be eliminated and the complete
(128 -DS),~~analyti-cals) form, of z( s) may'.e witenby-inspection
L1 ~) ~ NS ft graphical repreaettin

SECTION 4-- ROOT LOCUS METHOD .

S (a) INTRODUCTION nalcopeeitu of the -dynamls -of the ytm

Although each of the preceding sections has the purpose (b.BASIC PRINCIPLES
of locating thie zeros and poles of the closed-loop trans-
fer function, the work was performed not on the s-plane The fundamental problem in, establishing at locus of,
(ini which the poles and zeros are located) but on the roots of D(s) + K(s) - 0 Is the same as existed in the
Y(s) -plane. Of course, this was done as a matter of prcdnmehsta.iowanheeotsb

conenene n btanig uik ppoximations to the found, by worknwihXs only.. TQ Aeterin t he
solution of the problem. 'The cost of this procedure root lou eto nwe othsqetin irtntI is that the, values of. the, poles and zeros must. b6 more that
or less _extracted from the grapical representations
used. (111(s)

The root locus method deals with the s-plane exclusively
and yields a plot of the locus of all possible roots of 0(i) + K N(s),..,S DCs) +. KK(s) -0 (where Dl(s) + EN (x) is the, denominator D( a)

of her djsedooptransfer, fiction)i as-a. function of
gali. Thus, a mere gla'nee suffices to discover a ece.if !D()isfntrosfDs)+KN)'0aeofne, the closed-loop ~s +K (O ,ar
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' zers oi * Xs). henjD(s) wc , a special case occurs, where N' (5) and rlY (s) are the factors containin 1 an

'physicalproblems the order of D(s), Isalways greater the quantity K ',19the ratio r 2 ... /0- .. Noweach
than that ofx(i), io that for finite X ~ of the factors of *4'(s) and ,D1 (A) i t ~cdpieinumber

(for any value of s) and hence-canbe- Vlotteid as ' 'e-
Lirn 0(u). KN~s)~ 0(s)lt, as in the leftl.andclm o igr&1-3

'Ls Ds) Ds
'since

'which is not equivalent to (11I-29) Hojwever-, -if K is (11134)
infinitey large*K'(s) *r.rN,..,.r~ 1'4 e 4,, 1

TRn (s) + K 14(s)','S Dr ~
D(s)

and the limiting process might possibly reveal roots. * where the r. are the magnitudes and the ~,the
Consequently,, except under this condition, the solution Ohase angles, "of the vectors representing 'the -factors I
'D ,(K) - ce Is trivial ina-te ae h qain of W' Cs); and the rDj 'and the 4Dthe ,correspond Ing

D~~s) tKN~~s) -O0will reveal all of'the zeros of 1*'Y(s)-_of quniesfrD()

-interest (i.e., zeros corresponding to finite values of
U). This is the first principle upon which the -root 'The quantity in the brackets in (11-34) can be written as:

11KKp. rs . *-,'K 1 1 0 r

"The second important fact 'upon'which the method de- rD."rD. ... . A. r5
pends is tbat the denominator -of the olosed-loop trans- .
fer function of a 'single looplfeedback system Is of the
form 1 + W4s. Because of this, instead of solving the it is also convenient to denote the total Phase angle
*i quation I *Y (6) -0D , it is possible -to work with the of N(s)/IY (s) byF
,equivalent expression Y(s) - -1. Now, Y (a) can be (1-5

'written as a complex number R (s) e0 C' for any value
of is. Alsoi - 1 is acomplex number, -1 - eJ( 2 k + ) 7r q5 +D-
Consequently, if Y(s) - -1 then It must be true that: O '1 3 a' - Nj- jo'D

('11-30) ai=e (2k+l)wr Then, by -expressing each of the factors of N' ,(s) and

*herk.4. ±l.*2*..sotht ~ian4.(2il~'. (s) as vector s, the conditions -%bat a be .a root of

That is, the magnitude -of the complex -number, Y(s),
must be unity, and its phase angle, 'an lodd inultiple of .(hl-.36)

vi If aitself can be arootoflIY(5-O. .jX

ir(s) I's -uulyof the form:

(11131) ts)*K N(s)I
D(s) A I

i T0 E0 D -(2k +IW7 k-0, *l, i*2,

VA~) and Dis) are usually written in the form:
(when the + snign ;appears before X'

~ ~ *.1s~l1or

- - 1I -2k 7r 'k'.'*1, *2, ..

Yor purposes of working with root loci, It is -con- i- J -0 J.

'venentto ewrte hisas:(When the - sign -appears before K)

-32 2 au(sHowever, for reasons that will become apparent laer,
'1. It Is more convenient to shift the vectors as in the

Ifs 1ris ][ 2 *2 ~ ) *right hand column of figure' 11-23r. Consequently,
-' roots of I1.1(s) can be determined by choosing a trial

/ ~ point on the s-plane and dtawing vectors to this point
71 r2J" from 'each of the poles and zeros of Y(s). * If the

>1 products of the lengths 'of the vectors ;N~ and Of gKK

f~s*.je,) s~rr-jc1)Jf~s~~+j) (~.J~] .. dvided by the product ~of the lengths of the vectorsA ~ -he~ Qk~~hC~h nd ~.~&Il-j. hen ~s)and rD-i (see equation 11-34) and the sm of the angles
_--hre____~tadek-n41 V bn R n .v(2k +'1),r, then the trialpoint repeetrotOh'

D(s) are written in this form, Y(s) can be expressed equation DIXN1(s) si) (.'sign before K). Angles

2S: measured from a reference line through I are positive

Y11-3 Is) AXK N( s Note that by shifting the vectors as shown in the
D'Z 33) rightl'and column of Fig.,'(11-2), the Ipoint 11r1

*This situation is discuseod in greater detail laterL and ar*je, become the poles or zeros 'of T(s). This
on. ' is one advantage of the'shift.
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when measured as shown in figure rlo-24. It is tobenoted thatsince 42k+)7r, Inothis example,
the point cannot possibly be a root. Another trial point

t ~must be chosen, and the angles added to test. its possi-it _ bilities of being a root. With experience, only very few
trials are needed to locate a point that meets the test:

-2 0 (2k +1)i k -0,*1, 42, i...
i-a j j Jo j

_____________for+ K

or -2k 7 for- K

2 The root locus method consists of determining a num-
ber of such points in this fashion and drawing a curve

11-2 Figure 111-24. Typical Cosruction through these points, the locus of possible roots; and



for aill points along the locus selves are very large (a c) when. 1K is large. (K-g )
J o .Consequently, the re, are two conditions which rnuit be

U investigated to locate the end pointsall
(11148) KKcA~J

0 UrD 1. Lim [0(s)+KN(s)], (a finite),

must be satisfied. The process is considerably- speeded 2 ii Ds +-a),(KlreILby the. use, of a graphical aid (the "1toot Locus Plotter") 9
to. be described' later.

(c) CONSTRUCTING THE LOCUS frt odto
K(111-40) Limi D(s)+KN(s) -Li KN(sY), (9 fite

As with any graphical, construction,- root locus plotting K-rn-43

is speeded up by establishing:
1. Starting points, and, in this event, D(s ) i-(NCs) -0 reduces tom.K(s) -:0.
2. End points. Consequently, at. highgot, (K) .the locus. mu st. enter- each-
3. Special intermediate points, of the. zeros of N(s)-, figure 111-26, whih are aAlso the

In' constructing a locus of roots these points and the

asymptotes can be established by inspection. -Ple

The starting points of the root locus plot are defined as
those points that represent, roots ,of D(s)* RN(s). 0 when
K approaches zero. 'Since the order of- D(s ) Is- always tp t t/_______
greater than that of N(s) ,-

(I.II-39) Limi D(s) + KN(s) z D(s)
K-o2 T3

for any value of s, at all. Then the equation DCs)+KN(s).o, i l
bcms.in this case,. D (s) 0. Hence the locus of. s

I ~ ~~posibl roots of 0 (s) + KN(s) =0 starts. (at gain K -as+~ +I
o )# at the zeros of D(s), I. e., the poles of Y(s).. As .S~7

'*... ~ k is increased from zero, the locus must move away
frmth&-joles.of Ye<s) in some direction noyed- Figz~e IZ1-26. StartinV an?. Exd Poxnt of c

termined (see figure IM2 5).
But since 'the order of NWs is always less than: that of

_____ D~s) , and since the order of D(s) +]CN(s) is eult
tthe order of D(s) , there are(a- - ) *roots still-to be

ff 1  accounted for at high gain. Since condition (I) did not
s-Plane = n +'' tsemangrootA, must correspond

'This is illustrated in figure 111-27. An observer 10-
__cited far away from the origin of 'the s-plane and from 4

\I/ \t/all the zeros and poles sees the zeros and poles of
Y (s) all, bunched up on the s-plane near the origin.

1 In fact, from far enough out in the plane, the vector

-F3 Note:oindicates pole angles .of all the factors become very nearly equal..
Then the angle of a vector 'from a zero to the trial -

x indicates zero point far out on the plane appears to cancel the angle
of a vector from one of the poles to the, trial point.
The result Is that each zero appears to cancel a pole

Pigzwe 111-25.. Starting4 Points of Locus so that the plot of Y(s) looks like simply a multiple
The end points are defned as those points that represent order pole at the origin. The order of the pole *ill
roots of u(s) + KN(s) 0 when K approaches infinity, be the difference between the number of polesand

Hoeeit was shown at the beginning of section (b) zrso ~) hti
thtteewas a possibility of; having roots which them- XZ-.1 Li Ys)Lm KN(s). K

*When the gain (y1 of aclosed-loop system is zero an (111-41 TiiYs) i --

input cannot cause an output
Consequently, the concept of L~.J * Consequently for large values of a there appear to
'roots at zero gain' may be confusing. What actually be no zeros of Y(s), and D(s) s"a'. g o thatC,) happens is that as the gain gets very, small, the
roots. approach certain finite values while the ami (117.42) Liii D(d) + IN(s)
plitudes of the transient terms approach zero, thus,
the type. of response is defined by the finite roots *n and m are- the orders of ID(a) and M(a) respec-
of the denominator of Y(s), but the response itself tvl.~eeuto 113)
becomes unperceptibly small in magnitude. ve. gt4tio(1"3)

TTT 92
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. K + K'

Lim Y(s).Lim .. 2 =K

Behavior of Angles as s-o

Figure 111-27. Limiting Values of Angles aslsl.-

Now, since j -0 and : -,D ..... 43..... .D Since there is sign before K, anglesto asymptotes are

j: "f A OD -- 90"+1:7r or 2k;e n b 3)(180t) h70+ nf-efeKn t

k-0*O *L-2, *3, *.'..

then

(2 +_1)_7 2klT s 72) 4 (s +Ti Asmpot
(111-43) ODA= or Ti k 0,-l *2 3n-3mI9'A=0

Evidently vectors drawn pointing away from the origin
at angles 4DA Will point to large roots ofD(s)+KN(s) -0
for large values of K.

At this point it is well to recall that it has been deter- D - 2pt
mined that at zero gain the roots of D(s)+ KN(s) - 0 are A, °
simply the roots of D(s) - 0 and that as gain (K) in-
creases, the locus must proceed away from these roots.

It has also been determined that under some conditions Figure 111-28. Starting Points, End Points
the roots of D(s)+ KN(s) - 0 for large values of I( are the and Asymptotes
roots of KN(s) - 0 and for other cases they appear far
out in the s-plane at angles ODA. Since the locus has angle of approximately 1800 and the rest of the poles
several starting points, and several terminating points, and zeros contribute nothing. Consequently, there
it would appear that the locus is not a single continuous can be roots anywhere between the pole - 1/7-3 and
curve, but rather consists of several branches. Certain the pole at the origin. It should be noted that the
branches will start at the poles of Y(s) (roots of
D (S) - 0 ) and proceed to zeros of Y(s) (roots of !I 63 +so)f0
KI(s) -0) and other branches will start at other poles s- Plane J

and proceed toward the roots at infinity in the direction Finite for
of the angles ODA. Thus it would appear that (111-43) Asymptoteillustrative
establishes asymptotes for n - m branches of the locus. Purpose Only
It will be shown in the following, pages that this is true
(see figure 111-28). .. mA 27°

Starting points, end points, and asymptotes have been 953:t: 0 o'DA 900
established. Some intermediate points can be es- . ,
tablished by closer examination of certain parts of
the s plane. Consider first the real axis. To determine " /'

whether or not there are any possible roots there, take _______
a trial point (s) on the real axis,, figure 111-29.

All the Vectors from the zeros and poles to point s, 0-
make angles nearly zero. Consequently 1.€i 0 and
there cannot possibly be any roots. along the positive Asymptote
real axis. Next try a point s, near the real axis be-
tween , 1/'r3 .and the origin (figure 111-30). In this
case the vector from the pole at the origin has an igwre 111-29. Test for Rootm on Positive geal Axis

I. 24
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___ ueadtih of whether orl not the poles themfllie 41
on~~t thelc' affnot be-aeere s1nce tho'zang1l of

a'Vector from-, l6e pol 7, etpitlin~~tepl
is ndtermnd Parts of Locus of Roots + fof' .(s) + K N (i) s 4\Tj:

Aq utote "-180a- A"~upoe

27'Figure 11t-31. Locus Along the ;eal Axis''i

;t; 0 0- 905 Ns andD f(s) Are of the form+4

N(s)- A,!94+ A,. 1 sig- . +A,$1

'Consequently,

D:11 + (B* %S1 + BA.1 -) 1+... (B+ KA)4

Nigre W1-30. Test for Roots bet*61en -Z/1r 410j It is known from. algeraW that each root of an equation I
and OrIgin is a continuous function of the coefficients of the equia-

A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~in rIeiinonhs rcs ilsowta hr r (M1-44) the coefficientS A j and Bj are constant,
repeitin ofthi bu K i vaiedcontinuously in constructing the locus -Ct

also nossible roots between the. pole. at - 1/hr2 and the rot.Cneetlhecfiies(3 +K)ae

zero at - 1/7-I. Consequently, a part, of the locus is continuous function -s -of K and ther.e Ifore, theroots of
-esabisedalong the real axis (see figure 111-31). (111-44) must 'be continuous. Therefore, each branch

of the locus of roots must be continuous. This means
At this point it is known that the part of the real axis that the locus must break away froma the re-laxs n
between the pole at - 11-r2 and the zero at - 1/-1 must approach the asymptotes at infinity. The part of the.
contain part of the locus. It Is also known that the locus away from'th rea airersns compe
locus proceeds away, from this pole and toward the conjugate roots. The only places where such roots
zero. It remains to be shown that the only path the could have started are the poles at - 11r, and at the.
locus can tikt between these two points is along the origin.
real axis. this is proved by noting that if the locus
proceeds away from the pole and departs frbm. the Consequently, at some particular gain (K), -the, locus
real axis, say, above it, another part of the locus breaks away from the real ais in opposite directtins
must appear b~elow the axis, symmetrical with the as shown in figureIII11.

ft-part above it.- This is to because each complex root
on the locus must have a conjugate. Then, at very K 1(s+ BreakawayPon
low values of K two roots would appear approximately Yss) Jii~

at the pole -1/-2. But when (M1-39) is Applied to this 2 (3' )s~4- Asymptotes
examiple it can be seen that only one root (I. e., s -hIH2  . .--

can appear at this point. Therefore, the locus must -~

proceed away from the pole along the real axis. A2 i
similar argument applying equation (111-40) shows
that the locus must Approach the zero - 1/T 1 along Pi gun Z113. Rreakaway Point
the reil axis also. This is shown in figure 111-31.
(of course, when this same argument Is applied to The remainder of the locus must be established by
a system involving higher order zeros and poles on a trial and error procedure as described above. -it
the real axis, it will be found that it is possible for is repeated In figure 111-33 in order to show how the
the, locus to appear in the complex part of the plane vector originating at the zero is handled.

A Inthemmedateviciityof te zros nd oles) Repetition of this procedure yields-the locus shown in
Tocomplete the locus, it is necessary to find how the figure 111-34.

roods approach Infinity Along the asym4~totegi To do
this another characteristic of the mxpressit D(s5)* i s) g ee %6cher, 'Introduction 'to, Higher AlgebrA! (t~ef-

msbe understood.* Orenidd SO
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t the graphiCal construction has a islightly different aPq
I . ~~peari.neethe following diusi ne sInlded to av i

posbe ofsion. Th eapeloinude'a~d 74 ~ ~on the positive real axis.

Distance ShoWn
4&jn Finite far 1.lt's-

yi~v~testrative Purposes
-F7---CalcuatioionlK y

lijFigre II-3~ riJONO U"Y'0

fig~ea the positivele realaton axi

-s kf Rots Figure 111.36. Location of Locus on Real Axis

Asymiptotes beyond + 1/'r. is chosen to check for roots there. TheII - angles of the vectors from the poles and zeros on the
-~ real axis are all zero. The angles to vectors origi-

1  Ij nating at the complex poles are non-zero but. they are
I equal and opposite so the net angle is zero; therefore

I I there are no roots beyond the 1/'r2. Repeating this
K. t~s. procedure along the real axis locates roots between

-(~ the, origin and the pole7 at 1/72 n ewe /- n

I ~~Figure, 127-34. Conrplete Locus pesasi gir 1-.ThsIutatoalohws

I in. -order to locate the roots corresponding to a known
val1ue of gain (k), points on each of the branches- of the

= locus. are chosen -and the lengths of 'the vectors meas- /o
vired. If these lengths satisfy. (M1-36), the points repre- -~4+'~ -A~mtt

sent roots for this value Of K. However , in the more
common problem K is unknown and is to be determined Trial, Point a+JW~

I in, order to. place the roots at crandesired locations
as: discussed In section H-3e. In this problem, the de- / 60
sired- r~ioton the, locus is chosen and the gain (K corn-

I puted as the unknown in equation (HI- 3 6). 5.0

K I 5 ~f P4 K [_3 1.)
T23sj kj - (l(3) V1.03) (2..1) 1 2

)(.667)(.673) 1 1

.382 8 W

17 K-F2-~. (a oJ)soj~

Y(S) r2(s+-

_(SFl~jte 111-37. Coratruction Itwolving C'omplex Poles

Figure 111-35. Calculation of K for a chsnRo . the asymptotes and how the vectors are drawn from
idenicalthe complex poles. (the points at which the locus

When Y(o) contans complex roots, the procedure is enters and leaves the real axis are still undetermined
idnia.to that previously described. However, since but are shown to indicate what, the locus must do.)



Chaper M

in order to -determine in which direction the locus the pole io, left undetermined. Consequently, when
MOVea8 XW.y from the complex- poles, a trial point, is the angles are added, 'the angle to the vector frontC token -very -elope to oie of them. The point is taken the complex&p~ole being investigated to the-trtal point
:g0 closo to the: Pole thi~t the v~cosdanfo l is left out (in this e xaml );adiordrtath
the other, pole. and zeros to tht tril point look as trial point ie on the, locuo, the sumn ofthe, angles In.
though they terminated, right on the complex polo being this exape mst 00' Oi- 4~2 + 04 +41 + 03) 166C odd) or
investigated. This is shown in figure Mn-38. Al- AmoO+ 4 +4+ 18OK~~ o Ifn the figure it its seen

toghthis trial point i : take vrnear th omlx thkA,03- 1200. This ma~tatevco rm h
eO' Itxct locattin bove, below, left or right of domplex pole to the trial, point lies down and to the I

lfasshownby the, beet in fIgure 111- 38 With. this-
01(2+ 04+0) de informain fgur 11139 c ec lsr ed.1K0 J igr 111-40 indicates some possible forms of the

10uiSeveral intermediate points must be d, eter-
-3480 - 1800- .- lO mined in, order to show which is- the corc~oUs.

Trial paint taken ij 'Complex Pole (d) TMHE OOT LOCUS PLOTTER

deiiel lseth Constructing a. locus of- fobts ,usi the techniques
the pole -o+w 19 dsrbdwude a tedious job *n thIeho ol

-12 rnot be very valu~able to the designer.. However, It-i's
-' ~ ~ ~ s possible to devise a sinipleto ha ralwsmlfe

S1 and expedites the, work. The use of this tool will now
Ns Tria Pointbe discussed..II ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ -1- ~i on h lte idctdi iue

___ 1 One form of the plotter is shown in figures 111-41 and

__ o Deprturtfre tocrotate wot carig the isidice wih figurtes
T2,) trial point. In this position, the card and disc" axe held

S(S (!+ 2%s + %2) together by the action of the spring.. The disc and pintle
72are then depressed by pressin on the topo" h ite

This releases the -card. from -the disc. The, card is now

latterbeing helcin its 'Initial position by the pressure

/1 /For the purpose of showing clearly what is happening,
the plte iln6w be reduced to schematic form,

/ ilgre M.744.

~ 1 The system shown in figure 111- 24 will be'used for
T* Illustration. To determine ii a poit s lies lbi the

T 10-0 > 2 ou of roots foi this system, place &~e pizitle of
'() r2 r the plotter a2 as shown In figure 11-45.

s rs -s ±)( +_ )Te disc is depressed and the reference line on'thie
Uiicard moved until it coincides with the line from S~ to

Fig are, 11-79. Initial Parts of Lb -. - 1/,r2 as shown in figure M1-46.

M-2



--I 1..1io- 4- ,S -,- -- - ---I: , ---

Chpter

A P~i'~terLog R, etdfico Line - Card. O~lear. Rl asti.)

- £.Refef~ence Lifet- -

' Figur, 1- Ddjauai er ntation of Root Figure T11-42. Cross Section of Root Locus Plotter
- Ldcua- Plotter Showihg Dike, tocked. to Card,

Reference Ln

ft ?ii I11-43 Cross 'Section of I oot L cuis Ploter M-

*hoIrq Ciard Freed.From Disc: -figure ;Z1-44. Schemat,qc( Root 0 -Locus Plotter

1Ief~~~rencRef Dieto -- -Rrenc in e

KK
Y(S -) t

* ~ i 1 j'.72
S _ #

Figure Z11-45. Use of Root Locus Plotter figure 111-46. Use of Root Locus Plotter

Ti he pointer is now released and the entire plotter is Th1i process is now repeated infg -iiAS shown
swung back until the reference line again coincides in figures 111-48. and 111-49.

* with the reference direction, i.e., the horizontal
Ji direction through s i. IThi's operation will have rotated

the disc through an anglei ,, with respect to the card.
The plotter -now appears as shown in figure 111-47. /4

Ref. Direction

1~ Rf Directionj ±1 7-Jc ~I~X Rf ie /~.Reference Line

_ 1 Figute 111-48. Use of Root Locus Plotter

T2The plotter is again reoriented upon the reference0
line as shown in figure 111-49 and. now has 0~2 L+ 1 added1FlIgre 111.47. Use of Root Locus Plotter -into It a~s shown by the relative position of -disc to card.



and the entire process repeated for it. A possible
result is shown in figr I-

For horizontal, ine, the ocu nts)sasabl-
1n Refj.j Line'dfi~fis

The~th sromee Isr repate fra theota h rgna

t t

0ef Directioitio.n

Thisr isZ49 done by reveson theu ordere of oprtosi

Thesin theei flttr aseae isr ilusree tont the followingna
exmpe hsin th trnse fucto of6 (111-43).11P 5

T22

~Figure 11-1-5. Use of Root Locus Plotter

as shown inro figure 111 tht isnse suneno tha the neeofs-
they anle thbras teasure isle notm equal to 180e Thiss

Thi reere itse directionheorerofoertinsi
usigte 1 poe andis Zeusroo qat-in e.-foin

Select a poith, tansdfetr h lotrth nl
06f exmierectioctonon(-4)

Ref. Line (A -K

The net Ancriaoin o(1 be) conderoted i fi1/re
Fiince It0 ise af zero, itsu Pllemstbttbtecerfo

Whthe sum ofote the anglese of the poles.l Thisistdnena

-'onn i n 1~~as shown in figure A11,i11-56.ha hesixo

the Thele pointe mesue the derete anda the re0erenTeise

re urse ils i. s fRo ou teirectot a sow i fiur U-T.

toIeqe-1rta hw nfgr 111-2



Setion 4

- recton-~ Referenc 2ln~ 4

kefoece erni-tiq re t 0 7

ileference Line~~

Figure 111-54., U*e of plottler for Open4r.oop Trans fer Figure 111-55. Use of Plotter for Open-Loop) transfer
Fut*cticn with Zeros arxd Poles Function. with Zeros and, poles

Reference Direction / Reference Direction~ jo

I Reference Lie 2 01i~i~ \ /
951 f.Reference - i

F2 T---- 1 11'' ~

Figure 111-56. (lie of Plotter for Open-Loop Transfer Figure 111-57. Use of Plotter for Open-Loop Transfer

Function with Zeros and Poles Function with Zeros and Poles

the angle 02 that was in the plotter prior to this last are 0, and 62. Then if rr- rjr2- (see figure 11IF-59),
step has been reduced- by 01.

* In this way, by rotating the plotter before or after (1145 og0 r= og r2 =ir0a G 2
releasing the disc, it is possible to take care of both
zeros and poles.0

Alogarithmic spiral marked on the plotter can be
used to multiply the lengths of the vectors accordingr

to equation (1-).The equation of a logarithmic

spiral is of the form

(111-46) r 0 Figure W1-58. Logarithmic $Pical

( 1 1 - 4 1 ) .l o g 1 r = ( o g 1 0' a j .0

in these relations, the quantities a and o~ are para-
d meters which can be. used to set thinear an anua r2

s -cales. guDr.r
Ii Consider, as an exa~npe, -the vectors riand'r 2, such11 that the correspondig anle bx teloaihmic spiral Figure It1-59. Multiplication

Wl-30



SectionA4

'I -tt s ~~nve4en totakea. iAndp0 77/ WhOMA thX2x 90(is imply th radius, vector lying aloAngO Is o~, ~ ~4u~ yctoTof ~e ~,ve i i~ce3.sd the e4egsioa of r2 P; iwards, t9 the ncn udatI by~ fcto ~0 ~ ~e g~.eB i ~e~edby Q0* and multiply t alue by JQ0O, and go on. E: is always
evaluated in -the second quadrant,, and the kesult.,multi-

fl~i~eflJ S ows the generalappearance of th lied, byapwer of ten whose ex-ponent i's the smallest
SP~ heogrh c pr yninhescn, ube *coiwse ;Jght angles needed to bring the
(' -p4 'M~p bet~ p; -04 q t,4 heyp actual radius Vector into the second quadrant.

e, I s u P, 4fra voop,.a
., ~~~pon 'so,,epwreT on the locus0 of figure 111461. The plotter is

't eaindinitially, a.s-howit in figur e 11 61With

telog r eferpncev line along the line joining s 1 and

ioo The disp- fsdepiressed ad-,thecr rtated-unti the

Id 01 log curve al upon. the poit 11/.r fl as shown. in figure

r o scailet

Figure Ifl-6. Iu~tiplication Factors Lg efLine

figure. 11-60 showe that. if the vector being measured
,isin the second, quadrant, its numerical value lies 'between 1 and 10; 'in the t ird, betwee Lad10;i

the fourth, bjetween 100 and 1000, etc. Thus, if the ~Iradius vector reprFesenting a product of the lengths -[Ofalls in the second quadrant, that is if its endle
on th-prio ftecurve actually Inscribed on the

- plter, te, product is'read off directly.,

It is a propprty 0* this logarithmic spiral. that if a Fiwp 1162 pq terino of Y~s for/s a4 Point on1e
rgdius vector, r,2 , 100a4s another rgdius vector', r,, 1o 2O~ fYs K)f(t)S 4 )

by 0 Pte r2 - 1Qrl; to lead angle of 1609r2 -100?;-V
.~g ~ 2 led y Ti p90 r2  1~ 1This inaks it es possible to fi 4A the magnitude of a~iy

Vector by gsink oply the part of the spiral lying i n
the sepond quadrat 'if r 2 falls in th third quadrant
read off the value of the'radius veco ntescn
quadrant which lags r 2 by 900 and multiply this value Si11
by 0;if r 2 all in the fourth quadrant, read the valu
of r in the second quadrant which lags behind r2 by

Log. Roef. Line-9'

Log. Ref. Line

/ !iture 111-63. Determination Of X for a point onq the
Root Locus of Y(s) - (KK)/s(s+,h) (S.+4)]

Kid_________ Since the head of the arrow lies in the second quadrait
-oi __ I 1 + 11r, I is measured directly on the logarithmic

72, spiral.

0To multiply I SI + 1/72 1 by I1s1 + 11/rI the entire plotter
PIjure 111.Y-61. Determinaition of 9 for a Po.Int on, ise t then aligned, with the I"log reference lineit lying

RootLocs o Ye) (IK)/s~s# 1 )s ~along the Vector from 91 to the rot -1/t2 RA shownOf Y(S)- (CK- 8 # + j)(S 42 J -in figure 1%4-3,
Mi-31
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= Again the dise is depressed and the card is swung damping factor ( &W) is obtained. If desiredstability
u til the log curve fallisupon the root -1/r 2 as shown cannot be achieved.for any gain, equalization becomes
in figure -64.- necessary (i.e., adding poles and zeros to alter the 0! [ , -=, i, !,,t , ' " i '-.- ., - loc i). , .

Whenever a zero is added to Y(s):, it has the effect of
" drawing, the locus toward: it. Conversely, whenever a

zero is removed, the locus moves away from the va-
: /r2 /-cated point.. For eample, the system of figuave I1-3-4

can never become unstable because of the zero at
10

1-r/,. If the zero is removed, the locUS appears as
Point of Interest in figure 111-65. At high values of gain this system

' becomes unstable because of the roots s1 .co,+%4'-Y
_ - / A _ I Iand s, - tn- , in the right half plane. This

cannot happen as long as the zero is present in the
left half plane. This is illustrated by-figure Imiu.66

intwhirch the zero is. locatedat two- differentpsitias.

Figuiet t11-64. Determination of K for a Point
on- the Root Locus

For the roots chosen for this example, the arrow a t-
on the discnonw lies in the third quadrant; so the pro-
duct r1r2 Is read from the plotter as shown and the f -
answer-multiplied by 10.

Itthel darec thei a-ou Yt (is9):duig ben invetigemd that ii.

still possible to determine the gain in one continuous

Process; the zeros and polesmay be taken Into account Figure 111-66. Effect of Zero on Negative Real AxisIn any conrvenient order. it IS only necessary to sub-

tract the angle on the spirule corresponding to a zero. When a complex conjugate pair of zeros is added to
This may be done in the. same way as the angles due the system of figure 111-65, the locus, appears as in
to zeros were subtracted in determining the root locus figure 111-67, while the zero o. the positive real axis

itself, draws the locus to- Itself producingpea systemthatis(e~ APPCATIONSunstable for, any value of gain (see figure =4-).f

The root locus method yields a plot of the poles of Jt
'the closed-loop transfer function [Y(s)iI/[11Y(s) 2 as
K varies from 0 to cc. Consequently, if the locus

moves Into the right -half plane, the possibility of in-
s tability exists. In design problems, the locus is
usually plotted for aproposed system and the gain
is adjusted so that .a certain damping ratio (t or

/L-_ -C-/ " " / +'

/1 , Figure X11-67. Effect of a Pair of
Complex Conjugate Zeros

" \,Poles repel the locus; this is shown by a resketch of
2 3figure III-65 in which the pole at -1/r2 is moved along

K I the real axis from the origin to -c (see figure 1I-69).

s (S + t(s 4 L) Figure 111-70 illustrates a common occurrence in the
analysis of complex systems. As the zero is moved
along the real axis a situation is reached in which the
branches of the locus have a pair of complex conjugate
roots in; common. It is not possible to determine this

Figure 1U1-65. Root Locus of SItle Systemw point directly by the methods just discussed, but it



'I Chapter0

=zay ~ otAine4 by extrapolating the parts of the locus /

7Pole wid tocug

flK)Ye in this5 direction /

_____ ____________________t

Btrai~iit'Lihe :b

Figure lI-.Effect of Zefro on Positive Real 4x~ TZn-~-~(r0

However, if for some reason it is important to know
the value of the equal roots (common point in figure
111-70(c)), the Method deoscribed in rdeference '5 ('page
15) can be wcked out on the root locus. plot. However,
this is very rarely of interest.

j Figure IZZ-69. Effect of Pole. Location on

Section 11-3(e) discusses a graphical method of obtaning Saeo ou
the coefficients of an equation~of motion in the time do-
main from a plot of the poles and zeros ol the. equation it is Important that in the. expression for Y(s)
in the s plane. Now, in the closed-loop transfer funct-

ion Z~) -[Y(s) I/[I+ Y(s) I-[KN(S)JI/ [D(S) + KN (S)1, the
zeros are the roots of KtKCs) - 0 and are known, and *KK 1)A(*~~)s*2l~

th oleZs ar the roots of D(s)+ KN(s) u- which can beA i
obtained on the s-plane by the root locus method. 14 T4 -(S &2".2S+i 2)

Consequently, the graphical procedure of section 11-3
(ecan be carried out right oni the root locus plot to jall of the s that stand alone (the s of. st 11/-, the

obtain the coefficients of the closed-loop equation of A ;k 2~C241s + A)be preceded by a + sign and that
motion In the time domain, b a positive number. Unless this is done. cOn-.

sistently, the analyst will frequently use the &rfftwon
A ial note of caution should be sounded here concern- Y (2+ lwwe esol euig~-kr n

Ing the form of Y (a) to be used in the root locus method. worthless resuls will be btained.

J&) 3 / J) //

(*) - ~(bi)(

Figure 111-70. Effect of Zero Location an Shape of Locus

SECTION 5- SPECIAL (dASES - GAIN MARGIN, PHASE MARGIN, MAXIMUM
MAGNIFICAT~ION RATIO

While the previous portions of. this chapter have covered mechanisms work, completeness requires ithe con-
4the most Important analytical tools -used In servo- sideration of certain other concepts that are often

111-33



useful. These concepts are all concerned with ob- ness of the open-loop transfer function to this point is
taining approximate data regarding the closed loop a measure of relative stability of the modes existing
transfer function, 'nd hence the transient response, in this region, the Mp value, phase margin, and gainThe approach used in this section Shall be to define margin have been used extensively as measures of

pertinent quantities initially and then to discuss what stability (hence the term 'marginit). In systems of
information may be obtained from a knowledge of these certain specific types, criteria in terms of these
quantities. quantities have served as measuremers of both stability

An oen ooptrasfe fuctio poar lotIs how in and transient response. However, their use in such a
An open loop transfer function polar plot is shown in fashion for My system in general without extensive.

-. I !figure 111,1 investigation is likely to yield misleading results.

- In this subsection, a slightly different point of viewtr willbe taken.

4 loI I(-20 db/dec.

Gain Gin~ari
1db TIM /J Ih s 1~' "-90" 11 1-

Phase Y 0 r.hs4 db/dec.
Margin -10 - M - ~n,'~i~

Open'Loop

Figure I1-71. Np, and Gain and- Phase 0dargirs ,

The first of the quantities to be considered is the maxi- 0 1 -40 db/dec -
mum .5lue of the closed loop transfer function, which _- C
is defined by the M circle just tangent to the open loop Z '(i) -90 - ... .. . . .. .- - -

locus. This value of Is called the peak magnification +- ) go-.[
ratio of the closed loop system, and is denoted by -180
Y-1. The second quantity is the phase margin; it is
the angle between the negative real axis and the Y(jo;) Closed Loop
vector for the frequency at which IY(jc) I is unity. The
third quantity is the gain margin, and is the value of Figure I1-72. Approximation by Second Order System

j- ywjo) I for the frequency at which Y(iV) has a phase
angle of 4-800. (The same quantities could of course The phase margin, gain margin, and M. value serve
have been defined in the same way utilizing an open- as bounds to the open-loop transfer function in the
loop logarithmic plot. The polar-plot was used only region of frequencies giving the largest values of the
for convenience). It should be noted that each of the closed-looptransfer function, (i.e., where IY 0&)l J).
quantities approximately defines the closeness of the It is to be expected, therefore, that they can be cor-
open-loop plot to the minus one point. Since the close- related with the poles and zeros of the closed-loop

- 20 l10102
0 db MT 2

I W

if'I

Tn f ..

11134 i iso11-7. **c tra',sfer- J'nction

In %-3_.,.4 _



~ I I'tansftr function occurring near thisw rogton, -If Bitch~t a corel~tioia be deteztmined, then, the region where
Y 00ic) 1 An of the: order of 1 can, be approximated along4

wit thrn e~lftdefined by (114-4) and (M1)-(I. e,," '"

'IIY Owa) I <«liand, I: Y(i c~f >> 4 . -the closed-loop transfer.
f ctinan then be reasonably, well known for all

Values 6f u with a mere glmnat h oplo)fnci. "

04-K-

2 --

F1,jure 111-75. Northrop Model Root Locus Plotter

a20d/e:slope to a -40 db/dec slope occurs in the- - nd A2 i s noted that the overshoo tends to
If~~~~~ ~~ tesrosse isscthtolonbrafomranndrsone A- seon orde sytsfge

reinwhere I Y (iu;) I %s 1 , the closed loop- transfer become excessive for values of t <0. 4. For good
fntointhat region is normally approximated by a transient response hrfrtevleo ~frsc

qartcfactor (gee fiue111-72). a system should be from 1.2 to 1.6. (17dbto 4db).

n' iIn tis csethe closed loop transfer function looks Since many seryos are reasonably close to that of figure
lik tat-o asecond order system. In a second-order M1-72 In the regions where IYr(jw) 1--1, it is a widespread
Syte, hemaxImum magnification, ratio ts given by: practice to use the second order system peak (Mp) as

a. specification of tr~n lent response. The phase margin
MP canI-be)dascuss2d1 be a similar fashion, with repre:

2, CJTr senttive: alues f- 30 o 400 being'cniedras-
able. For gain margin, values of 0.6 to. 0.9 (-4. 5db

adocritafrequency to. -1 db) ar -ftnquoted as being- adequate-.

(Ill-S) 11- 2C There are many exceptions to the accurate use of
M.U,, gain margin, or phase margin criteria In predict-

where L. damping ratio and &an undamped natural ilag transient response. of, systems. For example, a
frequency., (M1-27) to plotted:(In db) in figure. A413, closed. loop- transfer function of the type shown in
and (M1-8) is -plotted in figure A-M2 Examining the figure UP1-73 has the form (if' m inimum phase).
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Chper M.I., Section 5...S'

The Mp value in this case can be used only to estimate of-the modes thyparl define. I (11124) and

the response time of the quadratic mode, whereas the ( ) are also used, a fair idea of traroientresponse
actual response time will be determined almost en- can then be obtained in many practical cases with dom-
tirely by the value of -r. if MV Is a reasonable value. parative r little effort. However, since the effort

.. required to make a much more Mmpjft analysis by
zI-$1) s) (bs 1) the open loop-closed loop, or even the root locus

S2 method, is but little more, it is recommended that
these more exact methods be used for the first solutions
of any new system. From this first solution, ep, gainit is lcogical to conclude however, that Mv, gain margin, margin andphase margin criteria can bedefined andand phase margin criteria give reasonable answers used to minimize the effort required for the fol n

about the transient responsefin the Immediate region analyses.
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CHAPTER I.

SYNTHESISI

SECTION 1- INTRODUCTION

(a) GENERAL is a method that has been found to be most efficient over
an extended period of time, and is in a continual process

As a general term, synthesis may be defined as the of development. The basic premise is that proper and
process of combining elements into a unified whole. efficientdesin must be firm fndl
A servo system may be considered as the combination understanding of system and component characteristics.
of two basic portions - a controlled element and a A direct corollary is that physical;incerstandlng is
controller. The controlled element is characterized greatly enhanced by extensive use of mathematical
by output quantities to be controlled and input quantities models of the system components.
to which control is applied. The controller has three

functions, namely, sensing, actuation, and equalization. The aim of servo system design is to integrate comr
The first of these is performed by sensors, or elements ponents into a functional system. In achieving this end,
capable of detecting the output quantities to be con- the designer must
trolled. The second function requires actuators, or 1. Establish system requirements.
elements capable of applying control. The third 2. Synthesize a system meeting the requirements,
function, equalization, includes all of the means re- i.e., select and integrate components into the func-
quired to connect or modify the performance of any tional system. In this process, the designer must
of the system elements and of the overall system to a. 'Live with" the unalterable elements.
achieve satisfactory system operation. In summary, b. Select or design the best quasi-alterable ele-
the basic functional portions of a servo system are: ments (sensors and actuators) available.
1. The controlled elements c. Design equalization to tie the unalterable and
9. The controller elements quasi-alterable elements into a well integrated

a. Sensing elements (sensors) functional system meeting the system requirements.
b. Actuating elements (actuators)
c. Equalization With this background, it is now possibleto discuss the

The most general servomechanism system synthesis various steps of controller design, remembering that
problem is then one of designing properly both con- they are chronological in a general sense only; there
trolled and controller elements so that their union must be considerable feedback and interrelation ex-
results in a satisfactory total system. In many cases isting between steps.
the controlled element is more or less predetermined
by factors beyond the scope of the system designer. 1. SPECIFICATION OF:
In other situations, it is assumed to be known in order a. Purpose of system.
to facilitate the design process. The controlled element b. General system requirements.
then is to be regarded as unalterable, and will often Discussion: The requirements and purposes of a
be referred to as the "unalterable element." Sensing system are partially derivable from operational con-
and actuating elements are ,quasi-alterable,, in prac- ditions imposed upon the equipment. Certain other
tice, since they are capable of change only by select- requirements are somewhat adjustable, and are usually.ipn of a different item of the same general class. Equa- set forth as design objectives. Still others are evolved
lization elements are completely alterable within the during the design process.
realm of physical realizability and practicality. With
this basis, system synthesis may be defined as the 2. DETERMINATION OF UNALTERABLE ELEMENT
process f determining the properties of a mechanism (CONTROLLED ELEMENT) CHARACTERISTICS.
required to control an unalterable physical element Discussion: The defining characteristics and opera-
in some desired fashion. tional features of the unalterable element should be

thoroughly understood and completely defined. The
(b) SYSTEM DESIGN PROCEDURE physical quantities to be controlled must be identified,

and the means through which control can be imposed
This subsection outlines general procedures and methods must be established.
used to synthesize a controller. It will indicate the
various interrelated tasks which must be accomplished 3. DETERMINATION OF BASIC FUNCTIONAL BLOCK
before a satisfactory controller is developed. This DIAGRAM.
outline of procedure is not to be construed as the only Discussion: An intimate knowledge of the system re-
possible way to achieve the desired result. Rather it quiremers and the unalerable element characteristics,
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coupled with a detailed understanding of possible means 7. TESTS ---• of achieving the ends required, are the main bases for Discussion: This phase usually starts ith individual ,. ~
selecting and evolving the proper functional diagram. component tests (which sometimes commence in phase

' ,t it is at this point that experience and understanding of 4 or 5), and ends with tests on the complete system.
I? i physical systems pays off most heavily. In this phase The major aim is to ascertain that the actual physical

.atype of control is established. The ability to measure equipment Will perform in accordance with thel ystem
I ,th controlled variables, and to control the unmlterable requirements and purposes.

elements accordingly must'be carefully considered,
preliminary equalization is established by themanner 8. PRODUCTION DESIGN, QUALIFICATION AND

in which connections. between elements are made. FUNCTIONAL TESTS, ETC.
EO TN.SEI ELEDiscussiona This, phase is concerned with all of the7J4. SELECTION OF ACTUATING A"D SENSING ELE- items necessary to make a workable prototype system

Into a suitable production design. Orgaipzatiqnaly,

Discussion: In the functional block diagram phase the the people charged with this responsibility are usually
I:  tYPe of control has been determined, at least as, to the quite removed from the original system designers.S eeral types of sensors to be used. The unalterable However, the entire effort is directed toward pro-

Ii elements and system requirements largely determine duetion and tid s phase Is as importnt in the overall
te characteristics. required of the actuating elements; system synthesis as any other.

this narrows the field of possible -actuators. down to a The .bove procedure for designing a controller also.
small group of units available, (or capable of develop- covers the complete field of servo system synthesis.
ment in an allowable time span). Therefore, a very However, this chipter is cohcerned'wiy with aspects
few versions of sensors and actuators need be con- Cbksi to items 1, 3, and'l.

Ssidered further. It is thet selection of these choice few
that is desired in this phase. Final selection is made

" .J after7 a considerable portion of the next phase is com-
• pleted -for all likely combinations. Restricting the discussion to basic items then limits "1

"tthe subject of synthesis, as-understood here, to that

5. DETAILED SYSTEM kTUDY of designing suitable equalization for a syaem composed
a. Studies using "normal,, unalterable element of more or less unalterable sensing, actuating and

,!characteristics. controlled elements.

J Dis sion: These studies are performed by the use The analysis problem of chapter HI was particularized
b.~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~h analysis using crtia abomlunleal lEULZR YTEIof one or all of the analysis techniques of chapters III from a very general one to the problem of finding the

and VIII as tools for use in experimenting with the closed-loop transfer function from a knowledge of the

athenatical oel.Themodifying characteristics open-loop transfer function. In this chapter, certain
of the remaining equalization are fOund by judicious desired properties-of the closed-loop system are known,I9 use of trial and error experimentation with these as well' as the characteristics of all of the elements of
models. Hence, the study phase usually consists of the open-loop, with the exception of the equalization.
many detailed computations using the root-locus, The problem then becomes one of determining methods
open loop- closed loop logarithmic, -and analog corn- of uti lizing elements with essentially fixed charac-

'Puter methods or other means which may be available. teristics in order to achieve a type of behavior that is
In the latter portions of the study, as much information in no way inherent in the element itself,, by inter-about the physical System is used as is possible, In- co n ctn ... th ohe le e. T eth r s cio
c l i m-.connecting it with other elements. The third section

luding of this chapter will point out some ways in which this
are carefully listed in great detail for later verift- can-be accomplished.
-cation by actual tests.

However, an objective must be clearly stated before
d6. SYSTEM DETAIL DESIGN this can be attempted. This objective is expressed

Discussion: This phase consists of taking the mathe- in terms of the desired characteristics of the completed
matical models of the equalization, sensing, and actuat- system. Therefore, the second section of the chapter
ing element and designing, developing, and construct- deals with the methods of specifying servo system,
A th e physical manifestations of these models. performance.

SECTION 2 - SPECIFICATION OF SERVO SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The most complete specification of a linear system designer leeway in handling the less important features
would be in the form of the desired system transfer of the system transfer function and emphasize the ira-
functions. However, such specification is usually portant features. This section will discuss In detail
impractical, and would not even be useful in some the Various quantities normally used in specifying
cases. Therefore, most systems are specified in linear system performance. All of these quantities
terms of quantities putting bounds upon some of the will be correlated with the properties of the trans-
parametersoccurring in the possible transfer functions, fer function which they describe.
i. e,, quantities which partially -define the desired
transfer function. Such Specifications allow the system Quantities of direct interest in specifying servo per-

IV-2
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tor mce are: s)iIL
-~ ere of gtabilit. (X-4.Ei

2. A6110pdnse'tibie to representative inputis.
3 4cc ifcotsl- called a zero positioneror system.-* if Rt(s re-

presents an Input velocity step, I.e. R(s), ii /s;, And,A sero sytem saot always required to beiaLb A )t 2 , the steady state error, will be zero for iiThis immediately specifies that the 'closed-loop trans- .t ypeof input A s1o6 Therefore, pyst~m ,h with .open-
- I f~~er function poles be in the'left half of the s-pl!n loo transe functionso h omo I-)

only. In addition,. a reasonable degree of stability is
usually requiredA kII ~csar httedmnn (IZV.5)
closedloop second order polea -have reasonabl nap

ngrto.SneappIcation of the open 'loop - closed errre calleds zeovelocity ero yst.emp. Simil arlyj
loop logarithmic method and the root locus methods if n,;k 3, the system is a zero acceleration error sys-
both lead to closed loop pole- and zero values explicitly, tesn, and so forth, ad infinitum.I the stability'and degree -of stability isawasknw'throughout Any analysis, problem. By the us ftee fa-, the system of, figure Ivmi ihAs-a steadY-state

'toS,- any degirod damping ratio of A dominant error to A 4#f ste Iipa~mn Inut o
doped oop moegn be eaiselected directly if

~desinble. therefore-''the degree of stbfiity rqie
'm'nt ~ul besetup in rs of the dointo coe Lim s(t) -Lik sE, (s) Lin a D(s),. 1

lopnode di~in ratio If suc ak diAanant oee-t~" D(5)+&KN(s) 's
Impj~j ifmre ithan. onediiminant' 01cl11try modeexists in the systemi, a minimum dapngrti eqie This syse e'prcnbexesda'

The, sonse time requirement basically fixes theI damping-time ;ftedmnnmds n ec, (since R~t) in this+ case is a step function Lim1 RMt is
eter 'the time constants. of d' A At ipyominant closed-loop sipytemagnitude ot the Step function). C, is calledmoe or the dampIng ratiloll-undme naturalfre- the positio erpro efficient. Similarly, If A~kt tpquncy prdcs, or both-. This:informatio n also elctisapplied to a zr oiinero ytm h-directly avilable, frcz the use Of the analytical methods steady state poitoIs
~prvioslydiscussed,.roLIThe steady istate error of a closed-loop system' is it Kdmatter oi great interest in many applications, and has whbre Lie d)~l smlthcotafvocty of the

often been used as a definin -charactertstic of servo input- id'C, is called the velocity errorr coefficient.
systems. Consider, for example, the servo -syqtem

Th cPct7~ 9,n~ error Tcoecetmyb generalized,
to Provido. aRvery us~fuL wy of considering the, nature

sAD~s)input.

Consider- the error-input transfer funiction for a.gen'ei"
FiueZ-.rlxrtv ewehn;mservo system-, as. li-S).

O(p9) -E (s)

___ __s__ ________ Assume that M (s) can be expanded in a power seriesR(S) 1 + (S) +'KN,(s) OD~) + N(4) In a -which- is valid -for -some- -values of s. Then
Tbosbedystab-errorL Is giVen by use of the final (;V-10) E (s) - M(s)R(s) - A0R(s) + AjsR(s) + A2 S

2R(s) + - -
th aplace trasomaton as'

The region of convergence -of this power series is
Li.2 .[o 9(t Lm' Lim~ Ds) As nearsr.-! 0. Oince s - 0s 1equivalent in the time domiainI 30Ll+~s) 3- 5D5) (s)to t -O, an expression for 2(t) as t -. ~may be

Tholimt As 0 o. Ds), nd (s)Is vid obtained from (V-1O).I it can be shown, by utilizinglii a '0o Ds nd 16s i1 ofc'" qa the proete ofaymptotic behavior of functions,
ince If(s)ind ...EsW10 ektes f A

M tAE (P1-10) may be Inverse transformed term by term,

ror~r aa gid Lhr implies that the output has zero
is auni ste d~plaemsa, ie. R5 *.5,steady-state er-ror only if the 4,position' input is .a

it Rs) s a nitstepdixlacean i~e R() 1/'0 constant In the steady-state. IJf ,the input is ofaan n-)i, the Steafy side error I o Sera ice, adifferent atue ihe so-caledL Zero positio errse ytem pf a~hn f-or amo- twmto ft uis wll ;actullY have a steady-stat pos Ition'
Cot 'pxiin



Vgving Appling-the inversion utilized to g.ai equaton (XY-il),

dR(t) d2R(t) thtaysaeerrepression, becomes:
4(t %(t) +_A,_+A

(ZYli et dt1~-- 2  (YJV 17) s(t) t.R)+ cd~ a 2 (t

jrwhere A0 AC, A1 c ; A2 -CQ /2 andrd p, and C ~ If k(t), is given by, say,

are the. general position, velocity, and acce leration
"the st-eay-ostatte error is approximated, by:

cosder the simple servo system of figure IV-1. (19,) 6(t [(10 K) -r

R ______ t 1. The error in the above case becomes infinite as time

Figure IV-2. Simple Servomechanism 'in the open-loop transfer function denominator time
constants causes, an. increase in, the Velocity errorI The error-input transfer function is given by: coefficient, whileL an increase. of numerator time con-

* stantA causes a decrease of the same. error coefficient.
(1V412) E = __s_ )~ + 1) (tbs + 1).,

R(Y 1 ,() (rS+ 1) (rbS +1)+~~ 1 In some instances a requirement that the servo be a
z ero position, velocity, or acceleration error devi ce

= f1+ (7-, + 7b)9 )sir ,S2b] is imposed. In these cases, the form of the open-loop
I4 -ra h+K ?-r, transfer function near s 0 is, of course, fixed. Accu-

(1+ 5+racy requirements are often more .general than this,
however, in which cases it is usual practice to specify

inetebracketed term in the denominator to of, the the first few error coefficients. The :specification of
[ form [I +Z(s)1, and since,. by the binomial1 theorem: error coefficients immediately puts several bounds

1upon the closed -loop transfer function in addition to
(ZV..13) 1 +ZS Z(S) - -Z(3) +Zs)-those established by the stability and response time

the expression for V*error may be developed into a

power series:
(IV-14)nnothr specification occasionally imposed upon a

9" ~ ~ ~ ~~____ _+__+b S7,r,5 r er . aR) system is concernedt with its response to disturbances
1 +11 K 1 +K h and "unwanted inputs.,, If the unwanted input is random,

tKA 2 there are methods of determining, the root-mean-square
X+1  error due to the disturbance. These methods are con-

sidered In detail in Chapter V. For the present, it is
Mut-yna1 olctn ;Es eoe sufficient to note that the specification of an allowable

rms eror due to -unwanted inputs also places: bounds
upon the -closed-loop transfer functionm

+ - K) (r, + rb 1 +K'r.- (Vrbin view of the above discussion, it is clear that specifi-
1+ K14cations in terms of actual operating conditions may be

or set up-forJa. given system, and that these requirements
(ZV-1) E a) C3(s)deine certain prcperties of- the complete system trans-

2+ for function. If the system unalterable elements are
then identified, It becomes possible to consider the

where C6 C K -il 'nd 'methods of connecting- some. other elements such that
whre C- AitC+[..K the characteristics of the Lcombined system meet the

speciftedsbymtesb otiectives.. The next section discusses
Cw 2KK(~1,T+~LI+~) the baic e-forms of Modification which, are used in

T_ (K)act(~Al systemsnhss

SECTION 4- XQUAWIATION
Section IV-1 has defined equalization as the process cothe perfommne0a servomechanism. This sec-
-of modifying performance of elemembs by externa tics wilidisc.. the methods of equalization avail-
me a. Section -!y- has discussed kwo of the re- abe for modifyin the performance of elements or
quirements whichould be imposed by upsifialm ysrs

14 0 .
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It must- be recognized that there are an infinite number are, however, several simple combinations of the
of ways in which an elemant or system can be modified, basic structures which may be considered as f6inda-
No attempt will be made here to categorize all possible mental, in that they may be obtained by combining, the
methods of modification. Instead, the discussion will basic forms using each only once. If multiplication
emphasize some of the basic underlying operations and subtraction are used only once, the single loop
that are physically possible, and the fundamental feedback combination of figure IV-5 is formed. (Using
physical forms which can be obtained by use of these the addition structure instead of the subtraction leads
operations., Synthesi then. consists of properly combln- to essentially the same results.) If multiplication,
ing these forms so that the combination meets certain addition, and subtraction are used only once in a
specific requirements. 'This is usually a cut and try Atructure, the open loop -closed loop structures of
process ., which characteristics are assumed for figure iV-6 are 0btained.
certain a'. table elements, the combination analyzed,
changes made, another analysis performed, etc., R C
until satisfactory performance (and hence modification) Y4 - ;
has been achieved. The trial and error process in-

!volved is essentially a series of experiments performed
on paper, using mathematical models. An exception
to this experimental process is discussed in Chapter V, YB
where "optimum" Syntheris procedures are developed YAYI
which lead directly to a system meeting a specific R 1
criterion.

Figure IV-5. Single Loop Feedback
The most basic operational functions that are available Cbmbiiiation
for maing modifications may be reduced to:

1. Addition (or subtraction) All of the structures, both basic and simple com-
2. Multiplication (or division) binations, can be utilized to modify the characteristics

These operations are denoted graphically in figure IV- 3. of an element or system. These modifications may
be logically looked at as transformations. Some simple
modifications to an element derivable from the basicstructure and first simple combination are given below.
Y is the basic element, with Y1 and Y2 being modifying
(or equalizing) elements. L

1. "From Basic Structural Forms:

Subtraction Addition Multiplication a. Y-.± vi ±1 +

Figure IV-3. Basic Operations Y Y

may be derived as shown In figure IV-4. c.rY e fYom

2. From Single Feedback Loop Structure:

Ia. Y, ,!Y

,A Y , I+y 

YCb. Y-'-

IFigure IV-4. Basic Structures .Y Y+
Note that any of the blocks YA, YB or Ya may be re-
placed by a line (or wire), which reduces the block tothe trivial case of multiplying by one.

As mentioned above, the basic structure forms shown d, Y Y -
in figure IV-2 may be used in an indefinitely great 'IY 1
number of ways to modify, . system o • element. There

IV-5
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CHAPTER V

OPTIMUM SYNTHESIS METHODS -

Provision is made, at this point, for the addition importance to warrant its inclusion in. the interest. of
of a supplementary chapter on "Opti num Synthesis making this volume as valuable- as possible to the.. - Methods., control systems designer. i

While the contents of this volume are essentially com-

plete without the addition of this Chapter V, it is felt It is planned to issue this additional chapter in the T
'that the material it is to containis of great enough immediate future.

U

ii I
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CHAPTER VI

-I NON-LINEARITIES

SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION

In most of the prcceding work, the assumption has two types of non-iinearities are shown in Figure (VI-1)
been made that physical systems can be described by

A linear differential equations of the type Unfortunately, no general method of analysis or syn-
.... . . th esis, such as discussed, InL chapters III and IV, has
x X _ i _ (I dx been developed for real physical systems having non-(VI-1) + n -Q(t) lineartties. A few writers L have developed direct

methods of treating some non-lineariti6es, but these
where the ai are constants. This assumption has per- methods are generally limitedl to stecific cases and
mitted the development of analytical and graphical cannot be easily extended to Solve the more general
methods described in chapters Mf and IV for the analy- problems. However, since an assumed linear system
sis and synthesis of dynamical systems. The validity lends itself so readily to analysis and synthesis, an
of this basic assumption was discussed briefly in indirect method for the consideration of non-linearities
chapter H. is available. This indirect method consists of findin'

1 answer to the qaue1tiow. "An analysis or synthesis
It is recognized in this chapter that (VI-1) only ap- having been made of a system based upon linear con-Iproximaie'strue physical systems. The coefficients stant coefficient eqUations, what wold be the effect

are not ideally constant, but vary as'some functions of certain non-linearities on the results?" If this
of the dependent variable x. That is, (vI-i) will take question can be answered satisfactorily, the indirect
the form method provides essentially the same information as

x d".1x -would a direct solution of the non-linear equation.

(VI.2) dt- The best method for determining the effects of non-
linearities on. a particular system depends upon the

where the f1.(x) may be any functions of x and its de- nature of the non-linearities. For this reason, the
rivatives. non-linearities are, as mentioned before, dfvidd into

two basic types: continuous and discontinuous. Also
When the coefficients of differential equations are since there is a great difference between the effect
some continuous functions of the dependent variable of large and small discontinuous non-Iinearities oTi
xthe equations are non-linear differential equations, a system, the discontinuous types are to be further
and the systems described by such equations are said subdivided into major and minor classes.
to possess continuous non-linearities. When the co-
efficients of differential equations are some functions Continuous non-linearities are usually eliminated
of the variable x, but have finite discontinuities, the from the differential equations of motion by assuming
euations are non-linear, and the systems are said to restricted ranges for the variables. By so doing,
have non-linearities of- the discontinuous type. The convenient linear relationships are obtained between

such quantities as forces, torques, and moments. It
fis then desirable to determine if the non-linear terms

f(x) continuous f(x) discontinuous in the original equations could lead to instability of
the system. The first section of this chapter discusses
a method, utilizing a theorem due to Liapounoff, by
which it is possible to check such continuous non-linear
equations for stability.

Discontinuous type non-linearities are unavoidable
in real physical systems. They are primarily due to
the existence of friction forces, limiting, and free play
or hysteresis effects. In addition to these unavoidable
discontinuities, some types are added to a physical
system to create special effects (spring preloading);

x. - x or exist by the very nature of the system (relay codn-
trollers). These discontinuities are illustrated at the

?ijwre YI-1. .on-inerirlte . beginning of the second section of this chapter.
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The discontinuous type of non-linearity, as such, revised, and the effect of the discontinuity determined.
Sprecludes the application of Liapounoff's theorem,
since a basic requirement of the theorem is that i e The methods Used for determining the E.uiivalent
functions'f(x) in (VI-2) possess continuous derivatives, transfer functions of the mi~or discontinuities are
As mentioned previously, the effects of discontinuous disqussed in the second section of this chapter. The
elements depend greatly upon their relative Magnitudes. possibiity of steady-state oscillations due to these-
For sufficiently small discontinuities, the physical non-linearities in systems is also considered.system approaches the assumed linear system with

the discontinuous non-linearitties having only a small The third section of this chapter considers the
e effect on the system output. This small effect can-iot' major discontinuous non-linearities. These large
b1c Xqored0, however for itspresence may be sufficient discontinuities possess neither continuous derivgtives
to cause sUStained oscillations. nor negligible harmonics in the sinusoidal responses;

hence, the methods discussed to this point cant be
if a sinusoidal function is u-ed as the input to an used. Although the analog computer (chapter VRI) may
element reprpsenting a small discontinuous non-line- be used for the consideration of such non-linearittes
arity, .the otput is almost sinusoIdal. This similarity (as well as the other types), an analytical or graphical-

s it can be uately represented approach is desiae for a better understanding of the
by thefidentalof a 1Foier .epansio. If the dis- system and a check of computer resulti.

continuous4 no-iert wnicluodd ina "lsd- loop
and if the transmission-of igher order harmonics
about the l0op is small relative to.the transmission Tbe indirect method discussed In this section In-
of the fundamental, the barm0nics may be :ignored, volves graphical analyits of simple second order sys-and the non- inearity represented by an equivalent tems which contain one or more major non-i-nearties.
tirasfer'functin with an amplitude-phase character- It is recognized that most physical systems are more

istig. In effect, then, the discontinuous system is complex; but, if the general effects of major non-
approximated by a line r system as was done With the lItnearities can be foundfor simple systema, an insightontinuous non-linearities. With such an aid, a Bode is gained as to possible effects of thes. major diB-

SECTION 2 CONTINUOUS NON-LINEARITIES
1 6 ,.designg asystem based upon the linear pprox- the non-linear system is stable about thepoint In

mation of the system differential equations, it is question, and any small temporary disturbance in

recognd that themotonof the true system following the input will result in a tempoiary disturbance'in
:shine sma4 disturbance wil not be exactly as predicted. the output. If, however, any of the roots of the linear
The validity of this linear approximation is of particular approximation of the differential equation are positive,
interest when used to predict the stability of the system. the non-linear system is unstable about the oquilibrlum
if the solution of the continuous non-linear equations point and any small toemporary disturance at teiinpt
indicates a condition of Instability not revealed by the will result in an output which will diverge from this
"linearized" form, linear approximations and the unstable point.
methods described in, chapters II and IV can not be
realistically applied.. If any of the roots of the linear approximation of the

differential equation about the equilibrium point are
The possibility of obtaining incorrect answers to the zero, the theorem may not be used, and higher order
question of stability from the equations of the linear terms of the Taylor series must be considered. Zero

'approximation was investigated by M.A. Liapounoff . roots may result in a "conditionally stable" situation
The results of his investigation may be summarized which would depend upon the direction of the dis-
in the following theorem: "If the real parts of the roots turbance. In servo work, conditionally stable situations
of the characteristic equation corresponding to the are usually as undesirable as absolutely unstable situ-
differential equations of the first approximation are ations and hence, the fact that the theorem does not
different from zero, the equations of the first approxi- apply is of little consequence.
mation always give a correct answer to the question
of stability of a non-linear system, ,** The theorem
assumes only that the non-linear terms of the differ- It may be pointed out that although the linear approxi-
ential equation may be expanded in a Taylor's series mations of the differential equations indicate stable

about the equilibrium point in question. systems for all amplitudes of disturbances, the theorem
applies only for small disturbances.

Accordingto this theorem, if all the roots of the linear
approximation of the differential equation are negative, Figure VI-2 illustrates simple stable and unstable

equilibrium positions. if a ball is located at (a), a
iaouoff, M. A,; Probl~ue g de !a staizil itg small disturbance in either direction will result in

*,e n6l e sthe return of the ball to (a); and the system represente.
du mouvement; Annals of Mathematical Studies, Vol. 17; is stable about the equilibrium point (a). If, however,
PrInceton Press. issalKbu)heeulbimpit a.Ihwvrthe ball is located at either (b) or (c) and disturbe0i, -

** Minorsky, N., introduction to Non-Linear Mechanics; it will leave these equilibrium points, and the system
J4W. Edwards, 1947 Anm Arbor. represented is unstable about these points.

V1=2
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jktitoni~f (S-5)s
substituted into equation (VI-5) so that

. .. .. V . ) - 0 ,

Equation (VI-6) indicates that the system is stable
about all equilibrium. points, less than unityi As x,
approaches unity, thep o efflirient of d8/dt-becomes
very small and the -system becomes poorly damped;
but still stable for sufficienly small values of 6 about
xo For ;K.x 1, theo c0efficient of i becomes .*ero and

.. ... _____ _ .one of the roots of the characteristic equation corre-
sponding to (VI-6) will be zero. The theorem is not
applicable in this case, For x greater than, unity the,

r system described by (VI- 6) is unstable.

, ,If equation (-4) is analyzed in the same manner, the

oequation corresponding to (VI-6) is
Fg ure VI-2. Sta1le and (Utable Equilibrl l- K .

To illustrate, the- appisobth t roem, tosImilar
second order non-linear differential equations will be For this case, the coefficient of 8 is negative'for

S'.onideed .. .r 0< x < 1 and the system is unstable about ay'equi-

2 1, - - " .librium position in this range. For x > I, te cbef-

.. dx _ C K dx Q ficient of the 8 term is positive, and the -system de-
I-T3)o -- (1x 2)' K scribed by (VI-4) is stable for small 8 about x,

d- ..- x In general, it may be concluded that the analysis anddx 2X dx
* (vx4) *. - j(1-x2 .) Kx.- Q synthesis of dynamic systems based upon the linear

dt dt .approximations of the cont.nuous non-linear differentiaI

When the acceleration and, velocity are zero in these equations may be made with assurance 'that the question
equations,. the value of x defines. the point of equi- of stability will be answered correctly. It must be kept
librium, x. That is, Kx.- Q or x- Q/K -x0 , in mind, however, that the answers may beyyalid only

jJ, for small disturbances about some equilibriium point.
if a chage ofvarahie Is made, such as x- i+ , wherp If the response of some dynamical system to a dis-

8 is the deviation about the equilibrium point, x, (VI-3) turbance should be poorly damped, the system should
becomes be carefully analyzed; for the presence of some non-

2 linear term in the damping coefficient may cause the
d t E.x d3 true non-linear system to be unstable for very small( 51") M'- + I L ( x .22x0J+ 84)Jd't +Kx0+Kt -Q magnitudes of disturbance. Or, stated in another way,

the designer of a system. described.by linearized
In accordance with the theorem, the first (linear) equations should satisfy himself that-the damping
approximation of the term A[1- (x 2 + 2 x. 82)] dydt is coefficient is reatively independent of thenon-linearity.

SECTION 3- DISCONTINUOUS NON-LINEARITIES

(a) GENERAL friction occurs at the instant of a reversal in relative
Shtsmotion. Coulomb friction may be ignored only if the
.Section .1-I has dealt with+ the continuous type ofnon- friction force is much smaller than the other forces
linearity. Under certain restrictions, it was found acting.
that continuous non-linearities could be linearized,
so that the methods of analysis and synthesis outlined ,
in previous chapters could be used. Unfortunately, +a
another type of non-linearity also occurs in most real
physical systems. This type is the discontinuous non-
linearity.. V

The form in which discontinuities occur is varied.
Figures VI43 through VI-7 illustrate the static transfer
Aharacteristics of Several of the more common types.

Fiure VI-3. Coulou'b friction
Coulomb friction exists in all physical systems in, which
there is relative motion between two contacting sur- Incertain cases, it is desirable to spring load a device
faces. The friction force. is of constant magnitude and so that, when ekternal forces are removed, the spring
is always in such a direction as to resist the relative will cause the device to seek a null or zero position.
motion. The discontinuity in systems with coulomb The presence of coulomb frictivi, however, may cause

'1-3



Section 3:

the device to stop short of the desired zero position.
To overcome this, the spring may be preloaded by an a t
amount equal to the coulomb friction force, Preloadingt
introduces-a discontinuity, but is desirable for the above -_] reason, +a..- * -

+a Slopeu -K

Figure VI-7. Hysteresis

'A' . .is desirable to have a method or methods available to
determine such effects. This section of the chapter
will discuss two such methods. The first method is

Figure VI-4. Spring Preload applicable only to small discontinuities; while the se-
cond may be used for any discontinuity, providing it

In many physical systems, an input to the system must occurs in a second or lower order system.
: exceed a certain minimum value before any output is

realized. One effect of this type is known as threshold (b) SMALL DISCONTINUITIES
or flatspot and the value which must be exceeded is re-
ferred to as the threshold value. Threshold is generally For ease in the analysis and synthesis of closed loopundesirable, and can be ignored only if the threshold systems, one of the methods of previous chapters made
value is- much smaller than the input value, use of Bode diagrams in which the amplitude ratios and

phase angles of transfer functions were plotted versus
frequency. While these diagrams have not been empha-Rt1  sized as frequency responses, they can be considered

Slope - K as such, since the curves are exactly those which would
.-a be obtained if the systems were stable and were excited

Sawith sinusoids of varying frequency.

In this subsection, the non-linear elements will be
replaced by "equivalent" linear elements. An "equiva-
lent,, transfer function will be derived by applying a
sinusoidal input to the non-linear element and by de-

/ Figure V.-5. Threshold termining the Fourier series of the output waveform.
The nequivalent', amplitude ratio will be defined as the

Linear systems can transmit signals of infinite magni- ratio of the fundamental output amplitude to the input
rude. However, all components forming a real system amplitude. The phase angle will be defined as the
have limitations on such quantities as position, speed, difference between the phase of the fundamental and
or voltage. In some cases, the limitations may never that of the input. The concept of such an "equivalent"
be reached, with the result that they need not be con- transfer function is sound if:
sidered. In other cases, the limitations may be ex- 1. The system is oscillating at constant amplitude
ceeded and cannot be ignored. Limiting may or may at the frequency considered. (This implies that the
not be desirable, system is either unstable, or that a sinusoidal input~is being applied.)

2. The amplitude of harmonics appearing at the input
of the non-linear element is negligible. This means1 i" Slpe fi Zthat the transmission of these harmonics through the

Slope K system (around the loop) is negligible compared to
x - the transmission of the fundamental.

1 -a A "small discontinuity" may now be defined as onesatisfying the above conditions. Since the non-line-
Figure V.-6. Limiting arities considered here are not frequency sensitive,
iethe ratio between the amplitude of the fundamental of

In many physical devices, a plot of the input versus the output wave and that of the input represents a shift
the output results in a closed curve called a hysteresis in the amplitude ratio of the Bode plot. A similar shift
loop. The cause of such a loop in mechanical systems may occur in the phase curve.
is referred to as the backlash or free play which exists
between two mechanically coupled components. Hys- The remaining portions of this subsection discuss
teresis is generally undesirable and should be elimi- the equivalent transfer functions of various non-line-
nated wherever possible. aritles, and their effect upon Bode plots. Ratios of

harmonic to input amplitude are derived to aid in deter-For the cases in which the discontinuities may not be mining the validity of condition 2 above for a specific
neglected without serious effect upon the results, it problem.

VI4
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To obtain the frequency responses of discontinuous waves being transmitted through the elements. Figures; ielqments of the type discussed in this section, It is VI-8 MMrOh 1-12 illustrate the nature at the responses l-only necessary to analyze them at a single frequency, 'Of discotuu elet to. sinusoida inputs,, If the li
o~t~at my erepresented by ouirapmuciof prdtth amplituds of the fundamnentalsi; ham
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wilrold ths caubes diet t the aisyth oenstabsh ptimyfeunc ofaIn eetisih
diagram.inutis the harmonic aeitde not negligible asue hat thre pssems oscligh atr a fre-
continuities areconsiera large s~iue shll an bedn- qauec corespothndinrgi t a the ssovrpint (oint

crease~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~a whic ammncapiuesrltv ote u- coe-opitmtdeeratioed Ture intrcerodo

wil hlThis canitde rationeWt h i of a a c the Bodin and acontanti gaitud.
darm if ane arraryt e n o~teigre the 2 Assume that the hartmis oscltheier sea res

difern is n reqecy esind opetweno the r- representing the output wave of the nonl-linear ele-
i adthe fundenental 6~n r negligible.



10 - - - -- OULOM.BF1AICTXON., Figure VI-Silstratqs~h
* ktreansfer charadte jtics ri ng tuomb friction

0:; force to a sinusoidal velocity. When the harmonics
~1. , .j'pdaia~ ae -neglected, the response of the non-linearityl~s

given by the first term of the routier series, or
(0)4/77), sin r~The transfer characteristics

- - - corresponding to th- frt approximationaeils
o 3RD: Hamonic' - trlated in figure VI-iS. The figure shows that the

-4 0slpe or "gin" has the units ofVS Sfiton, ta

I& - the f Irs4Wt' appkoximaition to cJulozib 'frItini1" i 2GK -If teoutpumt of the closed- loop royaten fgure Ti
is subjected to this. "etffective" !,viscou icition, -the-
differential.equation written wIihthe firs8t ,proI-

- Mation beicomes

a~r~ C dtwAKKK1

A]From this expression, if ts boncluded th -the .lec

~,6O of coulomb frlctin on the cystem of fiogue. VI-17
'~30 .(viewed in this- way) is to Increa th 4aping rjatio

30 without changing the frequency. It isto be- further
_______ Z.01003______&0.__ noted that for a given value -of coulomb fiction, the

0 7 effective coefficient of viscosity approAces -1ifinity
as the input amplitude approaches zero.,

Equato (VI-9) may be written In tefr f(Il)

.1 2._3. .6 .7 .8 .1.0 0_

Figuire VI-13. Amplitudle Ratio and Phase
Due to. Spring Preload 3RD Harmonic-LI 4. Determine effect that the fundament al of the -20 - --

non-linear element output has&i the Bode diagram.
5. Check the validity of step 3. -5SHHrdnc

In general, if the amplitude ratio of the discontinuous ~ -00- -element, is greater. than unity (zero db), the closed-
loop system becomes less. stable. If the gain is less
than zero di, the closed-loop system becomes more0
stable. As will be shown tin one of the examples to
follow, it is possible to have a combination of am-
plitude ratio and phase lag with a resulting insta-4
bility of a system which is stable when discontinuities 5
are not present. Several -examples will now be dis-
cussed In which the method 'outlined above will be
appliL-d to the siMple positionial servo illustrated In 180- - 7'
figure VI-7. -- -- -

The closed and open-loop differential equations. de-
'scribing this system are, respectively:, . .54-

(VI-dta+ 45-- - -

Cu)8b o'+IL . f1Kr H 0

validity of the assumption will be checked. ,,~ ~ , Due to 'heshold
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A bloec dl&agram coirespopding to this latter equation: rd 0-"on

0. Iw An fiure VI- 19 VhIch Illutrates that the.
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Figure V-iS. Amplitude rtatio, and MAjse
oue to Limiting Figure V.17. Position Servo
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Figur. P18. Effective Chracterlaisat Co(bih FrktIOn
when Iarmonics are to 11b1616
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The Waddtlu ofthis ipring, increases: the. 0ua Voe-
1 quencY ar decreases the: Van gRto, of the system'-

ff 9-t Witing equation (yI-12) in the -form of, (VIJ-U3)

FiEr I-19, Position Servo With Cipulomb 1ri~tiqfln VI3 j it Kr-
-- -dt dt . K'-~i~ ~ ~' Te opef-mloop Bode diagramn of figura I 9i hw

in figre V-2

'It 1-s evident that decreasing amplitude A of. the con-- --------------------
t rolied vaiable (input to couilomb- frtlo block) in-
creases the open-aoop gain, -thus resultln-An an, fl- +20db/d!c. to 19db -20db/deq.

craein the apparent damping. ratio of the closed-
ioop system.

Te.Bode diagram s;hoWs that at the frequency of the
third h armon ict the signal is attenuated 9. 5 db belowI] its ampli ~~t tio at the fundamental frequeny h

~r~4'Fourier. expansion accompanying figure 14- reveals
a further attenuation of three (9. 5 decibels) due to 4:0 wNAIIJRAL FIEUIEY
the feedback. element. Wi1th such a large attenuation
of the harmonics rWative to the fundamental, it can ,.I- -

b econcliided that ',ae harmonics contribute.-little to__________ _________

the stiabilit of the system.

-BPRXNG PRELOAD. Figure '1-9 Illustrates ,the trans-

fer chAracteristics relating the force, apple by a 84901---.
pr eloaded. spring, -to a -sinusoidal displacement. ,W hen

Am~irnmonlcs are neglectKd the response of the rem-
irity is tgiVbn by -the first term of the Foiurier .

44#ieb, or -F(t) - E A[+ (4am.) j sin wit. The 'transfer --

chiacteristics corresponding to this first approi-
matlonare illustrated in.-figure VI-21. A

As indicate by this* figure, the preloaded spring is9 -

witten for se moffgrVI1wenldd Figiwe VI-20. Opent-Loop. Booe Diagrams ofe'V yte ihCuom.F~to
i- -,.

xF).

........

Pi~ue VI21. f fc~Jv Chaacteutig ofSpri Y10rk1)

whenil amoni a ae- f~gliib+a

V1-

li loie + 1



permits drawing figure VI-2 As with the previous of non-linear loads to the closed loop system of figure
CUse, a preladed spring may be iepre~ented by the VI-17 effectively added a seond feedback path. In the

,of a mc9nd feedback path to fipre VI-17. following cases, the feedback path of figure VI- 1 will12.,contain the non-linearitieS and the form of the figure' .... wil be unchanged.

THRESHOLD. It will now be assumed-that the position
B+51 .servo illustrated in figure VI-17 has threshold non-

-linearity in the feedback portion of the loop. When the
B, ,- harmonics can be Ignored, the curve of figure VI-4O

Li e effectively changed to that of figure VI-24 with aslopie of (K/n) (w - 213 + sin;2B) '-' r(4Ka)/( ,A)] "cos :Bas

determined from the first term of the Fourier' series.

Figure 7--24 a 'sshows that K2  ecpmes-Partof the
I -- inof-the Open loop. If KI Is the effective slope, the

fA ..--. differential equation for the system becomesh ,

Ii(I1)d2CdO 1r_ + 1 K"K 2 C ,!

From this, it is seen that a decrease in K2 results In
Figure VI-22. Position Servo a lower natural' frequency and a higher damping ratio

with Preloaded Spring 'of the closed loop system. This is also illustiate4 in
6the open loop Bode diagram of figure VI-25.

'The open loop Bode diagram of figure VI-22, in-which
the term [K . (4a/WA) J/ AK is now part of the gain, is 'When the. zero db line intersects the -40 db/dec portion '

shown in figure VI-23. of the Bod diagram, the rapid attenuation of the system
A above the naiural frequestcy suggests the possibility of

neglecting the harmonics. For smaller values of inputs
7 to the non-linear element, however, the zerodecibel

line may cut the. -20db/dec line with the result thit the

190 -40db/Dec over-all 'system gain at the third harmonic must be
-compared with the over-all gain at the fundamental.

. atural Freqaency Although figure VI-25 shows th- sarxe harmonic at-
I,-tenuation for both locations of the zero. db line, it must.b& remembered that the straight lines shown are as-

I w- ymptotesto the actual curve. At the natural frequency,
3%%, the asymptotes are below the true curve; and at the

,ntural frequency, q , the asymptotes may be above the
true curve. Therefore, while attenuation in the un-

0 .primed case may actually be greater than 19 db, the
"attenuation in the, primed case may be less than 19 db.
As shown by the relative gains from figure Vi 14, the
third harmonic approaches the fundamental in gain as

12 - -- the ratio s/A approaches unity. In. this range then, the
4 .discontinuity is not small and the stability of: the system
S.for small amplitudes of the controlled variable cannot

be determined in this way.-is --- -- -- 4- - .

LIMITING. The position servo illustrated in figure

VI-17 will now be assumed to possess limiting in the
feedback portion of the loop. When the harmonics can

FIrdure VX-23. bpen Loop Bode Digraf, of be ignored, the transfer curve of the non-linearity,
Sy¢em ~th Sprinl Preload figure VI-11, is effectively changed to that of figureYV1-26 with a slope

For increaing "fats of the rhfo(r/As t tmin incretoes
with a resultih h increase in the natural fnlueniy of the dis cu ssclosed loop and a decrease in damping ratio. AKL AK P 61M ) A 1(

As to apparent from the curves of figure VI-13 and as determined from the first term of the Fourier
the fairly rapid attent--Alon above the natural frequency series.
shown by the Bode diagram, the. harmonics have little /* !
effect an the stability as determined by, the fundamen- Tie differential equation, for, this example is identical
tal alone. with that for threshold including.the discussion which

The',effect of limiting in the feedback path
In the above cases it may be noticed that the addition * Of figure vI-ilis to reduce the apparent natural fre-
VI-10
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queny and increase the appar04t damping ratio for the laoiu o l nxettesmls o yt11,sle
laboiou fo ,1 ' t..-,,exceptthe siles of sysems sI -

cases in which the input amplitude to. the non-linear the differential equationsvchange abruptly at the points
element does not exceed the imiting value by large of discontinuity.' To carry out such inVestigons, the 0
enough values to invalidate the assumptions concerning initial conditions fok each new equation, following a
the'lr0non -.- " -"dicontinuity, * must bedermined from the previous

.,equation at, the points, of discontinuity. .
HYSTEREIS. From the Fourier series accompanying
fiure-, itmybe, een t hat w t hmonics Sife Continuous sytems of norma complexity do "
are negletd 1 an, element contining hysteresis Will not lend themselves toran a y the oavalel
have an effective shift, of phae as well as adshiftIn 4nalytica, and graphi ofmethods, this partof see ion
amiplitudei. The gtin-andphaeo thefundamental, two discusses a mithod for determining the effects of

:'y te ainedfomt plore pasoion, are given large discontinuties on, simple systems. While it isbyequations (VTn1)iand (vI-ld). recognized that few complex systems may be approxi-mated t sc -simplnsystems koledge of the- effects
Unie p iue peiwthheof discontinuities on these systems may ae imes

il isc tnt ere s' ain 'g whUi proVide an insight asto-their behavior In the morb
+ss Su i -- bcmplex systems..

U2_ When a system can be represented by second order
(VI-p h Psue- tanVi.a- differential equations, the state of the system at any

;Ls oin 1 w icthco instant following some disturbance may ie completely
described in terms of the dependent variable and its
derivative. at that instant, used'wihce these two quantities

The change, In gain atdphas asa functionof the ratio are all that are needed, a convenient method Of de-4 of dsecontu vamplitudeto ignalAMr tude i s plotted scribing the motions of a system is to plot one against
in. figure -i. :the other In a single plane called the d dphase plane. i

FTh ath followed by the point representing the state
Unlike te previous examples in which the effects of of the syem at various instants of time then describes
dioscontinuity were simple gain changes which could thecomplete sequence of -events following the disturb-
not make the system of figure VT-i 1-unstable, hys- Ance. Such apath is referred to as the "trajectory"
teresis may cause the system to become unstable. !n the phase plane.

Consider the case when biaklash exists in the feed- To illustrate the techniques used with the phase plane,
back path. Figure VI-25-ilzutrates the open- oo simple I st ! be aiied it

• Aode diagram ofth 'combiuncyatin which the cose pase

Bodediaramof he ombnatin I whch he on- will be followed by an analysis of a similar system
trolled variable amplitude is much larger than the having spring preload as a discontinuousnon-linearity.
hysteresis range. In this range of amplitudes the The techniques usedwith these illustration will then
effect of hysteresis is negligible. For smaller value, be applied to several examples in which the feedbackOf the controlled variable, figure VI-16 shows a de- pato aotneo suetdisctiulties.

" ~~~~~pt ofc a posite, serv frqunc subec toiltosma e o..

creased gan- anda phoase lag for the feedback element.
From the Bode diagram It I pparent that th se TIntro

o Phere To duothe phsepan e, fiteron,~ reaupated o

lag tends to reduce the stability of the system. second order mechanical system describedby equation

'For a sufficiently small amplitude of the input to the (
non-linearity there will exist a combination- of -phase M d2X eui - 0
and gain change such thathe zero db 'line cuts the
Bode diagram at a frequency at which the phase passes
through 180 degrees. For this particular amplitude Since time must be eliminated as a variable to obtain

it and fiequency, the system will oscillate with a con- an equation in terms of the position and velocity alone,
stant amplitude. This type of oscillation is called a eqquation (VI-1) may be multiplied through by d n/dt
"limit cycle." If the harmonics are negligible at the and integrated with respect to time:
limit cycle, the oscillations -will be sinusoidal. For '(0/1)(dX/dt)~ 2 (k/2) X2 

-h

suc a ase th frquency of, oscillations may be or
obtained from the -Bode diagram, and the amplitude (d - 2

-' of oscillations from the amplitude ratio curve&6 (VI-la) X2L.

(c) PHASE PLANE2h, h/
where h is the constant of integration, evaluated from

-In part (b) of this section, a method was discussed the initial conditions.
which permitted the inclusion of small discontinuities
In the analysis and synthesis of systems.. It was empha-, If the substitutions (dx/dt) . y, U2 .(2h/u) and 02 - (2h/k),
sized that if the discontinuities were not small relative aemde, equation (V1)mabe ritns
to the inputs to the non-linear elements, the, method

fJ could not be applied. Iv-1, 2

-I The Investigation of systems conitaining large dfs-
continuities by analytical anidgraphical methods is Equation (VI- 19) -may be recognized as that of an

VT-li,
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vsosylue o h.uqationt (vi-2), 15, thatof, a, logarithmic spiral, in. the
:~U-!y plane a;n4 may be otthe, fo;;m oI uratdAn, figure,

Ellipses LI

-I Whn discontinuitles ar)e ,Initroduwced .into ,the Phase
*plane, more- than one, equation to needed; to describe

the--motions of, a system completely. A transformiation
of varia4bles As, not awyposbe when more than.
-one equationl i nvolved, without- Increasing the diffi-
culty In Interpretinig the, results'. Therefore, It is
often desrl to- obtain the, pat or traectory o h
position and velocity on the phas e plane using the
origintal coordinate, system. To obtain the trajiectories
given by equation, (WE-24.), without actually so~ving the
the ,equation,, theo method of isoclines can be used.
in equation. (VI-93), it may be noted that the slope (dy/dx)
of the trajectory in the phase plane depends only upon

dxte values of x anidy. 'it may; -be- further rioted that in
2X k this. equation the slope is constant for ay. particularS3'stem Equation: -mvy. +ratio# of, x to Y. For this, particular example then,

Equaionof ~ l±-~ =straight lines may-be drawn, In. the phase. plane corres-
Eqgin fTra4ctors 2h/m 2h/k pdng to different ratios of, x to y . It any- trajectory

intersects these lines, it must do so-with the slope
Piwe, VU-27. Phase Planw; Undampeci defined by equation (VI-23). In generaleutosf

Secon.Order System the form of (VI-23) may always be used to ,obtain the
curves, through- which, the traj'ectories must pass with

Mf viscous damping is, added- to.the mechanical system a particular slope. Thepe curves, are referred to as
described by(VI-VT7) , the difterenfigf equktion of, mdon "Isoclines."1 If a sufficient number of isoclines are
becomes, (t-'26yi or (VI-21)1. drawn, in- a phase plane, a trajectory may be drawn by

'intersecting each Isocline with the appropraesoeiC .01-1a), in d!+b"Z+k-x afpatzoe.1
dti' dt

(VI-r21) TJ2 Wnt Log siii -0

Bypmakingtthe: substtution.(dx/dt)= y, (VI1-21),may be

*r~itttihe.form-Y ~ .. ~ adre hr: ~ o

(V1-223Y +dx nr+wn*X

inteaito v ar2)-iadvied og ya ,ye. ain e-; d1

(vF-23) m ay be, integrated to the form, of (VI-24),, system Equation: mdt + bat+

(I2)Equation of'Traiectories: p- c ew

y2+ 2C~3 Xy + W 2~ ft( M~a~ix~' L~

but this expression to not easily used. 'To express the r~tr yr-28. Ph... Plane; Second Order Sy. tem with
equation In a more usable form, a change ad, variables. Dumpind Ratio< <I
such asr u. a ulz and Y y+ twx may be made, so, that
the equation .may be written as (VI-25) in figur V-9teiolesaedwnssright

lines through the origin. The slopes, as determined
(VI-5) v+u2 'Oe ~from equation (VI-23), are drawn as short dashes() ( 2 .w~iv)throughi the Isoclines to act as guides in drawing the

w ic *i polar form, becOmes (vz-26). trajectory from some initial condition.

yr-is



I -a T 4ir#,ctlon traveled by a point in a trajectory is If new choice$; of origin are taken ,such that x *i 9fr
found-from the orlgin40. equatins. consider, for, x>- pand 1~XT a(4 for A~ <0O, eqUationZs '(VIW may b
exanple, the fourth quadrant of figure VI-29. In this written, after integration, as
quadrant, -Y. is negative so that; (dx/dt)is also negative; y2 2
And fiorAi.-uaion-(VI-22), 00/t +~~~ I) .(V1.29) X -~ for x -0
that for wx2z c,,, (dy/dt) i's also negative, If the

-other qarnsre similarly.checked, the Ldirection
of trvel n p pae ln ilb on s nia~d V-0 for x

~ -Where hi is a. constant of integration.

Ithis system is represented in the phase plane by
pairs of ellipses with origins displaced from x - 0 by

J - * aon the x axis. Asa point on the trajectory passes
-fromt the left half plane into the right half plane,

-the. trajectory, changes from 'the ellipse: at origin
k - +a to. the-ellipse,, at origin I Figure. V-30'

show th trjectories for four initia cbnditionsi

Ld 2x dxSystem Equation: mr-.-+ b-- +kx 0dx
dt2 dt Sse qain 2 x f a

slope, of Traj ectories: =y -1 bw kx.Sse qain -d-y~k f g
dX For x>O o

Figure YI-29. Phase Plane; Second Order System with
Dampinu Ratio <1 2 2 , x-

Equations of Trajectories: h +2 1Forx>,
The simple linear systems described above Serve to
Illustrate. some of th e te chniques used with: the phase 722 X 2  ,r
Plane representation. Now, to include a discontinuity, 21i T h/-2

the spring constant term of equation (VI-17) will be
changed to represent. a preloaded. spring. This changes whiere: XIX+a ; X2'x-a
the equation to the form i(d~x/dt2) +(kx + fosgnx) - 0.,Fgr I3 Pn laeScodOerwt
This relation may be expressed by the pair of equations Sprin g Preload

(VI-27) m d2X+x +f for x>O0 As illustrated by the simple undamped system with a
dtpf o preloaded spring, the inclusion of discontinuities In

m ~~x-f 0O fo x<0the phase plane representation of systems may be
dt.2  0simply achieved. The labor of determining the Initial

conditions at, the points of discontinuity is eliminated,
where f, is the amount by which the spring is pre- since the velocity and position are always available
loaded. Let k - mw~2 and %0 - amw 2 equations (VI-27) for all points in the plane Including points of discon-
mnay be written, In the form tinuity.

(VI28 ~-+ '2X a *0 for x5 0 The remainder of this section will present several
dt 2. - examples of simple systems containing discontinuitie I

to further illustrate the phase plane method.
4; .6;_a) for x< 0

-idt; COULOMB FRICTION. 'The effects+ of coulomb friction

A VI-14



13pOi ~ in-s6bih ~ton wil ifow Webe rdrd--- 'elis 'vith- sxte t x-, +a for, negative valuer. -of,~~~he~SP1 0019dioi Oeldn 0h1assrn riio on d/dt),a hi, ntgr l SL. Itis: of lntezreot-p. Diihoi'I tato (lI. ma ioe hate azraform anaitmticpo~r~so
*i th-difference -4a ih c-Onrast to- the, geoietric pro-,

~ *-F'sun a ressio$i of linteai' m~gtbmq AlsO, it is evidqent in
d-tT+:k 4fit VI that 4 stidy bto value other than' tero

~~~~'~~ ispsil.* the ifethods Used w ignl disco-e. au 616ti . ~o (di/dt <~,~ iihdft to tIs prdblm-hposbitdiiu mm- 2 ard d (VI-,40. of i ii ,t~d sti ib ote hnzeowu be-,IPA ~,teiiiteirno ~iif(ii~2 "U-i diisi,.shit et ht appr ijhte ould-omb
(,Y uqs Qrm ofAg - , _

-if-) 14-or@ -1

4k iliiafngh~iiifiiibtionV lusrth affetir6 MrIfe dico bli oug o f~irite

on cosed1~v ay~ems theposiionl sev~~echaiZ.+ ilusrae Jor fi<r 7V-2wl eds~se o h

tho wmion ~of4.e titfld sdmehnu rlial onitionThbse ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o Cat~ 0,o emsatdn er those ophlpaa n. i odtemnd

&0 gy0-skw h!S
Note:- Ariluiiti wila

_hdtdt 
dtd

(2)I& -+Ah+tx 0 r x ra h or xi~2 .~etd ea M.. a1 ~ .
n- 4 id 1gsmeiiftrcnfoiiqu tio o 7f 6 Trs 4)1toi s arO A0b64-LI t- A o;i

Fj~w Vt33.Phae Plne;ClOed-oopSystem

ti:~a Arithmetic
* ttisv)u tesrngrsorn ocei o

In~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ th s2s h r j c o i s f l o h l i s s w t r a e hl h o l m r c i n f r e n ocenter~~~~F liia- frpstiv auso d/t n ute oini osbe
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Avsten EguAtions: Slope of Ticu

- (1) AU R+4 + CxO 0 ,Pr -a-<x_< a For c a

-" -b -A > a~vh~-- (2) Ad.!+ Bdl.. Fr x a___ --

-dt
2; dt d

THRESHOLD, When the output is fed back- through a 'V3~ d~iz dx k2(;I+ a t) 0 too Xe -a
component'having threshold, it must exceed the thres.- w,3 dt ka 2
bold limits a and-a (see figure VI-5) before any signal -

reaches the' input. To describe thi's systezw for all -where iis the quantity fed back and k2 is the slope of
vales f he utut uanit', qittom (I-~..(V37) -the threshold curve.. By making the substitutions

and VI-3) ca be rittn. - - ILI-afor x:*a and 1k2* 24- fr x<- , these,

(V.1.36) r w~x-o, for -i<,X< ax equations may be written, after -rearranging, in thefor of(V-39), (VI-40), ad(VI-41). - 7
dx k l - r; 0 'for x>a (V.-39 d2x d o fr a4~

VV20'fo -< <



-dt-I

Or- IX Mf -o'

11tad to irg 4thaua on

*~~~d gi andiiia the'#)r Itte

J.~ (VI42) -- Afor-*< x<a
dx (1-4) ~~(j~ ~!) or -< a

?haI~fivhea -6b0teea and-a, ttie-ir-
J~ ~ a-~ 6cp~filhaeacntn lp

cta~oe A.cgaos(V4O n(VI-1 r V4)(~C

-77(z - f

'Ui A,

,~H,

,qr ,qa, n.p ar

77 w Y3.le eei uv

The traectory hown Infigr I3 asdanwt
the aid a these Iolie. s niadbytsfgue

thepreene o thesoldin hefeebac pth0f.
postio sevmcaUmmycueased tt

by~~~ A tagh ie

The tfIg. Whers~ heqntiydb In figure Vt.3wsdrnith2
Ise Matd s thae vaolues of the bctt bceeing s wille
te redec back threhl.I eathe feedbac), path4of a

theIffet)har agUseed wih$Wl ~toescrtiesal the pibl iw I3.P1. wi;CoedLa t.w
to tis pobltem sytem Eputibi-ai. of a seaddstteck

othethahzerowisnot pparnt, tnVItha7
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These three. equations With-A- B I and:cu 10 weequations _(W(-55Y and (VI-51) are of the same form as
Pased to drawteio"nuo iueV-4 previously discussed, Equain (V445) andi (VT-B)

however,, are functions, of it.. Therefore, nio family
HISTREES. figure VI-35 illustra t th hysteresis of isoclines can be drai until an-initial value of. xs -*cuvewhchdescribes the relation between the output - ban-Frthe purpose, of drawinth taetrie

(z) adthe quantity fed back (0) x, and x2 are the -in wpie 61Sh ofiinso weutouadte
m~m apliudes raskhed by* the output, and 2a; is hyste0resis rng were assigned the values -A -B*a 1=t1-0 maiu rag-hog.w~hteotu an- move and Co -10.

401 wihu ~in n hage 'in the qjuantity fed bak.- ostr
'T sar the construction of the trajectoy an Initial

-- -hedifein-aquatosfrheyte ae value, of x~ was chosen, at point- A in, tie. figre Wt
Odtisvalueo of, equatio (115)povi Ided theL slopea

(Vl~~~i) dt ~~mitted drawing th6 trajectoryfta t .PitIi
-. .d~idi t-4~~x~i - - - - - o th tajctr for d .frn vauso -wihpr

- - ditanc of2a (ota hysereIs range) on the x -aisd~~~xdx ~~~~from Aand is thepitat lhc h qain fs~
Ol-~(I2 Art.C a)- must chahige -rom (14%56 to (Vi- 57). From pont-B- to.

7 C the trajectory follows the slopes given. by equation
-~ i~.B~;C~Y.O ~ - (V1:7) The-ivalue of x at point- 0isl the-x WL~eteuiop

-2 tho -- d 2
-- lpsoftetaectory t. 4point A.esi

,> ~7 ('I53) dt - - D : Prom pint D to E equation (VT1-55)podeth
repeated except for the -different 

vle tx sds 
--

-~~ -~: -__ the trjctory passe throug h -ai.-

a)- 0Ifigure 1-36 second a at e-;
- ,pointL% and the above procedure repeated. Unlike the

-Bymakng7th-sustiutln~y -Adxdt : x - x -- - other -10Sd lo eapls the steady s tate otn
Z~iaand dividing- the resulting equationis by y,-- of, the-output is other than -zero. The traiectory start-

ing ait A tends tospiral toward the origin, whileta I
----~5tatingbixinardor1 -throrin,,p potu t el'' -F x) zo N <siral aayfromn -the- origint. Both of these spirals,I VI5) ~ i )wt__cetrYtd are actually approaching the closed curve indicated

dx \by a dashed line.' I Tbe, sign ice of this closed curve
- is that the System will operate in what is termed aL

D limit cycle. ThatLJ I i rrespective of the initial, Con-
-, ditions the Steady ate ouptohe system. will be-

cil steran d yam osce~iation d o cu
- ~ osflatryan o amgnitd the dashed

dx wthsmlldicotiui sciltin cu occu in.

The ~ ~ ~ ' foaoit biligrph -s Incude foaeeec.,Thst Ias In on cothmehp-se

* ~plete, but contains the major source material for this, chapter. Many. of the ref-
a rences, themselves, contain much more complete and detailed bibliographies.

-1. Probl~.e g~ndral de la stabilite' du mouvement,' by M. A..Liapounoff;, Annals of
N athem atical Studies, Vol.- 17, Princeton Press.

-2. 'Introduction to Non-Linear Mechanics,) by -N. -minorsky; J% W. Edwards, Ann. Arbor, i

-43. '6mall Discontinuous NonLinearities,' by D. T. VcRuer and R. .ilalliday, Nbr#t- - -
rop Aircraft,. Inc., Unpublished, paper, 1952.

- ~ 4. 'The Effects of Backlash and. of Spezd-Dependent Eriction on the stability of - 4

Closed-Cycle Control Systems, ' by A. Tustin;- The Journal of the Institution of
EA,6ctrical Engineers, Vol. 94, Part 11 A, No. 1, May, 1947.

". The Dynamics of Automatic' Controls,' by RI. C. Oldenbourg -and H. Sartorius; The-. -

- American Society of Mechanical Engineers, lNew Yok, 1948. 44



.,6 . Anlysis of eay 0erowchanip, ' by ft K elms;. Journal of the Aeronadoal 1
-ScWenes VPl. 13, No.. 7, July 1946.

-c 7. 7he, Analysis of Relay ;8ervomecbmnisus,' by D., A. KAhin;, Report No, R 48-22,;,
Curtiss-Wright Corp., Columbus, Ohio, December, 1948.t

1. 'heory of sclla n. by A. A. Andronow and C. 19. C-0a40n; Princeton Univer-
aity P)re s., New -Jersey,,, 1949. -
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CHAPThRt VI1!
MACHINE MET-HODS

'SECO1 0- lNRQUC fO
- rddn -cateso this Volume various reaxon,, it now becomies necessary to considr what

methods of 'anaysis and synthesis have been discussed,. can, be done by at matcms _Coputato.Ti
Itha kenpointead out that the matter o~ riay wl-be the general suzbloct matter of this chapter

Jntereirkn control systems work is the transient re-.
spose ad hemehos riiosl uedh2veL ben I h ollown 641io1 the reasons for-using -

considered from* the point ci VIew of oftaining appzol ,-nAP-hinen in anlylj=ilbe discse Mce thoroughY4
atons, to that- resae.- s-,fia e~oI6i t~bw c ry And 'pure ygn

All f these kith- dohave -certain defects,, but ae ttosfthedvie llbeaind Specla
ise& to obtain i sufficiently close approximiation to the attninwlb ~e opolm hct date, can
transient., What is meant by -sufficiently. close -at Any besie1ms ratcywt omue tcbniqes

po- ftudesign- rooesisa att-4e-r'o".f Judg- Ofment,
bt thevesential po i s that as design continues and -It. will be shown. that there, are. only two types of

more and more exact decisions have to be, made, Wore device$ futable o uhTupssa rsn;te j

[an -more complete and accurate nomation about he analog, and! the digital. type, of computer. ,The -two
wilbe discussed, -Primaily- wihave 0oidct

The metthods heretofore 4!'--scued havre beeni arrangec which are bestfor control systemx -analysis and syn- -

in a hierarh uiiy These motiods are. desirable thenjo, and why they arep bst.

caset~eyhep hedeslnreveop a "fe"frte During this. dlscuseion,. it will -become apprn that
physical sItuatin These methods, however, fit'aie the oper'ational ampolifier type of analog- cornpa ,r ap-
c ertainthiniggs7to be'desirl-ed. For example; if'f t- pears to be most useful for the applications consideredt

varying aninner-loopparameteronpii th Ivr a ne wa odto s, ca er
system undei Ke onsideration- toAAWI a uL-opafiI ee ia etion of1hi chpe ill attem _

-~~ ~ ~~stab~~iak-thai this pr- oppil~i inie tuAadt
effetsof.varingan inerloo past eronheoe sy uderwhatconitins,_wdforwhat typie of prob-

I' -all-behaviornf. the entlre'system. -Sysits of this lam this suiperiority of the opeiaticua amplifier analog
tAyp -r 'rquatly used to control the behavor of. most manifests -itself.
_'Aircraft which arenthmees naia.msem
of -no mean order of 'omiplexity. In order to,'do th, itwl encsaytffiecribe,

- inoome., detail, how the cmuewok.This secti on.
In order to handle- complex multi-loop systems- will therefore lay the groundwori for the following
some method Is neieded which-rApidly determines the chiapter, in which the prop'erties and operation of the

(total transient response in such, a way that-the effects op- oragtional, amplifiter c omputer will -be considered in-
ofvarying any parameter are easily isolated and ob-- 4ti eto fti catrwl hsb nsm

served. Theaoretically, It would be possible, say by sense preinay bu nough material will be 'given
haknd computation of enough individual cases, to, find,- to form. a firm basi for the discussion of the- relative

-.an optimum combination ofparameters. Ho~wever, advantages of thin type of computer over other kinds.
-- from, the point. of view of the tim eurd ocmlt Special attentio will be given to such*- qualities as

adisign, -this prcdr sotnoutsid rcia easy and rapid variation of basic parameters, -ability

is not performed, and an extensive period of- debugging tion, and usefulness. in simulation while using Actual
th. actual physical, system is required. For this system components.

SECTION 2 -NEED- FOR MACHIINE METHODS

The dynamical problems presented by the aesign of added, in the design of the control system.
aircraft control systems are complex. They InvolveI
many degres of freedom, and may contain a multiplic- Multiple-loop systems give, rise to temsdifcult
ity of feedback loops. "Some ot these feedbacks are in- problem In control systems designI primarily because
berent in the dynamics of the airframe Uit;f others are of the difficulty of determininj how, a change inan inner



T -' Sectn3-

looppi paaeer affects the ovrf rnin epneof la-
teeire sysatem. An-atterupt is s e~eamd to ''~~ +H+ 1 2 8  I

avoid the problemn of d 'teimining, ths effet For
exap,,one part of the system may be, overdesigned

and forced to moet, too strin~eit require'ments- in if It is evidenit from thei form of -this expression th~at even
effort, to assure that unknown requiremenoit2-on innier for this comiparatively-sitmple- case it would not be.
loop p~ra'neoterrg re met. -estoayathng about the fetzofteidrda

- paratmeters coptakined in di, or A2, upo th Oir
Thetehni'~s pevouly dsusse dontadqaey of -the entire system. * In w-ore involved multiple-loop.

meet the problem- discussed--above. The analytical. systems,_ such asWfOund inaircraft control systems,
methods replace a complicated system by a single the determination of effects of -Inner loop parameter,
closed loo trnse function. for' the complete sub - variation becomes an horrendous task and is frequently

-Asystem., hi closed loop expreiiion often-contains economically unfeasible. -The technique of overdesign
2 the. parameters of the -componextsin co qmplicatedicorn- (which was discussed above) may be, applied, and h

&ntosrather than as indiidu1a and easily fisolated efficient design of the entire controls 'system, as an
J- - q Antit-es.' When siich exr~oa riinue s- integrated unit, Is Imperild.

I - to diffclt to, diti m ne; o ifftd t any6 J4 8*1 To resolveti difiuty, some means of analysis is'
jparamoter-of-a-component in thelffo Innr0oo.'- needed which- will~ permit the -effects of-varying-all.

prameters _oquickly ald eajsilyobPsere-n
matter how the.component bearing those -parameters:-

cc EtoR 2 M - Ci interconnected with the rest of the systemo.

I It Is not to be understood- thatthreondicsd
SL -- above a re the only ones which, indicate that it -would be._

r desirable to have a eans by whc paaee hanges
If2could be, readily handed. The analysis of any comp*e

syst em, with a-number of. adjustable parameters, would
be greatly -exppdite4 by somesuch method.- Even after
a large amo~unt of preliminary thinking has been done
:about suitable (and attainableyi ranges of adjustable

qnttes~ there may well remain a, large amount of,
-. g-janaly~~~~ dne beo the,-ie suitableombinan
.- ,- - - - - - - .-. -amze ers oao eec_ U

- -- - -- 'or these reasons it owb becomes necessary to, inves-
FlieVZ-I Illustrative1 Two-Lojop Servimecheniau tigate machine methods., The next section will discuss

-the various types of computer and the basic mode ot
For example consider the system sihown -1n figure W,_-i; operation for each. The, final section will compare the
it in~ farylp w-opdvice.. Ats tranfe fr types of computers and their relative usefulness in

functin ts:solvibg problems of the sort discussed-in this-,section.

t ep46w.~ -AWAILADLE METHODS OF AUTOMATIC COMPUTATION

-Section 2 of this chapter has shown that a need exists Suppose that it- Is required to draw a, graph -of. the
for some automatic means of solving the, equations of 'equation, y - Sx + 10 An operator would choose discrete
motion of complex systems. This section will consider. vale of x, sa -1 2,..,, z.and use the machine -to
two different waysL in which this may be done by the use multiply each xi by 5S. The machine actually operates

-of atomatic ro.ptatipft. _The two-types of computatlon, in the. following way:--
_considered are the analog'and the digital methods.

2t The quantity one is added x i times, and then this sum
(a) DGITALCOMPUE-toi added five more times. In other words the machine

- has operated by counting the discrete quantity one, 6XI.
- - d~ita copute isanydevce -hic Sovestimes. Another interesting property can be noted: The-

hcsovsmaths- machine stored the smo 1 uiss httescnj matical problems by the numerical procesS of counting operato ofadton could take place later.
discrete quantities. The digital computer may be a
device as simple am- the, ancient abacus or as com- After each x1 was multiplied by :5, the operator would

buit the fundamental principles of operation are the same. To do 8o, of course, requires at, least, a knowledge o
ttheir effects upo n the roots of the oharacterisatic

quation. Many of the methods previously developed
Thle 'oumal desk computing machine isL another -exampl :re essentially ways of getting this information with-
Of a digita1 computer. Sinice thii io a relatively si ple out actually factoring thiat equation, but it is evi-
device,? 1twlll be used to illustrate, in somewhat more dent from (VII-1) that these methods will not work
c-onciit e formi 'the general principle of operation' here, because of. the way in which 02,,H3 (and hence
state above. * -their parameters) are involved.

YII-2t



Write down the resulting product, and At sOmente I- hips of the system to be studied.
ad-0to -obtain Yj Intiia oeration, teoperator

stored. the informatton 5 x,- o. that the qantity 10 -might, There are many types o nlgcmitrbtte
beC added-at a latr ti~ hnaltey eecr- All may be divided 14to two categoies:
Puted and-tabulated, the graph Ym 'f(x) could be drawn. L. -Those devices in- which the, detailed stru6cie of

Th iecaif the grp ol eed nt_ aiu .;o~ch copnt of the system undor investigation isL
nWinber ofeia places available i n the machine;' representd as -its analog (e. g-.; sr1 gi md
sinice this woul de termnine th iimmpssbeualogbos to at ccadenser, a damper. to akrssac)
Interval between the7 x1. Obviously the graph could be 2.Those device. which, function byprfrmn he
made as accurate as, desired, within the limits Imposd mathematical operationsi indicated 1-' the differential

bthe availabie number of decimal plaes, by chosn equation rpresenting the syotL, dsto' tuid

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0 ma'clnl -'a.itrsl e~ente~A~eape ftefrttp a transient analyzepr.,
Tihe complete procedure and op'ration, necessary to- This device might be set up oivsiaetednmc
solve the problem could be outlined In the following' of a mechanic-al system which-conti~ns a mass, 1,
Way: ,p dapn,&,-n prl cstanti k, and I ecrbd1Oeator decided osonic plan ~of action or"r- by "the differential equation:

~ perator. fed som, snomab int th mcije. (II

3 ; ~ M c h n o e r t e o m n f r h i n , a d -d Ft B d t
stored -soni infor mation. One~e 2e-u whc mihte nd s toos oti

5.Dahne operated on, ne -iomln adpo qation
Stc-d One-stht setd.b tauatd whc ih-e uie l 6t

*rao Q*4smeWrmtor ndld oe Tehenichmal. foao tersif . i VH.2C alwA efolvet~dnnmerial f ewr e avainle d-eat) ependpo the; tme, t Ind ihe sa wa Is-
a, desk b comp! g~hn~owht nhmne botde~nterslsaple oh~e~iiac

machies, oth nmerial I formatio .dogamng cal equatohemgideftema;terssac,
are A introuea t h einin ofab prbem.Al t h apn;adte nes ftecpctne

Ma-tn tiques hae bns deloed t~so speed up the levir o'he tem bieingha reresente.f ad

meaical prt. outing silyste oter thadecimal eetroechantical typtie, usin, in texsampe, Klvinare freuetly usdthese detailo s ilnt be d byusing bioalland-disk t egraitos anof theg' "oejatin
here bud r eymetoe mters ofnp back- -mlfe~ type.zr __ Thseprtoa mles p;erfr

plcaio ofi vaiale and* thee inroucio 100 d scsxieu
An anlo copuerc phia ssem thMvraes yennlnais
oich mapbeeasl measue con t orn matnip-tn ayb mknue
uhded;it al csueomstuather phsclsse hc nthisn typ tfcmutrheialsarsersetdb

dpoes bothav theemeiable charracteistcs An voagyes; prters ae adute w. pln-l reistors1addition, ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 th phsia syte repesete byteaao oetoeesnaaiors andhesut aare easily
compunteromustce goerdb the samenng mfathobematicAl reordhedming gadhic fr y easo tsolrah.

relatinship as he ystm udeiastdy
Thelu prvi* examagle may beo usede toShw owsuh

Th anamlog copute mayi Fbe adieas simpin~rslye optrmgtb e u.Euto 4myb
roport~inlt the lortm o the numbet r conc- erse tye of~ Bnl - sqg k

On ~ ~ ~ ~ -d thenlue ote hi heaalgcmptrmlb adoplxd
as thelo modern& eletrni compicer ahoee electricaly opefo Mt

systemisa~m se pAccrinso. theaton asahmaa reainsTecm u rter mor bestusidctd ieche-
-the ehav of~he "t- g ropetepedfl
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7:,,.atic of f-, 4-- ; ... In this example the computer is-eas desi d to
p er- in t same time scale.-ax-the physical system- . :,-' . Note that the only operationsused are, gaton, nultpli- _ represented, The o Jratiol amftler t nalogcation by constants (including- -t)-or Wtegration with- eamputer can almost always be used onthis -e-to-one. -respect to time. A voltage equal to, f (t) in fe4 ato the time relatioriship with phyxical systems suchr a$ seryo-comput and x and-ts firsttwo deraiv 4es may be mechanlim. For the special cases where frequ -cispicked. 6 as voltages or appled to a recorder foero for satisatorb -" e-graphial repreent ton.. .- outl, tumescale ch s may be easily-made. - - 1-

L " : ":" "" ..... '<-',: . .... i-' Pdure VII-2. I1Iuatraive dna~ojt Computer S etp """ " * - L " " "" '

,, .... .... S-CTIOe N 4- EVALUATION OF MACHINE METHODS. FOR CONTROL SYSTEM WORK /-},. :.1---/}

I-b

,.]"r.The previos. sections of this chapter have shown the -These, "-- ... , a compter have. the=_ advantage.= of -: ,, -.. nee..-for machine methods and-the types c --computers being, applicable to-a. very large .number of typ~es of 0
system work • . Te two types Will be compared-and, nd ailarge siet-up !time becomes necessary to prepare-. "]- c ontrasted so tt so me conclusion .may, be drawn re-... the machine for-the solution, of specific problems.i :=:" J girding te choie o computer Tyefor specific applt-: Digital computers, have also been tbpilt ,for special -. / /-. cations:.:: i- " -= -" . purposes bhut not "all-exigencies- can :be- i~ade- --: a... 7.J "-.,,.. L.. ". . ......... i ' " .cov'ered by such. ,"speclal5:purpose", machine~s, and . .. Th e choince of type of computer Will be depemdent large- - .even with "special purpose": machiies,$ caref,| pro-

, J{- ... y~on the fllowlng items: -'.. grammmg.,..';, may,; be xeq-.uired; .. .. : '. '.. -i~up time. as
l Easy' and rapid- vaation .of parameters/. -- For those, types of problems, where the same cycle of3'. ,Ability, to collect dat a In a form .suited .for ira- operations .is performed repetitively, :the. set-up :time "=..
-*-mdneisecin - for. a digital machine becbnies a smaller proportion ...,

4. ,Usefulness. in simUlation while connected to 2 t t te total time allottedfor a task. Use of analog

Tua sys~t cmave.'s owcn omputers r may also require careful planing. Certain
- 5: . Accuracy. " ... - . - precautions, important-in any electrical circuitry,mus be obseved Detais suchas ieed.ce- match-(a) SET-UP TIME " - " , ing, voltage levels, and efficient use of amplifiers -.

must be exmined. These cosiderations are of con-In the lastsection, it was shown that digital computer sIerbs moreimportance in the physical structure type
operation depended upon previous programming. :In oi aralogcompauter than In. the oper ational amplifier type.complex problems, of the type treated in aircraftcontrol work, the preliminary programming may be- With bothanalog and digital type computers, consider-
come a Herculean task. Recall thleo interccmnectlngmust be done. The intercoecting .....quired for-the simple example givenin the las section, must be checked and this takes time. However, he-andtheconsider the large Programminy necessary wiring required in the analo computer Isconiderablyo solve a simple sixth rorder algebraic equation, lessthan that used in the digital type because o complex

This task Is multiplied many times when one considers programmingrequired by the later.
ooperations such as integration, differentiationand

Inputs such uasSine waves, ,or irregula, waves. (b) VARIATION OF PARAMETERS C \ :

maechie Thtf t e canutr be etperfor a ofpameter indwithspc al ompe's! Tahese aciesd

SMany digital computers arbuilt as "general urpose, It is not usually easy to change the numerical values

- wide varil ty combinations o elementary operations may perform individual operation at extremely highncessary for the solution of varioskinds of problems, speed. However, an entire computation may have to be
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one or two hundred times before the therefore, it normally cannot be used for the purposesOp...meqint.f 0e second-time of operation of the device of simulatin The analo com adter, particular

, represented by equations is complete. -In addition the ' the operational amplifiertype, does workIn eal timeresults are usually-ppeented in_ tabular or punch 'card'., andis admirably suited to simulation steS,.
form. For these,.,wo re'asons I ethotieador
form of output data - It ii difficut for to eA

cef l va :l ¢fuate quickly'a, r'esult solthat he may sensibly vry ,
,-,parameter,.......... Theoretically, the results of digital computing ma be

__ -......... t- l made.as precise as desired. The precision ls limited
nlL the physical structuretype analog' computer, ,each only .by the number of digits which the machine an'

_paameter is usually representd byeasiy identifiable hold in the various registers of its arithmetic unit
. .-.dvidal or group resistors, capacitors, or inductors, and its. memory or storage function, This limitation ",

..These components may be varied within limits, but the is mcre severe than is apparent at first glance.- NuImer-- ---
problem of size (mentioned earlier) must be reckoned ical errors caused by rounding off figures and tru..-
with.. cating nurerca.1 series ten o_ cuate'stattit Iy

For this reason, it may be necessary, for.example, toParameters may usu._ly be varied on the- onerational carry -large number of signffi6anifi gres in a com-
..ifel r tybio merely changing a plug-in resistor or putation-inorder to be assuredthat the result is. correct:the setting .ora potentiometer.. It will be shown later to a relativelyfew significant:figures. This sort of
thatall.electrical analog computers present data in a difficulty-may ,be minimtied by very careful planning-
form that makes evaluation simple and, rapid.. This. andpro gramming - - -

-_isof great assistantce- 7 to-te- ao wh ~ Jims"t
r'esonale decisicos when varyigpameters., Te precision of analog computers is largely determined

by the precisio of tecom* ents withithecomputeri-
(c) FORM OF :DATA With careful planning, most analeg comp uters-can

produce results accurate to within a few percent..3 Th" .' "" e resutso 'diital .computer s are uually presented sou.:. be ._ ,-. ... :4 - -o syte work, the."

1i~Tefrio uce ~rsor-tabulation, c nubrs. It shoud oed ain controlsytewok hAS has been pointed Out previously, it is difficult to, - parameters of components of the control osystem are.
visualize the behavior of a. physical system from tables seldom known to better than about ten, percent. In the
or punched cards. There are some.new machines case of, certain aerodynamicquantities, uncertainties .
which convert the results, into-graphical form. How- as much as + 5G% are notuncommon.. For these
ever, even with these machines it takes,a relatively. purposes: extreme accuracy is 'not usually justfilidn.ong,-period oftie to plot the equivalent of one scond automatic machines"

'For those special ases where an investigation re-
! he results obtained-from analog computers, are pre- quires extreme ac _acy only digital machines can.
sented in the form voltages. It. is a simple matter be used :t the present time, .
to connect any~o ftput l the compute, to, one -of: severa 7l_

type ofrecrder. wichaut~niaica~y lotA. varial
against tme. This, 'togo. or, with the fact that the
anialog, coptr anw4k realtme, aet~- -Inko n conclusion, 'it may be stated, on the basis, of the
evaluatioa of the sys~i4an ude ivsgationt simple bv considerationo, that the- operational amplifier-

* and rapi.' type analog computer'is generally the "best". machine, f
,' fOruse in, control systems work. In special cases,

" . (d) SIMULATION ' the- other types should be considered.

... l..it mray not be inapposite here to look ahead somewhat IIt is frequently desirable to simulate operation of a to a possible future time at, which a purely automaticcomplete system by combining actual physical sub- comlnation of dital and analog methods can be effeed.
systems with the mathematical representation (cor-. Many problems will have to be solved to do this- such
puter operation) of the balance of the system. In this as ,design of high-speed digital-to-analog and analog-

< . wa., it becomes p&"sible to avoid errors which might to-digital translators- before such a combination will
result from an attempt to represent the subsystem in. become possible, n such a machine, the analog com-
purely mailematical form. In some cases the physical ponents would be used wherever their other advantages
laws whit 4.igovern the behavior of that subsystem. outweighed the need for precision.
have not b n well worked out in mathematical form, or I - 1
they are stfficiently :C-mplicated that reduction to This prospect is,however, something verydefinitely
-suitable moachine form might- demand excessive time. in the future, and until this means or others become

practically realizable,. the advantages of the analog
iigital Computers do not operate on a real time scale,. type of computer for contolsystem work will, in,
in general,. and also generally do not put outsignals in almost all cases overbalance the higher accuracy of
a form directly usable by the physical equipment; the digita Computer.

,: . = .... VU-5
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tE ANALOG,, COMPUT RA

STIONA TO)JTO

"In the preceding'Chapt-r, it was shown that the-oper a- putef is not, up for a represettive- set 'of, suitable
tPiasmplifier analog computer isg the most valuable equations will be considered. This will Iiclude the
device now in existence for the machine solution of d0etermination of I"n, 1 th-e seilactn oU apropriate -
control -systoems dynamical problems. The present voltage- levels~ the compnttion of, suitable reistortV

chapter conplders mesterial relevant, to ther appicaton: values and potentieestin, and the- arrange'-Of tisM tyeOf automatic computation to nuch problems . imeut of the apper"i for maxijmum utiizatn of equip-

-~ irtsection deals withd. c.. amnp , Onr and l
plishow they are used to, perfom certain mthemati.; Th onldin section of this- chapter will, then, take

diffrental u thein~otwtpractical question of the repentio
-equations. nthsecinit is -agsumed' that the amnpit- in machine form, of non-lineartilew. -As pointed out in
fler is an ideal devic. Hence, this discussion will -be chapter IIany- 'pal- control syse wlcotain. non-
coletely appliabl olintoeassw rete liea effects; such a's backlash, Coulomb friction, and-

OU oxin naehidadveyotemsve effortsma ead
various apxinatrondu e in ileaerror., to minimize their ,effect because ag Ignrac fhe

tioal mplfie inroucenegigile rro..influence 6t systemibehavlor . Other non-Itnearitlas,

The Pecond section will consider real ampliftis(i.e .9"vayng i ~ s
non-ideal) and show how and wh h eut band culyb ul noa ytm ior ordcfrm.suh ralamliie diff eom bthe ed -dYAntic offect~which cannot be -obtained by itnear-
obtained from an- ideal -amplifier.. atiua the en ----

effects of non-Wninite gain In the -amplifieof drit emasorpastngtehodaclrtony-
H o. ad of grid current will1 be1 dicse. IO Aft Tety -oan ca eentb lmtatisosd -acclato, o-m

ll-, hir sctin.wil cnsier inmoe dtal te.u - fictiot;, spring preload, advarying spigconstants,
'f~thir seto ilcnienmr eal ~ wl edsusd etain limitations on-,the means

of he pertonal -amplifier as a.summter, asign o ersnigteeefcswl epitdct
it changer, 19d. 4~n integrator._ , -l

-~ - The non-linear-problenris- one inv-hIciL coperpra
This will be 9ollowed by material related to. the Inter-- tio hwasavery great:,Wtrantage ve othermeodfr

conecton nd seof pertioalamplifiers in the- determining the responsem, since analyti c solution of
solution'of single and simultaneous linear. differential equations. with'non-linearities is Inherently-a teioma-
equations with constant coefficients, se-by-tproes The'atmai computtional

u~thdsso=to. offer theoly, Iaa techimueof ,deal.-

Thssection discussesiways In-which operationa mpl- The impede Z5 is added to this figure to represent

;oe seueiso oafrnil . inwtteeeriiota prrte offisyt
flers may be used to perform certain mathematical the, Input grid resistor of the volto ge amplifier. -

These processes usually consist of algebraic additio, The overall gain of this-amplifier maybe -found by-
multiplication, integration, and differentiation. in the writing the four equtIOUS ('11-i through. (Vm-4) and

which are analogouas to the dependent: variables of the VI1)e..iz+e
differential equations written, for the systems to be .(VIII -2) *
studied. of-

-In geeral, the ooeratio~al amplifief consipta of a (II) - e K .-
high gain k, voltage amplifier, an input impedance, to lierdinreurm ts ecs-

a4da sc4 impedance. Figr VMI-1, illustrates tate wn odd number O'U aoliffier 'stage.Hne h
th*M er i wI~htheea elmesare Nnecuewte. 'minus sign.

.VflA

~ *~ i) .-~ - ---- ---- -- -. -
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F or thi- case, the operation performed by, the-opera* tional amplifier, is that of integraton, sign changing
,<and multiplication by a constant (/ 1 )

z)
The operational arplifier-may be Made to dlffvrentiate
by. ierchanging the resistance and capacitive re ,'taiiceK - used above, so that the relation lbetween the input -and

-output VOltages will be as given by equation,,(VIIIlO)
eV1ftqo 0- 140se1 -

Te, equivalent relation. in the time domi is

__In this- case , he oper-tkon-alamplifie-r-wiw-Mult pty;
- .thaig~ ,.. derivative b'ACand hgeflby PjC cangeit-sign.. As will be~~~Pointed out in section.VI-3, the use-o theOertonlA ' V ~ f - 4 )- ~ ~ ~ -- e g -(ij ~ i 2 4 ;- ~ ~ - a p li f i r a s a , d if f r e ntia to r m a y n o t b d e i a l

betauise o'tepeec fnoise,.fia-for the ratio e0 /e1  This'ojveraigia
found- ifrmthese equatio, i-s given -by -. - 1the feedba~ck impedance6 of -the oeainlapiir--

-~ -- - co sits- of a p ar l combination of resstance and-
- - - a v- c a p a itiv e0 - r ek ta n c e e o ; t a :,.Zr + 4 -1 R r I th e(1L.T5) :e ~ ZI i. N I ~ t Z it Z ~_resulting, relatin sphip b etw een the input v t gc an th

71 7_-In"this, ectiolc tiherampifier willbecnied an I
idk"~ie As showiiby e7quation (Vol"-) a very R cC'Ilz12 1jh gin~cvola mplifier will Mak the operational,amplifier relatively- independent- of all q Aa~ides except In the time domain," this relation, Is -given, by-:equationthe-ratio of feedbc meac Z)t nu impedance (VI-1) 

---Anldealoperaionl-mpiierte wudave;---Vz~adcvolageamplif_0er of infinit gain.,_ For this ideal, el -1) -() ~ e(s) ~.4ase, the relaiojhip between the lnputivoltageadte;- 
-

t -Ct a-16si 
:ha 

step
K be ulipiterifteseF-essoorn wil maneltivel ncanedwhleth input isvrid.

in iea i n l a p i i r I h t o m l i l c t o yp t v l a e t n t ,,p th Is a e To s o w th a

sign chnger.

-th oprator Z/ bcmaes thuh ofa- a - It apalntthtfrpploahignga

(VIII-d to ge th doesu thatge of theiulr ideal~ amplifier, te-t rd ote tha-
The rmelan s arwearsios the nput volta e wil.tpe-gid voltage, e Fiur ofI2llutae the danne ivo hchtht;eis g ipive byua tio (vm -). er sio - an il Men s arelIterconnected to aefo m pl eproess
-hiave)t sig chned. The. ePrto-prom ddit is. asuo thirdvle urent flowinge itoe pont-Q~t .er~iona ampifie I& hatof mltipicetualb te sum ofs thiuns cng.lo shgouvthofTh eoniant relsp.ati fo tins.I the timeo domain is pitra, qat -M thog-.; r*(VIII.9) ~~~~~~ns (V-.~f~d VX-d * ~ ~ ~ . EIs uniy, thZprtoa mlfe evs~ny; a slidfr"erto.o-gi otg oipt o

hangr.
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Rifler~~~Po& this doese nqutio eietntqaio VZS.A

otho'Btiikamlfe wh.-ue_'dttf inputs~

'1 ~~Mult~pliedbJ~ their repective operar.Thu nl] j tb~~~~ree i~otftutO W~ere consideredabvnynmerai
bus&The oetonoIteainordfrent~tio,

mutpicto h ontns and smIng"ca"beo-
beei a1 ingl Mprtiona amplifier.

______________ amplifier may be used to perfolm certain ingthematical

roesses.noeded fo h olufo of, linear. diffferenial I
e 2 e. eOtaatins with cteth cifint.Teaser In

& ~ hch inlieiies f2 ditthoper-

SE3CTxOkf - NON-IDEAL OPERATIONAL.AMPIFIERS.

jf _ io VIU-2 it asshownhow the opr~jita When itheglid is Ilegaive -with respcW h ahdg-t ?6t, _~h cathowadoe.~roa

_aiepmAa operation. Actually, the opergtidnal In figre vhf-s. This cure ipB OIL the order of njcro-it mpifer Is not Ideal., The'd voltage amplifier -does Vmperes; it - lwn butt~g auM anicety h
___ set have Infinite gain, and Issubject to 'drift 1' grd ipeacIt may cause an appreciable voltage drtTp

urent, electrical noise, an ii ing n addition acosthtiPedence As was shownintepvou
~ ~ t thee undesirable characteristics in the de voltage section, the input grid491 votgeo the opeftt.oa 14

'amplifier, the other -components, which mnake up the _p i-fis effciyly at zeo 0 tntalf, any Orea ba
"okertional amplifier may nat have the properties large Oft i . the Iie Volgehplifter. For this reasso' n,
*Amumed. In# this scinthe effect at thes -oideal the~t grid"C Ime Ic inot sown in figure0 yi-iproprtie on theopeatio_ efre wl ed~i

cuse qUalitaively uniaiemtra ilb
d", opein sectidonvIH4.

The devoltage*z mpifir usdi 1lcronic analog,
compuiters usually have voltage gain rangingi h
orde1r -015, Oto W0,G As iiapparentfrom equation

(VUI5),the actthatthegainis ot infiit puts certain
retrcton pon the perissble valueso input- and

fdback. Impedancs.+ These rest).rctionsi Wil be

Authetr-jiscuise n s-ection yin.- el
,Whes the input tor a high gain and pro6perly -ah4ied

dvoltg =opir Is- zero t0 -output should. Also-be _________________
At Zero potmatial. BRweVer, theA may be small current
changes (drift) in the tubes.i These drifts mtay be Ftjwe YT1-;, (?prafiohal Awplifier with,

Scasqed by slow changes in dc supply ptentials, In - rId.-C4irent
cathodelemission due to filament~ supply changes,sad,
in the resistahce. of resistors due to changes in, the in fis Vlk,63, the sum. of-thecurrents entering
iambient temperature. When these current changes -poat A mept bezero as shown by equto VIl)
occr in the firs be of t-e de -voltage am plifier, their - -

effect will be multiplied by ;the gain of the. amplifier owIII9,Y0

an amnplifier Is sedas at computer, thme mwatw MVl- ,I8e~te *hn solved for the output voltge
'will thusi h%"e this'-drift Vo-61, adiud to that ca0ltd bm
for the, ideal -opereuatoa aanp"lfez

The do"MPg auaplhtirs in pat4 Iilsse
used in w is teme class Ak OPev06.6 lug -i I~3O Phw .,v~tg cnithe gri Is always &no"v Ofth VON" ft "a". 1010h etAai from an ideal

Vii-)
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neton amlfe,3s n dito opnn 9R

o~evtloal mpltier pls a ddtionl cmpoent are used in the better anialo computers.
- 'Adtermnondby the magnitude of the grid ~Current and Aswlbehonisctnfvetegasuednte

-t.he feedback Impedance,._A*ilbesoni ftolithgasu-nth
opertioalMler may- correpondmo the coefficients

Genraly peain nose aybe efneda~of: -the differential :equation, being, analyzed.' Since there
desirable voltage. which may appear with the desired isa iienumber of posbe-relimt,~ Ifntnmeofpossible gains Could be reured. It ii not-voltage, 'The average. value .of the noise has been
dise~usped- ticonnection with, dilft and grtd current:. prctca tootI hs anvritosb ayn h

Ithe following disfculssion,, noise will ref ,r to hat fhevec tmeone binc whnitgaln-ti owh~ch as a zro avege vale. Themean a very, large variableL capacitor wouldhv ob
CP~WnS~ souces employed. FoPr the. sae eSo i is not very practical-

of o are many. Within the, dc; voltage amplifier, tovr'ieiptIpeac prcal.Furthermoe
the two primry sourcesof no ar htgeeae if sm-all vles of input impedance ,were required, the

iresistors when-currents- are, flowing through-them, ore fiptvlaewudb-xesvl odd
and the thermal noise gSenerated withinj the vacuumgewol

- __tubes' dte'to the unbeen"bolitng 'off_"- Of the- electrons T aepsll tedsrdgivrain ~hu
fro th ~hods. X rt ~mortanceis,~pras vaynge~input. and.U feeck peacelfru
'~t~n~sedu to"pcku."Th wres-used -tointer-

-~~nec te peationra -npiir canno be coaeey nalog computers have pvionfor Insetintap0
sAhielded, and Will pick up stray fields raditdy ntote nteiptothoerinaamfier

othe coponnts sedIn he aalo conputr.~The as shown in-figure O -4
presenc o nOise ntieuse.-hdsl computer.; lmt Theloet*

as n ppecaben fe finarl result,

~?ntiacan wit theortinlmpferayotb
MIrecomnded duebplfr wthou preenc ft hnoise.APfte

n9 0 Ol~ae apmllrs andh dreca ie, nd 5  e

Tt-wer conected as.h,#i as dfentatjo ill , d ffeiteA

o a~eyno'ibe~ n diintedfe~tae os
_~ ~~~~~~~mlfe malaapiieyihaanvaibefo er~ouiy

k!is always near zero effectivelyenl'.e-othebise.t- IH the
Th~ie dc voltage amIise ind theoperatioa medan aacos the poenimee ailurae r
t]le t thea output. Abovehs. vle, heoupu sagI -sturaes T help elmte the posibliof unpl- -

aton pefre byI thetw operaiona amplifierI depnd 1M
-primalynie, upo adn tnthe nptadfferakipeacs

Th operationalk amplifiemabecsdersa on-j IX5 quvin iciidl Ih Bens tht these Indne maotbffec 1 te thatftonth potentiometer ama b , cosdraos z1
fact thatmtheyfmardiffer by whateeiatolerance hase r 1 1 - -y -As

bee asine mstbe ep i mndtI adite tote (ViLIt23i figre, thfc Kto , egidvo -

the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i values, ita zero of~~i tmphtne tout knwi h o-- .i 1 1K

reane. Aot he fruniused in teoeainal compter danthe acoteraon ometer is- theusfratedio, Kof
te islmctie eletof esismotoae negigibl cand bee-ptnimtreig onlbh-teinumeac
tint bconsdred. Abovitos howee, thae a Certtage i uhhre hnte oetoee rssac

aunt o eehrough the ssiblaty n acuaehjaln(-2)myb ue ocnutafml 7
represntatiocdng hcpmitor would how ang sto the uvsreaigtefacinlptnioee etn
aprlifiers tos epresent h nlg oprs~o mae h culpthlmteanfrvrosvle

r hk signalls~ain whe -ii n cus

vm*f-IhI oawi



AMscio hei twxpoite out that operational jf Ja' is substituted Lu ,, (yM-25) may esartd
Idel dvies.Iley =y- be'amae into, the WOW"ud snd phaSe

is how~vr or~ iet hchmk h.11 e -A."' ( ViM-, )
dU#er trfrmiial can be made negligible. ithi 1c-
ioMiu-whc minimize thoe efects will -be, *q-2x o Awj *Osed that- the4 operatioali amplifier.,may be-

AmeIbs t o,1-W6r, in resls;I
re.tiaken, Aft' be'dcsay o~

quation (VHI-26) wheni comibined with the first brac~k-
"Is ~e e *490 mpOlifters used with most analog :eted team of (VIU-23) provides the.:means, lot oetermin-
coptrs ord I pdanc' Z Is mnaide muc, i .- ,74nl the-permissible range incmoim va.lues- and

largr iputand feedbackimpedances. For freqec hc will keepthe amplitude eror ithin
thee as equton 'yu5 a esmllido tiiacpable limits." quto (V- 7) prbiaesd

theA of (yn-IS), the same irmation necessary forkepnthpas
- - shift W~thin accaptable limits.L

When nteg Atois -performed- byth- oprtoal i-fier the implitude uad phase coiributed by the secon

('111143) A3

C)~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ tmddece.' Mis wit will td fdifeetitifites qutin
lb 00Mn ~vs cpraio amplfier1,4the fis bakte pvietemasorderiig h prqs~

-term of equitto dt(VMI- 23) Is at constant, and usually rane incmp -tvalues& and-freajUency which will
cannot be chne.Ih ro ntoue y'hs ke the amplitude -and, phase-errors-belw acpble
ter is nqgi gible in'ttselfi attention. caL be given 'the values-.

sensitie- if he PraiO~n performed lintegration or 0o disussthe st0 -tt acurc OReato~
d~fferentiation, and. will introduce a phose shift. It. Is amplifiers when tised as integrators, 'it Is convenient
assumed that the permissaible error is knowu, -and tha to do so in terms of the response toai uit step Input.'

a problem mists i deer igan operatift procedue Te unt tp iW chosen becauise the; Oerr wl be1 Iare
whih ilikep te in aNWd phase chakges within -the thu or n thrpssbeinu

-aceptbleMmis.An emmnaoof the secon, term
wili determtine these limits ot operation. heeteIptiednesarsstrand the. fed-

hac Imedancea caactor; eqain(II2)my be
Consd r th robl of ddtion. _ft Can be Shown that' written In thefoirm of (=40-O)

~> the equation correspondn to(II-3 is "(VI-24 W - _

e1. egjz,)j~)[~j..L~. -It abe ioticedtheithia6se tiim isotthbsmeform
K411a (-li2). Thatis the non-Ideal, operatcal amnl

rK. i) 11Br behaves like the ideal amplifier with's very lirge,
where At is the juraliel combination ofthe input imt-

peane. From the third, bracketed'-term, it Is
OW GArm thst thereia inttoastthmmbrf The response 01 the integrating operational amplifier

votges which may be aded . any gienfltoad ntbe~ipt sfun rm(I-Oireitr$ain and-accept a err nteno-ea - scbe y (Yn-S31).

Ithe ase,0 Afd*eeautIOate1 ps44ak~e
term oa (113-n) Weoing that of4 (VIft) WeeiAMiui Is, a power series, (VIE-l) te the

VIU-5



ilor drift voltOP
JffI.33. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X !6()so~l2 ) ttoperation -to be perfpd-is ofhat at* -egat

the-drlfttern takes the fornm W1K) 11/(8111C ).lle
for t/r ~ *That in,, thedrift. voltage is Integrated as well as, the

r t r << inslce, the ideal, inteo r would have-oupt-ft/R±Cg the term -t/2,r is, that fraction by,
- whch the output of a non-Ideal integrator- is in error Sneteerrdet rf safu~p ftsiIi
for t -c r- An, pparent from (YIN-IS), this error, asml atrt emr tedito prtoa
prAy be made small by making r large. Since the amlfe ihn iptadnt h e 'tim lt0e

- R~t:~prduc isa cnsantfora gvenopeatin, exceed a specifted negligible, value. Any soluttdon ex-
jhe rro ma bemad smilbyusig oeraionl ~--tending ~beyond hi time is not within the- requie

~plillers wiha larat valu*..Otf- -b Kile
P :accuracy. The error due to drift may b iiio

-- ~ th.~ ~,by usingr large amplitude signals, since the -drift voltage
~mpnne ww~ rm Is i the only mall rwtion at eotal out 11sigal

_Z- ,A sonb-(V14)h effe t o Owrest is to
Or 1"'(1pdaotaeoteutwhhiaod cttegd

e~~m-Z~p,~~e ~ ijed ~current and the feedback Impeac.Tog hsgi

current ~ o Ifsel i edbacizmlifers,*h~ awf
a e 4 f-- - - -:' ,tr othe drift-voltag appreciable voltag to the output., The effet of grid

~neasred t -the. output. of the, dc- voltage amplifier current may, usually be made ngiil y etitn
'whenq the input is grounded. row (V19-34), it 0_1 th edakimeacovalues -ofone me om or
sodn that the output of, th Wprtinlapife cwit e

tatrm* wic wud at nadriftlesa Amplfier, and-
- -. tem~hc sitw-due -to the -drift #6tae kor -n the next sctioin, the use of operational amplifiers
I~n -aloofga, this second. term reduces to for the, solution of :differential-equations. will _be dins -

_11Z''_Y ile WhiIt ,may appear that sbru- 'cussedTog the -assumption that he amplifiers
imutbe remembered that the drift which appears I of th O~n ts an-,lg levelt used't. o ii

p d, 0.9 gIs-fie to.tedWi h is tg fted mise the undesirabler effect 01 acm-Ideal opertloma
_ Rml~.~ Ay Lenrme in pinwill also increseth amplifiers.

-~ § SETIO.N -SOLUTION OF DIFFERENTAL EQUATIONS

'This section will discus in detail the process of in- wbore- ,(A'llquantitios are,4petrbd -vat si o
'ewOnnecting- openitlonal amplifiers frt solution, ac steady-state equilbrium condition.)

-~'- pfa *t of simultaneous linear differential equations ulis the, forward. velocity of the -Aircraft..
ith constant coeffclenta. The essentials of the pro- wis the vertical velocity. Of the aircraft.

1 fan Involved shall -be- Illustratodb by use al-an, example: seA: the -pitch Angle o the aircraft. -

1 Invo~-lvna fairly complex set of equations. _Spe d- aIs the otu rotaiOnvof t servo motor..
fcallythe eqaions will be- those of the, longituinal toI the total control surfcT deflectio.-

iaotlon. of an aircraft under the control of a simple 1ps n IVput distrbance to. the surface
_ auopiot.Theautoplot- is: asaumed to consist at a K1 * K2, are equaliser ga.

F iceuteqaier n igetielg yrulc!eond order servo motor,: a perfect -rate plus dis- K, Is the gain between servo motor and surface.

face deflection,- have not bee specified. This has be=n done to provide

a simple illustration for later'use, to show how the
The quaion 01motin I qustin ar asfolow. analog computer may be'used for synthesis. With

(YZZ-35)these, parameters available for* change it is possible
(V1 -. 00 4 138v 322 to optimize the performance of the physical system

U -00063.026W 22~ .for which the balance of pskamtrs is fixed.
(VIZ-36)r ~ ~~ ~ A1.re- -061.-.12 6794523Ihould bo. noticed that the, equations are written 'so

atiama that the highest derivative of the principal variable
(VIII-37) in each-equatlolils Isolated-on the left side. This is

_0 O0006* -0.006W -L 03 -8. 78 doneL to -facilitate setting up the'ct utr

The control surface equation Is an 'exception' to thisI,1 0P,100 K6] 'Senuotor Iwation rule. However, the eqUation containst iimple time (
(VIII..~) lag, and, as was stated in section yIJ-2, thisIsNos

Ke@ ~ tuulbrfas Epson cnveuie"W represented by an amplifir with a parallel
6.11 J&# AC etokftinthe feeaack.

Ii~ =4~ C



C~iiiid W the ft-u of the- first of the, atfrui S a- e It a no p s ib e o *a r o ttme mf t ,
toa Xpveieftd" if *orda, -It says. tba the rate-a of, Md the; Inegaibe Ino iiami, sowe -v is

are achtheappopratethe iiasuimr iior the osap ftb aaadssd toe (alpal t6alyine remtwlbWa nm400 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a~~~ _js .,eddti o1 t#oxtm o !

nesrat her the quwatRty 'a. s of' te "raietn tit' to Intortosaereur
befreIn hi c a. mutlg ad inegato mayvi ostf,* t' O n' f

cab~de to obai singl -rooter To-Oit first*, -tuoo
mthn vbe:u bari oth fpllwlngrraungmao

71te. w~o, cos pet~by. hos~tat heTh thid rc raft8 5equhaatio of t AWb noution

FI#neeed VIII 6 ichenzz~ o thosetin Wha equ a micke i"mae wayd..o -the - n ii qa tion ba
1*aW ii ~hr, he *nfiy.U,. A bw benmonioed thesltl dorons wil .rtf h relation

beforee th1 tuhis ofpt amplfier lte cain

equtios, om lel mahnie y,

it se0 caP ,ol etn yhc satiflee

will. be, taetaeof later.8' A
rilfrm te, Y--4-u iation sth relied bt lso r a so tnt -

v Ngatit ued nsbu
The0' Secondonq off~ofM the aifrmeeuaios (II-e)sa

apparatus as:tdfst ti oteto f pprtst
P11w.~~~~~*Wtae Vof9 ~curatoE f5 f n qati

to r (M3)intefom. Figure ft VH- ReO tIe fuctonalor o te
thoew prit nbers I t 4h ncalala
First ft Is~ii aeesrytueit-ooeae otg

11gw.~~~~1 VII036 Ieh-3Z,,2$r)deutin eal,(~.~hwmnyylsar ocrrewdt
a, an "ii"n-?wb-'tp,
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3'ts and the potentimeter settings ar theme were aThe gin +/. iK, in the next equation iSgain not__
1,.+ '+ -+ " -known. The voloag level +of I may arbilallyb.

X,: taken as 1, 000 volt per'unit which Is conventent for
-loweverheirbe-is ,nothor gpraeni.+Te gin from oto. 'eding I into the w and _ eations, and 1.ul4.tim.tely .

S Is 400; thltjis, .U/+o" 400 and while.gains of 100 calculated onthistbagsL 'V
e oI+ -WIosa.m ni-to opeatIona i emplifier am practi- -. ,

.cab!e if the. _anpifer is a good one, 400,1Jp. definitely It remains only to determine the feecisack r'si o nd...
, much too high. Thisdisposes of the obv os-solution capacitor In the S, equation so that the timelag has the ,

of "emalkingf C,+ 10' - farad-s, +: 2+00 ohms so 'that -right magnitude to complete themechaniation of the:
>l/R-,C-400 . q uatonO (VIII-$5) thrLogh (Vf39)M ; - -

hi gain dos' Ot all+av- to be a e At .. ,M . ... . .... ,,++ .+%. + + , +"

S Tm gaintdoesh not all have to be taken at the input As was. shown Insection 4VI-2 the RC producthere70, -to the circuitry,-however. It makes no difference mgpt be the value of the lag,, 03 so. In this case.
if part a the gainis'ftaken there, *d eit in passing This Is easily obtained by using, say, a megohi re-'' tarough the other amplifiers in. the cascaded chain. '- sistor, and a 0.1. mfd capacitor-., As has been pre-+:/ + .+ } + + + . , . + +. -, o us ly r e m a r k i tit ,crb e a g o o p i ,, er c o O O 6,64 { , , +-
Jup+oeC - 10 L ft_.! , -1/ ,!! 106 vta 250,-0 o.ms;? thn : the-h p ene- tponeeded +or inegatit . .m§of ' 4 spicked up across, the firist integrator. I is not required for use in time: lag circuitry '

I - then itheenputonresistor to, the sign changer4s made - -+ L 1m , 10 'hm, and feedback resistor a megobm, Figure+YII-l2 shows the coplete diagram for the
_ voltageWn often-results at this point, A further . mechanization of-the equationsunder consideration.
I'.i of 10 may be taken in the last integrator by using All numbers are, included, except those to be.deter-
a 0.l megohm input resistor anda microfarad feed- mineby the synthesis; those not computed above mayback capacitance. (This is prba toa me m and easily be verified: if it isdesired to do so.

+ it0. 1 microfarad,u,-since ithefirstmethod r ed. the
mpedance level. This diagram, has been drawn on the basis that, all.

The-thetgain around them cun 1000 (Vithwt Y 0e-4ty pkfd-unless it is otherwise,,exp!ictlyindicated. The
fedak) is 40 s hud b.convention,.has also beeon adoda t nu n ed

S is of' 'great Importanceto notice, however, thkartesisancesofa saoagerare not drawn i
t r m-ow that they are the standard value so that the symbol

something essentially different has-been done here 10.... . .is equivaleln t to..00n-nd'
Y' than iffth gain were a1. taken :at the input to the firstn equiva
-- ntpator. n Uthe laftercase, thevoltie eveL from.+ !npto .output of the a amplifier would not_ hav beenf also in_ tgrators ae- bjnilaed by .# - for .

changed. In the way th gain wa am aly taken, the 1. E . -. .

- .vol toy level him be 6 nAmce , ashown m in the O..tn
Sdiagteram of figur VMII- l

if One volt, Is placed at theinput of the sign changer, As a synthesis problem,. the one here considered is
for- example, and this represents one Unit ofL ., then very simPle. However, if it were desired to do more
the ten volts resulting at the -output of that amplifier than merely fix certain gain, thai is, fIt were desired
can still represent only that -one unit of the physical to investigate the effects of various additional lags. orquantity &; and hence-the voltage: level, the ninmber of to introduce other types of contrOL, it '5 asy, to see
volts/unit of ,, has been changed. it is essential to: -- that thescan be introduced-into the computer by intro-
bear this concept in mind.when the voltage represent- " indnetingit properly.

inga~sse~asnthe quaxionliereasItis neces. anwaprtsaditroncigi rpry• '+ ry to know the, +or' i0ltae leve!.ao tha -the gain into +* ;
the next equation may be properly calculated. Another Interesting and important aspect of suchprob-

les is. to determine the effects of certain non-linear-
The gain /r requires-no particular effort; a gain of ities, such as Coulomb friction or limiting, upon the..
20 may be taken at this input by using a 50, 000 ohm behaV.or of the, system. 'The machine means of repre-
resistor, and-setting the associated potentiometer for senting such discontinuities will be the subject of the
60 N (uncorrscted). snext andflnal-section of this chapter.

SECTION 6 - MMULATIOt OW NON- LINEMTIES
(a) INTRODUCTION '- ' ' methods by which it is possible to introduce these

non-lserties in the alog comiputer for more accurate
In 'the previous sections of this chapter, raw. *hwn representation of physical systems.
how the electronic operational amplifier couldbe usedto obtain the solution of lineart differential equations Since the simulation of non-linearities: in the -analog

" wth 'ustat coefficients. As wu pointed out in chap- computermakefrequntuse oftediode orpolarized (
tr IVI, real pysical systems may not be accurately relay, a brief discmmion of the general properties of
described by his type of equation because of non- i, these devices wil aid the understanding of the circuits
Uinearities whidch may zLat.- This Nectid will discuss to be discussed.
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SOPR I PXELOAD ()LIMITING

to imulaite sp ring prlomd the circ-uits described for- A simple method of simulating limiting to shown in
ouom ficio my e 9f,~e wit on pronal fiueVI-8., When it sml relative to enput

a orplifier an a drasoninfg impedance of the following atsiebu still large corn-P
pared to the resistance of a.cnhci~diode,- the ,ou-
put volag willbe that of the- innuntiL one ofI the

I d)THRESHOLD diodes conducs ndiivnt jrh r o e'e i
the. output voltage,

6e simulation of threshold. may be accomplished ()HYSTERESIS
p~~truha ici imilar to that of, figure *MI-i'l.MAs shown by, this figure, the diodes are non-conduct The circuit of figure: V.11-9 may be used to simulate,

-g(very high 'rusistance) when the input voltageO is hysteresis. As an aid in understanding the operation
zero. Far- Input voltages exceeding the bias voltage, of this circuit, it may be recalled that the grid voltage
one of the diodes conducts (lowered resistance) and the of, an operational amplifter is effectively zero. As may
output voltage becomes D (RI + it, +;R) ] (e. - eb) _on be senbh igraypstivei 'Input voltage large.
this circuit, RB1 must be small compared to R2. Since enouh to cause 'one of the diodes, to conduct will charg
the output of the diode circuit will Interact with th'e the condenser, C.,, to a value equal to the input voltsge
input of the-following-operationAl amplifier, the thres- minus ore-'hAlf the bias battery voltage. As the input
hold circuit must. be connected, to the circuit with which, voltage begins to -decrease, Ci will minftain the voltage
it.-is -to operate when calibrating. at, point (A) at a constant value untii the Input voltage

2a 'a7

eo and e, Position, orVlae

ore __________ Positioon.in '. Ot

V1-2 te'ZZ-8 SO&H1 uifdfigure P11Z49O, Siaulakibn of lyaeteresAsa



.-ha asbeen~ r hc e,@ 'uf Jc ntlv tQ cau e tr 1 e--
-to iondouct. When this second dioe coiducts, CI- ha a ~ --

W voltage6 equal to the Wjputr voltage plus the b~asvoltage
Th eedliack impedanceof the op eratoal a tliier..1

'is mrade a capacitive react 6c to prevent diffoeu- .-

!*. Jtion due to the-fact that the: Input jiypedmae in aj
cpapcitive reactance.

(g qCNTINUOUtS NON-INE TIES,

Up to this. oint, the diodes hve beepused to simulate
disconiuu n -leaties.InigrVI 0th
_u~i of diods to apprOxmater a smwooth curve b7 straighit
-lines is illustrated, This circuit is similairto t'uq
V*I4-15. The difference in this Case lis in the re- _.

aistances placed in series; with, each. diode.. Theseo

back Impedane; In step*-. -the diodes sorve ,to switch
n -each resistor whnthe, 9tput voltag~ ece ae 0  -

pt,- certain value.
The circuit& described! above aie" Ritncuaty the

betones for the patmua non-linearitles simulated.,
They are ircults which- have been used;, a seve t
show how a few auxiliary components can be sdt Jg. II3. iuaino atiuu'reproeit the maoiyo o-ierts.on. t.

~-7

7,

"The followig bibliography is included for reference,. The list in In no.sns com-
plete, but contains the major sbnrce :materlfe !rtts chapter'. Many of the ref-
erences, themselves, Contain much more complete anjd detailed bibliographies.

1 nalog, Od Uters for Serv Probis,' by D, Mc1omad: Ike eiwo Sceti-fic
Instnvaets, Vol. 21,. 2 ~ray 90

'; _ 2. 'Lnear Electronic Analog COOor Dosii,' by C. A osley sbd C- b. morrill:
Goodyear Aircraft Corp, Akron. Chic.

S . VCOMPuter Applications to Pilotless Aircraft Studies.' Report in-572 Goodyear
Airc~raft Cop. Akrh Ohio.. .10. foril 1951.

4.. Etlectronic Analog Oeputrs. b L. A. Keonm ad T. LIonr. Mcraw-I1ill,Ne

York. 1952

On0V
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The"pag@s immediately following include certain charts that are usfl in design
* -.-Sme ofthem have been discussed inthe text. '-,Otharx ofuusdaeicue
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Appendix.

PARAMETER TgftMS OF EQUATION EQUIVALENT f:iXPEsSIONS
COEFFICIENTS

DAMPING RATIO 3 1 i

UNDAMPED ANGULAR a 1 2- 1 1 1
'NATURAL FREQUIENCY-77 T.,

'UNDAMPEU I4ATUWRL- 1to__
FREQUXNCT 27w 2f-I Tn, 27rt7

UNDAMPED -NATURAL,, T 27 ,T /~, 2

PfE~2~C T2 222  LT~ 'l

22,

NATURAL PkERU~tOIt al 27 2r 1

CONSTAT a7r 27r 27 r 2 I .'+

CRTCLTM - 1 T /- 2r1 2 '7 2
LARGE TIM ONNTr1 -at CZ II?-irC .272. +, '.&~ 2

1r 1r C1 T V r r 1

SALLE TIME CONSTANT IL a1  0,1  1 W~ i7 Vw/p I
2a2 22 a2

SATIME CONSTANT a C+cr-]i

.ii+ ( 2Ta2

TIME PARAMETER 2a + 2a)2 +

RATIO al >1)ale- a. 2_

Table A-1. Reltionship Aeiong System Parameters and Equation Coefficients for Seconcl Order System,

a2 [(d2 x)/(dt2 )+a 1 t(clr)/l(dt)]+a~r j. 0

A-3
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F~a) 1(t)TIME REBPOKSE

2(t)

STEP Vt)

in N-

STEP
FUNCTION,-

VELOCI1T Y

fUNCTION 1 tUt
ACCLRATIONS

FIRST-
ORDEtl LAG

s~rs. 1)f(t)

1 .1 2(t)

FIRST
ORDER LAG

* DIVERGING

0, 

-- ------

0. sin Wt f(t)

UNDAMPED

ORMER

k f(t)

Tablo A-3 (Sheet i at 2 Shoets). Time Remponxee.
of Som.e Cormon Transient INdem
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Osction A,

ThM4W ~ NCREM4 - REPREAT ION w~nx

FUNCTON TATIOI4 IR _1 N CUNPLEX R&whommItAT0
If(s) us-PLAIIK Y(a) FLAWU

L. .20dbdd- ,

t Amp. ) b
-0' *ORatio

+2,70 Angle, o
,j~ I.9O+40db/dec.

.. (DOUILS) 4~+8 o -

4270*0Anl

.900 +606/d6C.

-~ 4i~) - Ratio0d-

t 2 17 0 m ' A n g l e o

4. ~7.
.i &4 I 0db--

8.0 Ratio

Anl -900w DS

_ _ _ 40 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _CJ+_____ -0w Ange ogi

1 -0 0Ratio

(DOUSLI) Phs
Angle _.WgA-ile

.jai-270 C~i-60db/dee.

Ratio7

(TRIPL) .18000I
-90 PhaseI

Angle '270,0 Log wJ-

+joJ.0 Amp. Q b
-'7- Ritio

+q +1800 4 0 90-

.270~ Phase
-Jw +270.0 ~ Angle, o o

+jj 270,* AMP. 0-b_ 20 /d .

k~i17haseRatio

1T@ A-4 (Stas*t 1 of a MWets). Sumary of the ibm
of aW ?inA~r of One 1romfor ?wta~on
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Appendixc

VUWTI14RERESENTATj0N: LOGARITHMIC

-~1 Ob +20d/e.--

.1800AMP.,

* 10, .jai -~270' 2db0c.-.

-Mon- 10

-k + FHM

.900 AMP.xa RATIO 0db - 2:"'

8+1 CW1 -48

az OV - ,

51 -00.+ +j ,1V' t227 AMP-* 0db 40db/e
'a. R.ATIO

s~2C 0 PHASE '

0 -je

-2-*) -~ 1C -90' Logow

13.
+90* RAT .040db/dec

0 db

S2 2t .c IT +1809 1+jo 00

44 PHAE

(Non,- 
W

Minimum +270*
Phase)-

S ~A- 2=2 Log wi.

1%/. c'i'-C 2 S, -270' 0dbbde

1RATIO W

j2i 2' IS

(Non-
Mini]Mum M(LE 9

Phaseo * -90'
(yo - Logw

Table A-4 e~t 2 of 2 Sheets). S ry of the Forms
of Zh Factor. of the Traiw Ler puictibin
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ioone weto 'd qf deter)AIninpf th\ t-Wanmierar, t o ,!&*f'- rder, i's P,(tV,) itself:I of a dy t ical system is to v~C_, '0 iath U 1e ao o-~
h e ,quotio (th, Oh ersti .,aton i-s (A 1-2) 70z0

the elinlorpolyuoini I 4~ 0,ranefer f'nietto;!set equal t 'e ),.S w ,-. eti t: ain The second Sturm function- i, ,the derivative fi p wift

ody of the t ixt, most of th-e Z- hOU 4v-ilable t., epect to z " , . -.find roots gre. tdus and are ai,, ,  whe 41 oss4.. -

However some -,linple easOs, may d ztve i~~d ~ 13
in this way, ani for this reason tv' t- ding 64hcussion is preseted. , . The third Sturm function is deriveI from S and S,, as

follows: Divide o  by 8 ; the result will be a quotientSThe problem is: vo e utQ and a remnainder 9, ; the latter will be ef degreeTer.ei:..t. n-2. The quotient I.s of no further uoe in the process
and is iscarded. - The remainder,- wkth chaageal(A, I-i) Z z .+alezl++a, z ' braic sign, Is s- In Symbols if '

fin- t valuesSo Sl Q ,i/'then:S1
fin thaluesof z fo4, which the equation is. .atisfied,, when the a(i -12,3,'.' a) areknown real qi ntdties. (A X-4) 8 -

can 'be proved rigorosrly that the de;.. ed .0otS
a are eeranything bthe.'tjrplex nunberl, , Th The further Sturm functions Of the sequence ate ob
real numbers considered 'pecial cases o . tainedby using the following formulai K1 ' .- ,
numbers. and the definition SR . S-;-'

It is a matter of common experience, that real roote s (4 ,) "-
are much more easily located than axe the complex
nes; it is also true that some o; the Aiethods for find- that is, by repetitions of the general process giving R,.

!ig all of the roots tend to work axt ronsiderably better.the equation has only complx roots. A logical 8,nce the degree of each success've Sturrn funcdtiot is
procedure is then: Vnt less than that of the precedingone, the proceasri fiI, , fetermine real roots and re.move them from wil ftinally end with An S. whih tS, a constanit, :nc,,,t" : chqar'ristic equation. deedntuo

!t .: 2. Dete):,%i wa complex roots from remainder. "

The whdle sequencehof 'Sturm oirtiths for P.z): is,Standard graphical atk numerical metbods for doing then: -.
; this %re well known, Suci as the Newton-Raphson

method, Horner's method, and the so-called "method ' ) .of false position. ,, For those wishing to) study these 2
in detail, standard references* provide-ampl material. So , z n + alz- +..-+an..z + anThey all depend, however, on first obtainig at leasta.rough approximation to a real root, and then ir- Sx z aproving the approximation. This can be dor e to any S2 a2 - z' - .. 323 - (ii2):degree of accuracy desired, by these method,'.

In the general case, there is no information abo-it the . ... nn -- 1-I
characteristic equation to indicate if there are any
real roots. The initial step is to obtain some in-
'formation on this point. A method due to X.C. F. Sna

Sturm, a, French mathematician of the early nineteen- where K, of course, is a constant.
.th century, wfiich determines if an equation has reg.-roots,wilI now be presented. The method may be The location of the real roots of P(z) is ii n carried
stated rather simply and is presented here without out by applying the following rule:proof. -proo. cIf 

it ic desired to determiie tne number of real rootsLet the characteristic equation be of p (z). o lying b.tieen the (real) values a and b of
P(*) - az+ aizn+ I...a 2  z, evaluate e'ch of the functions So(a), S1 (a),... K:and

o hgin ) aeue(bn ... ,K. The number of real roots betweenFrom the givea P(z), a squence of functions is derived d b, is then the difference in the number of changesas follows: of sign bet-ween the two sequences of functions.The firs t Sturnm function, referred to as that of zero IC ) It is to be noted that since only the algebraic Signis of
• Willers, Dr. F.A., Practical Analyohj, DoVer, N.Y. 1948 the functions of the two sequences is of interest in this

Mfilne, W.E. Ntiu-HcalZ Cailcutta, Princeton U. Press, rule, the arithmetic used in establishing what thePrinceton, N.J., 1948 sequences are can .be considerably simplified. Any13ahborough, J.B,, MAEw!ntr~ )fa ,iwtc aI Analyzvs function of the sequence (A 1-6), for example, canThe John llopkins PI ess, Baltimore, , d. 1930 be divided through by any positive constant which wil

-~~ A-i 5 j



~-1i

r14.*be wok eAsie, imtdof i j ik it 51rd Teifrf~~i otlale Lron, these, a gcrace
% 7W.teP4e'ieMabM,1,l tl15Ybdvie thZrQUgh by ni to faciltate wW h ul naoe r bet n~ipa Id intola

10 tn)

Th ~u ~a~e i er a~yto &ettle the question 40.5 5i~- iiI~ne
of heter (z), has any, real roots or not. !1.4this +6 + - - x it 1-

Ca, the coustants, a and b rng iU taken as *Q0i f.,. 01 f
_0 respeotively, 4n d the evsiuation of the functions Z. +-x

o Ste isqucs then simPjya. smtter of inspection - + X +x - x + 4).

othe algebtaic Sign of the tuvr~a bf highest degree An
If he~ av to harge -f ig fr % ,And Te cross'es have been. plzaced between 'h tgso h

four chahges 01 sign for z- ' then, b7-the rule,, there, fun~ctions of-the sequ6A-ices to Indicate where -the sggn
are e,~etl~rtwo real roots Of the characteristic equation changes occur..

lt is seen that there, i aMifeec f orcazg"o
honed thot t rsence of positive sign between -Manci+O; the cocuiIs that the given

real: roots miaybe determiner! very easily by this P(,,) has exactly four real roots.;. since there are4 mtho. ii hiscae, he untios ae o be evaluatedi differenes in Qhaxiges Of Sign o., t~o litween and

for ~ can 0 n 6 , n two between 0Omid +:, there are two po~tv

-The se o thegt e function canivestne topl the,a~gec si of e itials aofi re., vas bffthe, ance theot negaier ofeal roots, tLandy their equati-nroots fotr, r thnmat b n of the stan ard ermetod. mt ltion sarie ae bywn anfipy ou the xre aiss

ofa~ esired; oweef t1e co(S4ioa wor-k)(S'';t
involed inthue frala t en also.b s c ield h rcs fsnhti iiini.tt~1

gret..r thant tohoeuu tcnqead eddin hs dterintno t he reatrbi6 iil roots; i r s
greaestutilty s acievs inmerly dterinin rdtb the ua fntion synthecis8o yi ae h

-roeboa ruse e of val tum uios cn be.c etne r o mute midrnr,,n h prilitnt r h
likds f-etn~niilapqxmt te, ocefthetoth onf et oer degee relrof,
Anot imortn rexepin to-a theio. uset ofthoefucis root to taty ord te of~j aprt

theb lastf~ fiur redtn rmth iiini
must and be noed; e the trmuncton are l ayralwaybes- the maineadmyh sda aI in s o he

dthbe 3ob they ae upsed to, h e ne they xi t ow- fawy fro tdere, 't degthe poximeeqation whic
evert i Li containts muthier - ore roots, ih tur 'till be asustbestield. c ,oby aroneato cate
foundton that the et loathe irth divisi a as- bec o tine byroothe...d ,an
coureader.edn hiscaer, the coptoss dont dvsoreetkwihtenwtildvsr
appl.d ther re aso ta~xvidn hs, buins conrobls h rcs o ytei iii s _ryrcm

ok thce or multoe sols ofhqes An thocc r so Wende all thetemrooto oa f bee rel ovdot all thes
sedtat tltyi aevot worth cosderminhre factor of the ornequation mayetcdviin b aiotedve for.

faily roa rages f alus i whch he oot mut tnomer oero , $ead. thod ort qtisos are elie. n~nsnr olos osde h hratrsi cin ore osfeqtu;of the se r , the-0mostrco.in
Sa n t Afes at -oot (t o be Graeffe'f ' roo sqarn met

and iis method.ma o'1 __desref)s etho suffe resut from etifetsnoThe cmorespnig exeion te us f Stnz functions ayn isn nsm fteohr ntefrtpae hbes owpte as:ed th num uctosw awy hrernicale or. anvd i b se oso a ierative nature,

do te jo the arauppsed o, wen hey ldst hothfa appatio o the rooces wthles t id t is thush
ontn highe orderz~ rootsa it~2 will3z be2 essetl tocekjlrot bandbysbtito

ever, -i Of2zf'3.5a So0~ Ci into' hee rinal e cato.so, teroxtots care t-
foud tatt th reultof he fist iviionS,,SIhas bobtained bnitially as ther~ni corec values, utasd the

no Z ke~ne.38In2 thisOe h poesde not5 dson~ repeted ort sohe highetria evnsoro h
aply There ' are roots of thedin origina ebuton Thi eonsthatli1.~~61 is necesarytoetrl the rel uan.re, orh,..

seldo tha the are ot wrthonsidringhere fathroo of the cognpeqion maymbe ahicnted orae.
itesthd gives.5arhis give oisertoessditinal wossibitraie

roAh- aeo lutaioa ueia5plct6 o opetot.$vrlmehd o hsproe r



.9f error lnto themputaos 4 'o tree reinaetain Oeffej~ceu1ts to? thequtient are used to 'e
We 1 as thO ft that the PrOO104 is rather toommnly ne tia dii o the old one, _e

kno", WE~ mnethod will not be discufssed riw-her hereo. .. Iitipresth m ud a ousbutoevr -

a n~ ;,ethod is probably the most usab!,e of all th e '~a a esr fteclsns fteappohint
preseitt processes for the extraction of compilex roots. the corr'ect value. The method is, repentc-4 until the'
;t takes out the roots as q;aratc jgctors;, sin ce each reminder Is within some assigned itW o apoii-
pAir of complex, root- gibves -We to onle pu ffactor -ratlon; or, until it remains, of. the same magnitude.,'
it may be said-to yiel4 the roote- themoielves direeI~ after several repet ti.u of heprocess. ithis ist,
in a form re pirlnR, on, y the application od the, d4rtlc eus ticts ht'h result is as accurate, asv

foml.It has the fur-ther gdvantage t4At -t;, corn ca be attaie wih h nmergdigits used In the,
putation is Iterative; errora tenal to slow* downthe work,, 'oficets
but do not absolutely prevent getting the correct final.-

~eS~it. .It should benioted here. that the, irt cycle oi T6 s,~5
P.Ocess gyps an approximate factorization of the:

;~sfes,^M m,.. appeavrs o e heao.~. Axl:d. poynrnriI thlifeii e.. 2 .z~I first

of a1l present nietho of accomplishing th ame end; cycle is all that itis practicable to. use. igowever, In
itwo pairs of. conkiple, kropts are very nearly equal in Oactic astudations 'as in the case df the stability,

*4~gnitude, the process converges slowly, and may. quairtics,, the approximate factorization works. out,
:need many reetitions. of its basic procedure before a eclently-..

-- suffiiently acicurate result caibe obtaine-d, It -is alsoW
tutht i-smArr asLn' s method 41- reergeb Fl-ur A Irli shows the application of the first cycle of
ithrthan converges9. 'The condlitions under which Lini's mnethod to a general case. This Illustration shows

~hlsmayoccu ar n~tn~ly un~ertood; It 'happens how the first trial divisor i4W obtained from, the q=uadai
Ofi ey e4m n 'eetadI ratcly terms of the. polynmial, in line, (2); it also illustrates

always obviated by tak.ng out a. real roots first. the notaition used in the quotient, and shows in line (4),
ho h -rial diviso .s taboed, from the naztrqvr~

Essentially,, Lin's§ method is this: The last three ate terms of the quotient an dividend. The subsequent
'terME of.P-nolynornial are used: as a first approxi- trial divisors area obtafn6 4 in a similar manner'..
mation6 to au i aefactdr. The.olnolalipdivde
by the first appo taton. Th. result is a quotient if the pdlniliiial being iiiVestigateC bJASa pair of corn-
~And a Xre mainder. pleX roots of very nearly equal magnitude, the con-:'

4-i + ifZ; + -Z4j, - 0.

E2:First trial divisor .-

a~a Ia 0

2a2  a 2  ~

-6 4~ + a2* Al Z- a0, (z 2 '+2*(44 - r-

+ 1. + 1 +~z+~~

ajZ'r+ a(

(r~"+ r,'~)' remainder

-4. -Sv' d~a t;k -

a0

Figuire AXI. Lin's Method Aor 't? Loex Roots. of ei Polynini
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'47+5 7 (1 +i l::±810,8195+. 625)

,1 ~ 0 t.85+O625Y 1 '.8 800700 +S. 000 -(I-+-2.12,5

-~ 1 -~0,375 - 0.625 ( ~15,~~~16( + 5751 500

2" 25 1 . 84 ~175

( 1 2.11251-
Q~5.51a

+-.9 0  .1 - 2 .98M 50.4 + .000 ( + 7.0 + S.;8 - I
5.00+7.10 + 5.116+ 5Q0

-5. 10 4.766 - 4. 93,*;j

.)-(5 180 fi 2. 0w-)

~~ I . ~~5. 86 z.iT2 9
9. 0965).1 + 3.'000 + 8,000 + 7,000 + 5.'066 (1 +2.0jj36r t,:.072

-2- 05 C'6 + 70 35 +J r .00
-2:.(3 6  

.7-63-1.6

5.072 + 9:0Z5 + 500-4 5. ,- 889- 4A4

di (7) (5.072)-()(~O~
(0.072)2

--0. 984-25,725184

1 +o.i4:+ 049961 1 + 3.000 + 8.000 (I+206.:.3
O~Q4 - 0 986 .(+.1+.3

2.1mi 701 7.000
-1.984 - 1.9885.030 +5,012 + 5.000.

41-3&50 - A,,960

0.062 + o,~
a1 (7) (5OW30 , .(5)t--2 oj6)

25.3009

9 ,993-
d. t03 0,994

1+093+ 0 t994) 1+3. 000 +~ 8.000 C .0(~~03
2 .007 +7.006 +* 7.000

-1,993 - 1.99S5

54-0134 +5.005 + 5.000-- -4.9'78 -: 4.983



dorc1'ede~i cirectiy Xupn. tho retRW6iv mntuides Figture A 1-21Ahos tbo'lleeps~ary ork.
tQ N& goin~g too olowly, It i.- woipth while to suiteat the It will be nate~dtha or ylsofLnsprc e
polyno4mia to' ata omto-hch will Ancr'ease dif tormines the quadratic factors with e'rs nfeikendes in magnitudes of tho roots. dreffoe'a rethudA than, 1% I.P their coefficients'.
mxay b w~ed I'l this., U tiero, Is, any appreclable kwe-
tatIon in 'hie 8ize of the roots, squaring thezxa once or ahm~iue ~teroso h at rae it~4Qgvtrcn~sormed e ua for 04e IeX441 s re", P.24. Itwi ese that the L i of tbew jMR~amo5 ~diu..eg ith mt!Rct-r ra t y., As' a tudos Is not veiy m~uch greatfr t6.unty 61sptetatter' o,f fact, th ot r 1ulyfx nog pr i the coJVerec of the procass is fairly rapid,

_he eaioni; met with- in controls work,9 tha
thaolnmil41ti Detached coegtficient8 )iave been used in the, workingway, out of this example to shorten the pracess. A Jittle

i ractice In applying the method will enable o i toAs a numerical example, _the. location of therot o sImplify It stillfrh bonitgtewlti u
- + az~ 5)~z2 ~ ~. + 24 ,+ 3z + 8z + lz+ 5.0 0 will ~i h rc~.Uwvrit was.,felit ht the whole .work should be ahown herebO obAInedjtfrom a knowledge of the unfactored form, to 1acilitate checking one's understanding-of the procea.

SECTION~ A It - THRE IIOUTH-RURWYLTZ STABIrY CRTRO
In doaling with stability problems one oftsittirnes ha the additional condition is that
~to~ecit fthe rootaof a -given alge0braic quation of. te x6a:aa;;;a~

(A -i) a0ze + ale -. l. ,z+ a0  0 ok ecrnation ft hihrdgethan the~ 1outh a~tl

all ave egatve e~i a~t~ 46 coefficients value of each: must be tested friss
*..a, ae real numbers.

A gnerl cite~ongivn b Huwlt istha th a e- Another, more general criterion;, the Igputh Otlter ion,A geera clteiongivn~b Hav~t'iqth~ th n e- i'sgiven in chapter Vsection 9, of ,TrVnnsients 'In1'trminants: Linear Ovateims"l by Gardher and, ]Barnues. 11*-_"A nI ~..to IndicatingIsablt it al o disclosee -r4~~o ro-AII2 ots .%dth positive reaL parts a ell a6 hen ihrJ .D 1 . a, 2; a 0 ; P a a0 0 of purely imaginary roots.
* ~As an exaiiple of application of th6 above stabilftya5 a~~~ ~ criterion let Itbe required to intvestigate hrsar lt

oftihe motion of the pendulumi shown beloiq jcnae figurea1  ao Or . . 0 A H-I). The pendulum is rotated about its axis o-oa3 a2 a,1  0 at an angular velocity w~ rad. /see.; it is eltd
a. A4 a3  lately thr'u a small angle a,; -will this: anuiap-Mw

oplec~n die, out, or 'will it divergKe?

must all, be po0stive. The coeffieient &0 must be
positive or must be ma-doe positv b'ulipyn
the e.quation by -1).y b utpyn

Thia stability criterion results iisiumple r'ules for
-quadratic, cubic and fourth -order equationsA

For the above three types .6f equations the rule states
that all coefficients must be -positive. 'in addition,
for the cubic, equation f

(A" 13az 3+ aZ 2 +-, a2 Z+ a4 O I

A4. ZYX) -aa.- 4A - Figure A IX-1. Pendzitux (Stabil tyl

Fo rthe equation' of llbuif degree "Jt Is assumed that w. is constant; that the hass of the
(A 11 5) .- az' p 3

+aa az a- pendulum Is concentrated in the bob, o; and that h07 +a~z a z a.lateral motion Is opposed by viscous friction.



Sectiopu, II

'The equ~tion of. Mtotion fgthssystemIs. f~$~ h f1Q1~~~.5 u4~
t A 01- tg ~'rao to a.c q!,Itici pf. i-,

Were&2n is the- dampit'ig coefficient; g Is the gir4rN-644icAPO qceratioikconstatit. Aspuminig a sol~tion. xx~
o(41)of tho Ifr*n e t the'rroulta the equation

(4 IX.a S2 e tateIot 4-1 4,~ tJe
(+ s 2n~j + ~ ~ ocepjon -s to instbliyq 44 a*~4d~~i

ad-Tti shows that (,4)- wildoes ' icomply7with
2the condition: tlt I o !tnt bi Aet_8

P2~ ant unstable mltogi

S EC Thliq A II-FN jQF.A COMPLEX YAL Et
(A reiis~et6r the Widerstandak of this section lies vertically above the given x. Tt may b ..ttedis a werklig'11rkowledge of the elements ol the theory that: As x moves along th -axls,. y Wve alon_W40pexuniers., This Includethpoerisf the cuve f 00~ as shown in figure Af-i'o0 plex numbers, the Various ways. of repreqsentingthiem allteb-MiCaliY and graphfcally; giid thje futida- Now, one may think of the function v - i(p~ o the rmlmeslta 1*rwnp Qf4ad0tionq. 'Abtracftin,, ~multipU,- variable x as a special 'cgni off~ thendo Vwcation, dwv'~ion. evolutio and Involutli o oplex the complex varlable z Th ucIoi (j .numiber's geueralizatiton of the imatip yI xx ~t~ sa

generalization of x91 TEN q'Ti* SETION
Since z =x + ly, w 7 (z) atF(x4 iy). it is of interest'S ection Ifroduces the concept ioi, functions Of to find the relationship betwe w, and, x -and ,wetornlex VOL- ibs t definues ariaiyjle "unotiOns and the relation-shipbetween. *.an4 z is 'own.distcusses some of their properties; It introduces,: thecomplex w pfane, in w*Ac4 functions w of the co'~e TheXi folwn-ea~l -bhow -this canbe ItVariable, ' arp plottedR: A: discusse poeNn eo p A~

fi4l itdaswt h ieitgral-of VI. 1) i' f(Z) X

j The material presented 4prp is 'a. useful 'oiiite then
stuady Of various technical, gifbj ects;, especially ftuthiestudy~pt electilical circuits anid of dcertain- phatse' ~ (A4 X11-2) W~ (X, i 2 (X2- y2) + i 2xySerhkiisr4 IT wory.

Thus, Ar is itself a cdmplex number; designating theiNTRODTKfi N OF w (z), A FUNC TIO OF THIE real part of w by ian eignryat YV,'YARIABU z. A13' f- - v2x

L zbe a complex numbers z + ty. Aftti yO: . 0:
ecomes Teal. Thus real ntupp~bers-may beconsidered and

a Ioacase U~ complex numnbers.
(A XXX -4). *u + ivy:The fuftction y -f(x) of the real variab',e x m~ay berepresented as a curve in th Xy-plane. The value, it may bei seen tht, tle real ars -also th~e l~ginaryofY yWhich corresponds to A giveni x isfound on the part aie finctions of' x'ali~isame hgrizontal, line as the pc~~i onth curve which
(A, (g)5 y1

- ~Anotlher exkpy

Y1

is used. a8e smo-~t4 wlxJLbl J
stado saithe, b',_6ji~ ouh) oqt :rsbdwitih- tradl tina.m_ eng''. a ZI-3 X
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4&

TfEDjVT1EO. ~V~ P C TO 0otsly, in oldoer't ia 1 'J
;nd-4i0 jiil have 4_4efnt ii1L nWta euvi of

Sicey 1Rf~itt ~ ~zii Ci t'r d the functions t&b eal ni~ms eak'r&~e L.4 - deriatv /cz thosevwidch aroao constitutoWI that dw/qj Jits the's ManP
~Uh re1 fr,~ . y~ h~ n~s~e ~ '' (ee value rogardtes, of th e diroctfor. of 44, xILt, r

-"'herelfr ", 4:;-vu-v d (ee conditiosi is that is imposhd b tis ~Cre k Stcnb
figure anXX-) hi ~~qa~tt-T~~y given foundb byth~foiiWw~tng -reasoing; Let

'vleOf 7, ,it r61PsW -he m rAiule Qi the slope
t UiecuVe f'(x> at , eiven-pinti. . The S epsiork d ain Ait~

fot ,y/dx niay cdntw*;i adto to,,x and fuhtc iono -S4
"t-,of Also- functidnb (A;Yjbut.since ~Y raus lie, oft. ,he

h'i6~'cure yf~xy p comptetely 'Speiidf a and let un lie along the -xs ~, z~;te

Nowedf~ le ~le.p te x-axis; e, 1% Ax then

4 dedatv 0d/d 4-ii now befud r 1-2.x+T~i

letdriatv Az/d has~ been definda thex; limi of, oy,

r11-11)

Ic" theiatv oi to hee i asderade. o:tfiie equa-o

tionsX1-2ca th sam- aenonath Ucyian

Dervoiv the ancto Rea z2ci nie abve

defin dw/d as: the limitmn Uapofhe zrto. Ti ueini nltc taypit; ef l
vector zhan is xi aln tne- en xz, plane ant Aaisie the (Adtif (A3 Z/x

* ap'roacesziro a0 3,_tt Inl arie for IS
cfiIO~ ihe, derivative, O

thft, nrtnn~ along e -s II c-n fmv utsin f (z)s of au V)ea F )t OM
Yhrug the" indi ,n daetp at allle anIhi-wolanhs efnt vhe 1

*~dc 1 metn thf-t point~ mtgh hher- any hasI~ of valuetve.T
dYedng tedreto f~ tAz.s (Je -1g3ir Ar 111-4). aso the function w liz

.' ' i o s
'Co 4,Z~

or th fu A-iwllenabve

' ji II1~

I



!g 1nt1 1.a t all pointi. ek eptn ei e10 formally a cdoserdis to theelt ,stt series

" 4 i"a,, or whc ot' e" hr, or deoes Ya-e -dato the I
t)ts i e10- , ..

.-. ,#., sal'I i e sin (i+ z-) is.-.:n - (" • h0),e ' - .. -

iaz 6 07 *

A' CM ie. e- .t hat w zu andwdz-nzn-1 erd-t and (rv in- If the i 90 y ser!8 ¢is muatid o x •y i and add01o .teg al) e analytic at all points in the zplan When cos q series, the'result '8 -the serieS (A V ,,. t'or
W'"nn.0 , w has a derivative at all points wrse

ist e at asfaoriginr iLe., ate Zon.TI(A 111.21) 008 a, L9 sI :
The A.m or the, product of two analytic functions is

ano aa T.us, any polynomi Now a . e ,-

(A -- w* a-(+ 11-22) es ex+het eye Y ex(cos 4 t 4 D ,

k ann fucioi the fe what is meant by the hhponetja' to wt : v'
i -solne. Thisto a-aalyticfunctio n an can-be poi ,.

the test for the Cauchy-reoan h p4,A fto such §,";mwsisX

ie -or which i sIs i mnine. W whereu is n eaiy an4, 0,x Silly ,h

ct Cap redefined of ousthet sin z a Lr pkl ithe trig. (a , a,-23)
doue sign xs awa. of wh! at. expressible

ir power g r~sOf nAre analytic engipt at certa-,fl = csy -esri -

poihts;gled; tihe same is te of' the hype L-,in us sctions "
o lso: h i Sin n analytic function. of zdlt .and

-W 2) IS al a.a ..i. .then sin (1 + z2) . .ph..o analy-
W; Le., Iteean, be show -e that an analytic .oction of ie ..... " + i-, . ...aa analytic function is g.pj ana~ytic. And In all cases - oeach z =x0 iY0 thr .or~ d a r i 1

r, wlbe found that tha' analytic furcnsst~f the +i(x, 0  A new complex Plane can bieej~~i4 ? ' Czuchy-M1orna'nc.d~ (A 1113). Which there is a u.-axisteaiofrlanav.
axis the axis of imagiaries, then one can pl..-"

Am example f a son-analytic function is this",p e aa Ifuion oi" and v' t i t(i)
tlw..plane.1 To, each, u and v0 there corrcospn;,0'i

(A-+IV then to each ii t1 z-vpane) there corregr, .A
a w, (in the w-plane). if lI the z,'s Along some , -'A-whesre u -x+ yv. o ; obviouxs!-$ Zu/Zx/ Zv/Zy. In the z-plane are plotteil in the w-plane, -the, r z
s a curve in the w-lAhne Which is called the IV

It should l so be mention-eu 1,1at. a function fails to be of the curve in the w-pl ane" If all the points in'-&gY. '

analytic a-t a Point where it is multiple-valued. An areg in the z-plane are plotted in the t"pIQ'
. .example 1, w .z% - . for this simple function, things result is anarea in the w-plano. Thus.1. Li ut

can be redefined f course, so that the and
double sign is always. takep, Whi.h m4 ls z single , (See figujre A. l-)
valued; btqvtun Il this is doi !a fmci~ s it stands
i$t not gZOvsilytic. w-iii

P.Mo ij this Point on-onily analytic functions-,will be dealt
with. I <

EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS OF z~,-V
1  ~ i

What is the meaning of w .11 "~e+'-v? Tp grrive at
the answer it is convenient to. consider the serie -s
expansioni of eas 0, sin 0 ai~d e6 ;r~r i.1-. _i ho~ (~

92 64 06 Let(A ~ ~ 0 0-IiYj O = 1- - -- - + .- ( 11,2 IA~

sin + -71 V-: is WL (z) ant-! oJ(z) have nq ~~-~&~tr
a 9 193 4 * Tt i.s required to plot th lttent

T F1 T! F! 5! maer to do thiS it is catol *iA irf~7~r
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o hsplot; for Instance1 an hich makes Ahould one foM~ the, Integral~w )d n t4ko ta
, hep1yiuovini n the-nuratIMr z, 1 vTanish glie.: the 'limit of the sufl of the rectangles whiose base is

0; but the 2? s whichmyake the 41e~ trvnish Az 4nd -height ,the sam~ difficulty ari!es as In
~e t.~7 root oi t~e eqtltion 'he case ., et io~ nam~ely, 'in whidli dire tio

is 6z to, taken. RIf ( z) d1z i J o ve 4, definitemean-.
* ( X~~) ) A~Z~ A,~. Z~* 0ig, 'the ditection of L,2-as to bo priescihed; -and this

* Is donie by picking, out, of the infinite nunmber of z! s$j5
etthdse nots be PIP 2. .. PM ;then (A 11I 25) cdan be the z-plane., only a set of z! s which lie, along 5Ohme

factored inosingle slecdtied line in the z-pkane. For this riClsbn
(A XXI-26.) N(z) =(,Z- ,) (z- P2)* * z )the integral i's kown as aA "Jini? ititegral;OV it i~s de--

L ighatied by the symbol r, f (z) do (s;5ee fgI~ 9 rA 111- 7)
- whero the p, s are corgplex r~ootS of ri(z) . Whex. z as-

sumies each of these values, Nq(z) vanishes, and so does
:w(z) ;therefte; 'w(P 1)W(P2 ). .wO) are all zero.' The dA

rosPL1,P,. . .p, of N(z) are'called "zeros"l-of w(z);
eall map nt th rgn of the w-plane.

C (Path -6
Any zo. which mak es the pyiaI.D (Z) vans case itegraiohi)

'Iw(z) tolbecome infnite. These z values are the roots
ofl the equation

III~~27)t D)B2~+ g51 z"- Bc, 0 1-

jrbe s s..Sn then 79gc04 A IMX1'.. Lfti6 Inhwgal

firt ti28) D(z) = (z;- s1 )(Z- s2). (Z (-5sn)

infinite for~ ~ ~. . ~ =If, the line h.at as. its and points thevluszanz 2/,tls w(z) becomes tniiefrZS,74US..Z Mfue integral is-a definite one, f~z2f(zjdz These 64Adt~I~ear clld he -pl-S1 oDIU)z. 'Since w - Z po ~ ints may be anywhere-in the z "~Plane. If the Point~s4 . z are infinitely largt, '4-y .onolt be plotted In the z I and z2 coincide, I, a., the linie its a closed- - urye,;
fiiitevortionx of the w-lad thie inftegral1 is sometimes -desinated by the sr'o

The line seolected In the z -plane Jis known ~as the tvp
To show thew, a "artificial" rI ~ c.~~nfifnt of integration" il figuvoe A 1IMS).
i's introduced; the 1oc-as of all iitihAy large W s is
shown titerce te ~ O finite ~du ;-C (Path, of

axdt-t piifipd that 9 Anprda"'eB inWnty. Tti'a4z

Fqx allvakfes.of z oth-Cl -?vw Ueh Zerow Vid poles 8a,6sf z
it sgremrSr~ to u~s~ne augiber 0 z s. 1iqtI4

olyaboriftls of (A U!E24 e 6 slvra th crreS-
podigaliet of W. IT tbpO 9 is ae A'Clo"0d curve,

-V te plot in te we-plne is also at cloged curve- the area
inside~~~~ thser- ~lpo n an area in the w-plane

bt o saiyisdete~'~uv;$ cs ,aloal Figw-e A XXX-8. Cosbd"Cnrit o.
outsciem~ '-~~ve ~esiject of~ =apping sn

o~a ~ ih~siq, of sarvoledhansms. more A frequontly usedj pith of-t!~ton Is .crl(s.

about it is NO I~r k deotioxi A IV of this appendex. figure A III' ly. i equv.tid-ft of w §044 6 l0eis

~2'r"( , 0=035O Or' COMPLEX VARl- .(4 1114-j 46a

The Wnegraljfcx) d~x can be thooght of as the area. tnder a
tide aurve, y = fiOGY. It is thre-Jixit of the sturd of the

~ oftherecan ls whose base is Ax and height is
Y f00), as .6 becoie indefinitely small and the nuzn-_ I

Softhese -recfaiglesbecoxnes indefinitely Iarge (see'C

I *-This mneans 'that 'Any point on this cirelie P-an.be located
:.pY a vecto 0hc is tesmf nd bf, the Vector a

*~ '*hoe angle with the positive X -isi a .

- ~if the certer of the circle is at thje ~ignof th z~plkne,
- ~~~the equation (A 111-29) simify -6ecomes: (t iu~

Fiettre A III-6-i rntegraiiton aay Limit of Suvmtin 'A 111-10) '



........ . .

x4l~c* 4. 'O~~ hr. ~ ~ ~~~ v e thier v os
IVga C~rle, a s~nill ox~e ili e lig~lt4 Is~.Had ~]~
square be%,4 n ti4ws asf~e( igi A Vt-

along CD g - x + in;, 0i ign nov w Udb,0:

fit 11134 J.d

fJxd+igxr in :i2lydy+if'oYd
f~~~x~~dx+' ~"d~N~xd4j0 i2 2dFigure 4 1 t) ZQCrcle x iiel+ kd kin-x+ ~~~y ~ ~ Y if y dy " 2dAsa xmple of a linelintegration,, let w - z2 be in- fX0= o." r'

'tegrateid along, the 4ihove Circle bFgr 111)
=ae± :, his, path w~ azf20 ,t L4Z iaet odO; then -infj6 xejr + d ify.d

(A 2ii3 Y. ~ a2e 20i a e iOct i ae=d6 iris k~n3 ns - 0

iaf cos 3 0d9 0' a 2 sin3 Od.90'O It is clear tMait ~zzis zero for any finite sit. osquare. By ,yv other paths of integrations 15 illThus,: the integral is aero and ts ir.dependent of the be found that 0Z2 rj 7 is zero for any path. 19fiis* i stuM--rdius$ Of the circle used as the pa.h. of integration. beasz 2 b nntiatnyfieponInh pn.
And it cai, be r4'owa that for any functin' whichI14 the Path F-f integration is the circle shown in figure is analy,.ie at rny point in the z-Plarte Pa in P4 gral11I-9, the integrai< is still zetr as shown below: along apt?. .q. cjsrve is zero. -

'~~.IL3I)z- +ae O. t~,±~~~Gdz~iae±BdO;

zd'.f2ead 2,z~iO84i a3eiSdO= N
fZ. tieafO"f,.s+ sn~i 8 iiof2~o~t 2si Oz93O 6d0' ifff~~3+ sn6 O

0

.1 lIdsse~ , the result is independent, of tfe raais (A .- 5 z) dz
* nor does the positjo -~ th cnte. (AP the~ circle matter.

fote any ct~sed path 1S ()i nltic airwbre in the
* As another evoopJ. let- the, sanne, funq tion W .z 2 be P, -plane.
* g~daong apath-hi i AZh urJ a 7-pan-I elvTi pqirt ft yi functions wihis ttven hr

wIthout prool, t nymade plausible by A few ex-
~0,iii ainples, tI aotnt of the Cauchy-Gourss t thoOrem-1

O~i -.-- ~,jSuch a p~, edty O a functio~nis without p:,ecent in
th raCA of real nunibers and Wight, therefore, PI:OC'a
somxe At puzzling. To makc it ~ikr ct accept it,

0, 0, A1 t ~ ~ ~ ntg. a ~'ni~roy'!-'s1itiiarca ei tics..
- x!x d dr.- 14yC* let al~:t atesb sll be athed sprithg

Figure k Z-1-i Rect. Q;; ofa Pafhs of Xnarjgion a

see~ tha ~ ,~ & ~ en, Ais m~ie oll~oow the eurve c. At
change ;, alob g zo al=~ i;~ z ~ S~ b g AD ~ '; ,t ~ ~ e on g th es ev v tho -i .utkc en soft z. the netrin -

idy. ~ ~ .7 14 *iea'se in'd x~i~ .doe notm~nto h

ingrating, Wcngjhk~j saofe i s i'ergy ipth at poikt. The total changetntc7 gie sf&E ofe ths SquAMe coanterclock- I!~. ginergy as A rei:urna to It i~tial pc mt is the in- -

9, ed~ieyi CD ~caid DA 11" ral Ot we change dE aogtecurv, An since

i(,A 33 yz~ I22X-C 0 1 6' o(* r y yx (I+1YY)dW-,IX .

dY ' ~j 0 t _gcy 1' 0 .

I....., T -



.- 7- 7 -7~l

f $e~~~ion)A~I ~

~ ' ~gv.~, e i qteral J 16 i_'seen that th'e1 inega ,nti~se is4 not zerp 1,ut.

'kr;MW, fxl A, st"aY A tbl 'ax~ 'AM(4 ,d f ~ ~ AV

Aenet Vehanr in poton4ee2
i OJ pir alm.. t1e: path is- the Integral of 101e ci pa 2 "'n-6.AAi

4 pto that pxnp,. Ifthe mi-5 ;6tun to. bt4j ng _

-012W, the charg~.e in his potenitial enexrgylI zeo. Tisi for all, PI
Uaother infegral1 xch is zero regardleags Of.t:'hf%

.p~th of Intevati, ...- ThUs, f z~dz i$ zero %or anyin, positiyp or egi,
excpt ..., orWhI04 its Value is 277i

yt.F .if the, path of integration i1.Pap are of the pgboye-pirce
~. ,, .- -w~th te ~nge--6fthe end pointazA, andz '4g 1 -, and
Z 2A, (j.-a ieC f igre, A 11 -4),hei 1beoie

Figuf 2Ad -I off - a.

Figure A. 111-14. Int.~iegration Alon ofcla

-tg exrk -gt t~ 9, /ifth shavefom toz

Thte -4 ntegral ofo 1/n(we e>lovrf the sarn Arc

'A't~P ~neg a. proces ifrom , ito apprahsd

~6f-th rd i popotinalto heange ; a teTphn irau of 2cs(wherem > ove e n sl)pieiad

th10 tArio strhn (ide., in t~prasv, t'Qd) yasu zer i. tVi
tinefor ny ath ot .urrundlg te orgini~edethrThs tegrls re s and as a prahs n aPaee 4cestl,
point whre the od is -atach~d.. itzaloapoce eo

Turnng t the1un~ioriw =~~ itIs sen tat i becmes Theumai ,t~ integral of zln overt this arc. of ra-
7unljci pr nganaoalo

Fiqr A Tor S

r~hS aon Analyt; z~ie~8 Fucin (A ~)fon>0ndavr
-0z

1
such~~~~~2 asj~ 2woeifgreM1.Tetrsileeg

-4fAI.1rod3is rporoa to he: an e0;ast. dB-r0~IJ~~~JIn tkin th ierl a3.xS[(gia. sizn closd cuve (0e
comesA-65



'04 ond~ 66 fo r'iss itself, tho unterclockwise (h iat sign is use ea~e~ t~es&i(.Teitl egads *0 5T ad eca r e0 'a~ -tovr~ d
d,'~eci~~is akn a -psitve.~ dlr~t~n onosteto- C~ S iflc Ps can be r4ade-

It,~a 6.0 5hQwn that the value of a line Initegral. of b avernea In- 60~st -&rec tions -th6 Itegral O'etii
a fundtloh .depends nton o on tefctoitelfbut part - lf tho path 'caclot- Noting thatthe IntAgrae"1o on, the pith of itgtIo.'t will now~ be shown around the 6icl 12 cak 4 i f'eon op le to.
that when the path of integration is a plos'ed lourve and, -th At of .~,teern4s ----

I&heiiiife, t~he function is analytic on the curve and
at, any Point in the regioni enclosed by this curve, except 6 (4 II-4-!) f SW(z) dz if; N(z) dz '

at the-point 0~ (that ~ieans, -04is a. pole of this function),,I -

ththe value 4fti e einteg-ra i S a kn Ifuction The, equat~on of the circle !a? is ---

ofL this point;,

This Canlbe a s' folos 'Theindt'ign havioig- a
pdf6 at' z 0 is of the forn wj(z) ="f(Z/(z) (0.e - As:d~.~eead - 0 ~a~- y substituting
figure A 1.11-15), where t)dosotctanteato thevlusit.the right-haII-of equation (-n3,

(4, 11-45)

'f(gzd 2 v J( 0+ae JOise20 r
P c~~t Z- Z a jo, d 7 ,f f~z .a40.-

Th raiu a can b aeabtaiysal i hI: ~' zero. Then equation ,(A 1-5t

~V~~Z / ~ /1 A IXZr-46) Mi) fzdzI ~---zr ~ ~ 4nd, finally, equation, (A tg) becoidl........
-(b), X- (A 111-47) ()Z

Figre~ 1115- onourofInegatonnLosn This relation is known as the Cauchy integral formula.
a Pole - - It, states that if a function has a pole at somne point z~- Z '

ie. , it is of -the: fornlf (z~) /C(z-z 0) ), the-integral of
'tecause -of the presence of this pole, the line integral this function around any closed curve urndgte-around C -is _not,,zero. But. one can change the contour pole is equal to 2i1 f(z ' Where f-(Z 0) is the valu6 'of
ia such a manner, as to avoid the pole; (see figure t(.4 at the pole.-

A II i(b-. Now the function is-analytic on -the, new
contour and at All ponsik iete.ecoe'ein As an exam~ple of the applicatio iidtthe Cauchy integral1
'Therefore, the CauchY-Gouksat theorem. applies, and formula, let Wz) -sin z/zz)(which shows, that. w ()

~r~xg~st h~n~gai0n as showni h igr ne h.as aPlat z Thnhentgral-of *: ()_Around
can- ~krl~; .a path which encircles the point z, is: - -

W)z) 111.2) . ~ dz~ 27rj sin;z
c ~w(z)dz+fW(z)dzfW. ~z)ddz-n

* ~ ~ Z At+)W- 5G W(zdz =- -mffsiX. coSh y 4+ cog Xfsih

SEC TION' AIV - -MAPPING

(a-INTRODUC TION -(b) METHODS OJF DV.SIGNTIN_.jG POINTrS, 1IINESAND Ait'EA8 IN THlE Z-PLANE

6ne of, the methods for investigating.he stability of a
servomechanism is based on, the use of the 8p-called -It 'is important to become familiar withe ways se'fNyquist criterion, 11 In order to understand the deni- to Jeint onslnsadaesi th zplae
yafionof this criterion it is, necessary toknoW % in the
thing albout th operation of v n=Pping! of a given contour le;r the thefry ofr6oiunlex nubesiishontaa
from thzpane inote plane. Y'urthermore, before heponintezil-e sdsgatibyz +

.a disussio of mppn OnyP'bgu ertai-n funda- -(see figure A V*
mental concepts regarding plots in a complex planep .1,

but e ifmderstood, For these a'easons the piespntatio i, etsih li'w1nuniited, are designated as fbows.!
in this: chapter witl be -as follows: The~ad ~~o h ~5i ;aln aall( "

1.&0dxena ocpt ntiosff *iz 1tn - to the y axis and ata distance C from -it is k- C;' when
* .points, lines and areas in i;.t complex plane. - G - -> 0, the, -line is, in- the right half plane (see: figure -

'2. )Iapig l(2). ihe'designatiorx of certain other lines is shown

4Nyquist criterion. -- fgure A IV-2..



- The hair plane lying to the right iM the line x C is 4
( see fture-A V) - -J. -- -

TO -0?

- riure AIV.. kadal Stu~io,1t U14?e

_____________Thus, the positiAve balf of the x-axi-s is 0 0 ; ue, eA-

- ~-*.- - . ~ ~ -. - d - -- ;desigrited:sOnh~~~

Fj4- " I-- 'P- An vrtl a~da
- FiureA IV2. traihQYi~es IV

3Y oiota ti .
UsY: h ias nlte pe af

4 < edetguedby00<ir ndhergh hl
jy -/2~0< +~I2if he )undry ~ine ar in

V U 2fP~et hdd f~W~e-7/. ~+7/.Tefrtqarn

lgur A V_ Stag( /s
A vrtial trp i Cj< < a orional tri i

th e hlf

-jLfp1j 16 c-ued -ni j---72 4+7~ efrtqarn

1; albe 0,, 0 -l rX ,Y> eodqar
VP 'A /2 <, -o'X<

It follows that x > 0 is the entire A igh-~npa2, e. (-N1ote .

the crosh*1chg Use -to designate aA -rea.) 51iilarly
'Y> 0, I th engitire, half-planie lying above, the x a,4 is

Straight stm-inite lwes starting t' e orn ate., ---- c---~
designated by, teir pa n~e s figure'A wV4) r1 ?iUe A, IV-6. F4 .11angt,

A-67



44 thi T' araisdtV

02;~~ 1, the 66ibhi cicls
6-Ad r ring 4L4- i

_rang l -Ae e fipo,A~ M- , Ad XIN ) A rn-shaped area bGt tiieir center at :
- -of radii a.. and- 2'd "(- aVnfr'

(selpfigure A!V-9-)

Theabveexapls 'sufficient toL enable.' gnev"4~~~~~~~ ~to identify all the-d~si~4 t>eue ara S

The problern of m;~ii Mze cloSedcrv yLgi
given.t contolir, th*i i-, W-(z), to 4r,,w te itArs

'-r <ithe z-plane and a sne, if the fteic6i6 (z)
ug cntor ~ .{can be donte by L2Pifaig#

"A- asmle~-'' z-plane. B~d gl:A , a
dieCOitQJI er~i ~~.be drawn.

separpte '- pjan i .
k4,- 4 "ldv at o -g.n UR THROUGH ~ UNTO

en 1 te r ndr 10

airea iml)

1jY

Pi gun,~' A ZV-10. Ikappind Through w z+ c.

Let there be -an irregitiar contou'Ci the z-plane
4 To each point on this contour corresponds a point

Figure A IV-8-. Genei-al circle W- Z 0 ~ , hr s a complex number. it follows
that vi transfor m 0 merely by shifting it in its entirety.
thrlugh the distance lCJ, 'in. the direction of the angle

------- of 0,. Rather than draw the cvontourC in its- new po-
jy, ~ion it -is simpler to shift the axes to a point -0

- rChus, with respect to the uv axes,, that Is, in the
w -plane the map- of C is of the same shape and orienta-

~fri Z 2 lon as-C, but shifted through C0,. This mnaP or "image"-o! -_70

0 Is designated by C

a1  Analytically, this trandormnation -is- arrived at as
>~I *"" z follows-

/ 44 WX-+V, U=X+X~r vI4.+Qz(XXr0  - ,Y,

X ~ hS shovis thiat every point of the contour C is shifted
.1 hvtrizontally through- x0 and vertically through, y.,,

/hencie, through, the, distance .10.1, in, the propeV-difec-
Fig4w-r A IV-91. Anhiulus htion, as Iwas done graphically4. This simfple trarisfox-

A- 6)



Appprsdil ]
mairepo'~parv heoretp vhich_ tue tr xTi theorem aa be etendec Vo~h aewiege -the

contour, '. hcas 'A iQp wid .tlteby epaiialcps the poinlt
0', t~. (See figure A WV-12) it is seea thAt 4s V,

Lot W_ z' 0 ap-41 let 00 be a .polit insi, the, cntr travels -o-nplotely aro jrtd . w trqvels twie oun
i the V pe,.r Vi)- t'e rgn In general; whjivC ige , e - I

W goes around4themeigin a~ iimn agnd, r pte t

tii W 1 ~POt k,, A .~Ide tq CQoltour e ~e A oes
J tw~t go around the origin. but swip& back aind frthi

/- throughi some angle &. 'with net j.-tav dqu

Cm a

01

Figure A ZV-11, ikapph (Translation) x

merather than sbf~t the contour C through- -Ce the.

uvaxes are shifted, by *c0, i.ea., the origin of the.avcoordlingtes is at point d,4 The po~t~dpr C is now,
also tho contour 0' nte 'pae Nt that pibtiug

-- - cturthrough fun~tdction W--O, z arQounts to Putt- 4, .-- i--igthe origirto the, uy axes: at the. pint0

X~- Now, let a polit z traverse the tontovr a in a- elook- Figure A ZV-13. Napping
'wi.e direction; using z~reAO it is apparent that, as
w, travels coznpely crun tecn6 0tevcor 'MAPPING-OF A CONTOUR THROUGH IPRE FUNCTIO7N
r swintgs bakan orth through an inc-luded angle w =~ Q, . To m~ap a contour C in the w -Phme tlirough
a but ends uip in its initial, position so that the, net the fMntion iw = c a , where. % is a complex nurTboer, it

vnge trave rsed is z were. l 1.n rw-ps, i lkwise is. besttus hpoafrmfo anw;hw.
-.- p reIt tht tbpn Mato X LL ioughj 3'600 aoit

the origin as tho point wtr elelsaround C'; w travels
around cl' in the same'direction as rvl rud0~ (A IV- ;W e 0~~r~~

A theorem can now be stated, as: follows: Whena dosed ~ -~r~ + .- ~~~
contur ~aped throu~gh thefunction. w =z -q Whfre.

Clies. inside the; contor, then,, as z travels corn-/-
Pftely 'afound 0-,- w, trakell aonceiPro&rnd-P*T'k~oi an./
n theame-drection.I[

Oinz- Plane. -

.1'Co

P r-C

Thl. ehrw wIf
Thu t i t 'ransf(' mation, c~qnsts in enlargimP aV
ve(o-:1ib by a fac or r.- iuid'then rotab iig these m_-A'!z---1. Vap~r~ (Mutipe fnl_,rlem~t lrgeveo-ors hroyl th are 0 see194ml A I4zv



Folz 7
- ,.. 4~ -. 4Z~-~ X

)f rotatia, the nt ou4t 6. ' e 0 t 2 ur. tnstoad wherp -0, a nd 02 are 0Anip0eC nUmnbers, qAilling
through - 6~, ./ rotaed. 1 ), WZORpeJisdw C e~

The result of this,:tranAdrm,-/,
is geom~etrically Biartr,$0flo e ~~to~0 which 6np can wkite (seoe figure A W-10):
x/exnoved fron~i the origirj V, bn ~re (if r )
iagtive, to the tav aves oF andn-lklii 4s oriefttationl re- W~ pal f

Asorii 'l 'npta gi efrorh (A XV5)
A- PI2'P +

InI
~A, A

'~*j (1WI" x CI

/C
(CC-

1 (A) X_'

w,- Plane.
iv

P'!;. .1 P2
W~-1?ane - .~4.0 1

5V2 . '
WZ '

2J
022

(C) . (d)j

Fi gwe A XV-15. Mapping Tbhrough (A ZV-5)

m~ iAxae two transform ations can be combined into Examination of wI shows that if C, lies inside the contour
w- z+ o a conour V i first C , traveling along C' in the w-ln oae hog

W. radian arun th w origin as z goes completely
m!i=i n to this transformattion, otu .i is around 0. Similarly, p2 traveling along 0' in the

coIii~'iby C, giving w' = C~z; then the resuling W 2 -plane rotates through 2 7tradians about the W2 origin
thi aa,, bifted by C1, giving w =w' + C1. Graphically as z goes completely around .C.

i~g caii VO done by plotting, C into C', as shown in-
sld j , fQ-,14 and then shifting, the origin by -C,, as Consequently, when 6, and &, each goes through 2 7t

Wi Aire A IV-lQ. radians, 0 which is -01+ 0,, goes through 4 7r radians .
in al. The__thewrem is now extended to the case when 0 contains
_feo hr tra formation described so far W' remains twqo points, C,~ and 0,, aixd the contour is mapped through
g'iZjtI t7xAli11) similar to 0, th~ough ito orientation .v = (z- c,) (z- ).Then, as z goes once around the

9-w-trta xv axes may be different fr na that of contur, vi goes 27-x 2 timaes, pround the. origin,, and in
tvettthe~y axes. the same direction PA z (i -e -, cloec 6~, if z tZ.vels,

Tit elockwise).
~ '~ ~t~ted '~e-lan be further xedda

x oxid d !L If both 0 and0 13 are- Ottsid l the contour ct, wdoes not
(a" 0j{~-02>go aroun'd the, origin but. rotatdS, through an angle



- ~ ppendix

4) 4+ 02i .If vile of the 'oit$ liel% Inside 01- w, goes -4 r k 'e 1~7, P, thI nP Of the cfrclO r2
ox~ecompete ~n~earoud th oriin.Similarly,,, for -

'mpoints tiisWde the contourQ C, w goes t .hr.0Fh.27,r l his Jmge is. a circle 4 -radius p -112; k point;,, moVing
radlfis. aroao'idthe origln,J,, it-encireje the along the contour C'from A to. m ~oves clckie: theorgnmcomplete, times, rotating in thpe .s~ie direc- oreodtgpitwrov rm'.t S.m~e

*to a .counterclockvilse- ?1,,- JW inpotatilt 1to ie OthiiS~
The th~~~e. opposite.*6fth~ belaio oft~.tnomt~

Teextended theorem can now :be 'stated: When 4cl ode oef? ,

a, dosed contour is-m-apod through a, function:A
c=(~4 .,.), where P:llI 0!slIt inside Y

the: contour, the6n as, z trael completely around, -10tl f
c ,Wtravels Around the' origin n ino and In the

same direction.

There Is no repstriction on, the, location of ~ nd ,
as long aa they are i .id th -0nt. C1. TuC may,coinlcide with -C, giving W~ a ~' the ruleostill re-
Imains thd same.

MAPPING A CON'TOUR TI.ROUGH THX FUNCTION
Vvi / t.wil be -shown- that whlen the contour a is

mapped throagh this function, the resulting contour q,'is T,. .X

no longer. geometrically similar to c but is generally,
distorted into clutte a differenit shape, T~his transtor-
mation still transformns circles. inta K-es,. btt gtrai 91t
lines become either circles or straigrit lines,. depending

* on their position in the, z-plAxze.

Using. the polar form, one writes:

z reJ0 ; wl~zPei. Lei6O

rZ

These relations explain the reason, for the distortion,
of the contour: each vectqr r turns into its, own re- F! gure A ff417. Mapp ing; w 1/z
ciprocal, 1/r ; thus, points far away from the origin7
come quite near, and vie e-versa. Moreover, each The -encirclement" theorem cani now be extodegangle 6 turns itt negative~ -0. Thus, tho otur oc more.. Let
is reflected across the x-axis, i.e.., points of G lying.

inth4upr al pe become- points in 011' lyjn' , i e~ so ; W1 - V, p
the lower half'-plane (see figure. A, IV- 16).. ( V.

Syf
Ex(amination of w - Q (CO inside contour C>-Fshws
that, as v' moves around U in a clockwi-ke direation,

Conce, w, circles the origin once, also in a clock-0 wise direction. And since iw= I/ple 1Al, it follows
that, as w, circles the origin once in a clockwise

P 61 direction, w circles its origin once- in a counterelock-
wise direction.. By analogy one may irdfer- aVo

(A IV-8) W

(z- C1)('- C2)

when a, and C2 lie inside the contour c then, as v,
4 travels around C once in a clockwise direction, w ro"

tates through 2,f Y 2 radians around its origin, but In the
counterclockwise direction. Once mre, if -c~cohicides

Figure A IV.46. Napping,- w- 1/z with C , w mI l(,v, - 01 P; the rule still remains the same.

Vigake A IV-1I showis the mapping of a single. point, MAPPING TM~RMNL UNDERLYING NYQUIST CrITfER-
co into the w-plane. It also shoW8 the unit circle, iiOg OFSTAB1LITYk. The above. theory Is sufficient to
r= I .. ro0 is showip to., be, about 2 units; P, is l/r 1/2 prove an important theorem used in servomechali~sM
Uniit. The final inia e 1 , is-'lie cox'jugAte.0f, 01, WOrk.



Se't4onA V

It will ba recalled, (secl seetion A 11I FutietwOn of- )positd rectm s ftst~15 ~ the're are roptS
Com lex Variable )that a traifei' functioni taxi be '' 0, l- f th A e -~Zor r. 1 0 I

-fhe lAPlVIg1111 ,,th .cbaten p-. gif l
-NW (Z-41i):(Zf2i, -Iias t,~Z ho~m.ti~ ht

(A ZY119)

a, 2 .ax are the zeros, of W(Z); a,, C4, ox .are its.
~~o~~es. P~effning9 the c 'zc~kiedirection as po~t~

(A V-1l) MA 'LA (Wplissed in words 4.s'follows: 'If'f ther "ae Aautil roots of NWz) or of D(s), thit the contourAw.e Z zeros and P, poles i ostv
expresstpn -may be~ome: sense, tMe CdU~.ur 0' encircles the -origin -- Z.-i tim'e

in a positive sonse."1
(2r- a,) K(z- ad)..(z- adt(,A rv~.) W(Z) = ---- _% - - In servo wax'k wg) usually is of the form w(z) -= I Y'(z),

Itli; mor'e -Mo'nlnt ,.o work with Y(z) and thus the
Let there b-P ,, contour C in the z -plane and let a%1 Y (,z) -Plane. - rce YW ) w('.)- any point in the
the ze 0;- poles of w(z) lie inside this contoui; W (zi) -plane Pwal)s into the me point shifted to thle,
let C be nmapped into the w -plane thro-ugh the function left by one "'nit in the Y(z) -plane. Thus the origin
w(z) shown in (A IV-10). Itiwill at ace be seen, of the W (z)-P1a0 becomnes the' 1. point of the, y (z)-ka on~ience of the above 1l1ncrcleinentY theorein, -peadtempigte rna b -e restated.
that as z travels around 0 once, in -a clockwise direc-
tion. the point w traveling on its image a,, will eilrcle "If the -Onta)Ar " encircles 7i zeros and P- polo-s in a'
the. orln ofthe w -plane in the Same direction ag xmvy poit1 sestecnor1.eni~e~te. on

tl 4b there are roots a, (i. e., zeros) and in the N = Z-? P mer. $U a 'ktsitive sen~e."

SECTION. A V - FACTORING POLYOIAISB EV NAYI EHD

SECTION AV - FACTOING POLYNOWAIS By SERVO (AV-2), one can plot a locus of points for which
ANALYSIS METHODS :W;180 Kodd (see figure AV-l). Next, on this locus

one fnds two points, -a +jo and-b +jic which satisfy the
Any of the servo analysis methods developed in Chapter conditionlIKr 1 1. In this case IC 1/13; there are just
-HI can be used to find the roots of equations to varying two rN' s : -a and -b.
degrees of approimation. This is accomplished by
rearranging polynomials to obtain a succession of (It will be seen that the expression 1/8(x + A)x - lis
equations of the form 1 + f W) -0 and applying the special different froM those encountered in the development
methodst-developed in that chapter for finding roots of of the root locus method in section 111-4 in that it has
this type of equation. A method is explained-here in no denominator. The situation was not covered iau
detail using the ruct Locus method only as a. matter of section 111-4 whbich deals only with systen A which
to Invenlien~e, the order of the numerator is lower than that of the

denominator. However, this property, as well as
- some others dependent upon the poles of Y(s) pertains

only to transfer functions of physical systems. But
Any rational polynomial with constant coefficients can the root locus method is not limited to such systems:
be factored. by the root locus method. In-order to do it can be applied to purely mathematical equations,
this the equation is. rearranged as in the following steps: i. e., ones which need not be tied-up with the dynamics

of Physical SYStems. The form of the root locus of
X+ A%3 + B%2 + CX + D these equations will differ in some respects from those.(A V- ,I) (+A 3+BX- X shown previouslt.)

([(X+ t4 X+ OX+ d.1)0

Next, the expression in the inner bi~dkets U is solve,
as follow's: '-A -a 4 -

Th as .- rsso mybenpr8ht byt- ~o pe Note that the ocus, conies in from infinity and ter-
The astexprssin zuy b ~f~iitd b thecomlex inates at the zeroa as BI decreases from infinity.

iuber reiw. This procedure is the same as, was used Having deteinined rootg -a and--b, the next step is
in plotting ths rcot locus of 'T<-sk - -1 IThus, uising to substituto the new found factora in &A-he expression
,x -G and x- '!-A L, the zeio's of the last-equation_ in in -he-b_-AcoJ -}of eqd~in Alo
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jFiure AV-2. ((x +A)X +B~x, a o (x +d)(x +)C(x+.f) ,

Finally, the factors (x + d), (x +e) , and (x +f) zx K
substituted into equation (AV-1) and the new equatio

(x+ d)(x+ e) (x+ f)t- Tijure A V'-S. i (xq -~J+2 i 0- x!~~ +C,%+D
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